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SECTION |
INTRODUCTION
It is the purpose of this study to recommend a video data modulation technique
that yields a minimum data compression ratio o e. 2:1. Since there are losses
associated with the process of compression, the gross compression must be
greater than the desired net compression of 2:1. Factor, contributing to the d6g-
radation of gross compression include the need for additional synchronization
bits and the need for increased transmitted energy per bit to provide a lower bit
error p_obability on the compressed system transmission link.
Taking these degradation factors into consideration a figure can be derived for the
necessary gross compression, and the problem becomes one of devising a com-
pression system to furnish it. One way in which this may be done is to reduce the
fidelity of the processed picture. In order to keep reduced fidelity to a minimum,
and to keep an exact account of the fidelity reduction to be expected in a processed
picture, it was necessary to make the study of fidelity criteria an integral part of
this video data modulation study. Also it was suspected that trade offs might exist
between fidelity and reliability, size, weight, and power consumption of the com-
pre__-i_n system terminal equipment. "_herefore, brief considerations of system
trade offs were included in this study.
Once a system was discovered which met the gross compression requirements
with apparently acceptable picture fidelity, then two additional parts of the study
were carried out. The first was to verify experimentally the gross compression
figures and the fidelity expectations through the use of real pictures and computer
techniques. The second was to design and make block diagram level recommenda-
tions of the selected video inodulstion technique.
The previous paragraphs sumn_,arize the guiding line of _.hinking which has served
tr, organize the requested study areas of the video data modulation study. However,
there has developed much detailed data. particularly in th: use of several compres-
sion schemes to meet the gross compression or fidelity requirements. The bulk
I-I
of the detailed qxperimental investigation and results are set forth in the appendiceJo
However., the essence of their findings is sum_.-._rized in this, the main body of the
report.
I-Z
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SEC TION 2
INVESTIGATION
2. I Grganization
The investigations that are a part of this study are grouped ;,_to four areas:
o Net and gross compression
o Fidelity
o Performance verification
o Video modulation recommendation.
2.2 Net and Gross Compression
An uncompressed television picture contains a fair amount of redundancy.
This redundancy enables the human viewer to extract intelligence from a
television picture at signal-to-noise ratios far less than those normally
associated with "pleasant" viewing. When a television picture is ,-ompressed,
that is, when the redundancy is partially or considerably rernove_, from the
signal, each signal bit must carry a greater proportion of the picture des-
scription making it reasonable to assume that the compressed bit stream is
more "fragile" with respect to channel noise. This is indeed the case and
has been experimentally verified. The relative fragility of the compressed
signal bit stream implies a requirement of more signal energy per bit.
In addition to requiring more signal energy per bit, the compressed signal
will require a more reliable synchronization word since the decoding of the
compressed bit stream depends, generally, on a firm knowledge of I :;e start-
ing point. This means that though the compressed system requires fewer
information bita per frame, it will usually require m_re synchronization bits
per frame. For instance, in a 512 x 512 element PCM picture, 6 x 512 x 512
information bits and approximately 51_ x 30 sync bits will be required. In a
compressed system of 512 lines, about 512 x 50 sync bits are required.
The difference, 10240 bits, is a negligible portion (,_ 0.65%) of the to*_I number
2-I
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of uncompressed bits. Even assuming a very large (I0:I) compression ratio,
the additional number of sync bits is still only 6.5% of the number of compressed
information bits. To the degree of accuracy assume_ _ in a preliminary design,
the effect of the increased number of sync bits on compression is negligible.
The most serious reduction of gross (or design) compression, therefore, comes
from the need to send each compressed information bit at a lower bit error
end an uncornpressed information bit.
satisfactory for many PCM video applica-
10 -5 is satisfactory for most compression
troy, at most, the remainder of the line
probability than that satisfactory to s
A bit error probability of I x 10 .3 is
tions. A bit error probability of I x
systems wherein a bit error may des
in which it occurs. For .netance, a 512 x 512 x 6 bit video frame will have
about 1600 picture elements in error at I x 10 "3. At a gross compression of
4:1, a compressed 512 x 512 element video frame will have about I000 picture
elements in error in the decoded picture for a I x 10 -5 bit error rate. We
note, of courq,% that the errors in the PCM picture will be uniformly distributed
"salt-and-pepper" type errors whereas the errors in the compressed picture
will be contained within four lines {expected value)which are of average cor-
rupted length, 256. The relative subjective merits of these two dissimilar
noise phenomena will not be debated here. Suffice it to say, the absolute
number of errors is so low as to rend-'r the pictures usable for general viewing,
and probably usable for most serious scientific work as well.
What penalty is paid for the relative luxury of a I x 10 -5 bit error probability
compared with a I x 10 -3 bit error probability? This depends on the choice of
the communication link modulation system. A popular "standard" choice is
coherent p_,ase-shift keying (PSK). For this system approximately 2-11Z db
more signal energy per bit is required for I x I0"5 than is required for I x 10 "_
bit error probability. In this instance the 4:1 gross compression postulated must
be divided by I. 8 (2.5 db) to yield a net compression on the basis of signal
energy per video frame of about 2.2:1. To a working first approximation, net
and gross compression are related by equation (I) below.
Cg
Cn= T_" ' (1)
where C n and Cg are the net and gross compressions, respectively.
2-2
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Within the context of this study, compression is referenced to six bit PCM. That
is, a system with a compression (gross) of 2:1 is one in which the average num-
ber of bits per picture element is three. A compression of 6:1 implies one bit
per element--a goal long-sought in the video compression field. Note that
though "compression" is referenced to six-bit PCM, picture quality of the parti-
cular system need not necessarily be equal to six-bit .-%cture quality in order
• that the system be labelled as an "X-to-one" compression system. However,
¢,r judging the operational value of a given system,its picture quality may be
referenced to either six-bit picture quality or to some other, task oriented,
fidelity criteria. Some of the latter art discussed in paragraph 2.3.
2.3 FIDELITY
quality{ I)In an analysis -,e the factors governing photographic image there are at
least three current views. The first holds that the factors controlling image
quality ara
Angular field
Definition
Distortion
Character of emulsion
o Altitude
o Ground speed
o Vibration
o Character of illuminatior.
The second view
image properties:
o Graininess
0 Sharpness
o Resolving power
o Tone reproduction
0
0
0
0
holds that the amount of informat_.on in a photo depends on four
Finally, the third view reduces the problem to three primary characteristics
governing the photo image quality:
o The tone or color contrast between the object and its
background
(I) Robert N. Colwel, Editor, Manual of Photographic Interpretation,
by American Society of Photogrammetry, Washington, D. C., 1960.
2-3
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o Image sharpness characteristics
o Stereoscopic parallax characteristics
The first approach is system oriented in that it includes vehicle characteristics.
While these are of ultimate importance, it is only the sensor oriented character-
istics, typified by the second outlook that interest us in this study. In the third
view, these are condensed essentially to two sensor-oriented characteristics
(stereoscopic parallax being a trajectory and timing problem).
T].e problem of good television images is certainly analogous to the problem of
good photographic images. The television system rr, ust render tones accurately
and it must sharply render the boundaries between these tones. In television terms,
this means that gray scale rendition and good step function response are essential.
There exist, however, three additional types of images and their electrical equi-
valents which are of interest. In observing aerial photographs of predominantly
geological areas, one often encounters long, thin, winding lines at virtually the
limit of resolution. These lines, when scanned, will gi-;e rise to impulses with-
in the electro-optical system. If these lines are to be recorded, the impulse re-
sponse of the system must give rise to a pulse which will exceed the next higher
threshold level for a sufficient length of time to allow at least one digital sample
to occur. The detection of thin, low contrast lines (roads, railroad beds, fault
lines, lunar rays, etc. ) implies a requirement for good impulse response in
the overall system in addition to good step function response.
In other parts of photographs of predominantly geological interest, individual dote
appear which are presumably trees or other isolated vegatation. These optical
point images will give rise to small spread functions which will also result in
impulses into the digital portion of the system when scanned. The digital system
resolution (in both dimensions) must be set so that these spread functions
will have a reasonable chance of being scanned near their central peak and the
analog portion of the system will again be required to have a good impulse response.
In viewing geological pictures, adjacent sections of closely packed trees often
occur which appear to have approximately equal average tone. However, there
is a distinct demarcation between the sections of forest on the basis of texture.
For instance, large old-growth timber closely packed differs in texture from
2-4
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similar species timber of new growth and medium density, yet the average tone
for the areas is quite close. A similar effect can occur over farm crop lands.
Even Inough individual trees and crops are below the system resolution limit.
it appears that an electro-optical system of good midrange sinewave response
is required for adequate texture distinction.
Table I summarizes the relation of pictorial factors and fidelity criteria.
The listing of fidelity factors is suitable for the evaluation of low-noise photo.
graphs. However, a scmewhat more inclusive listing is presented in Table 2,
This listing includes the effec+.s of unwanted perturbations due to modulation,
synchronization, and bit errors. Furthermore, it is seen that the six fidelity fac-
tors may be grouped into three simplifying categories: sharpnesS, tonal rendi-
tion, and purity.
Table 2 presents a qualitative estimate of the effect of resolution, filtering.
contouring, gray scale, modulation and synchronization, and bit error upon the
detection of each of the pictorial features; points, lines, edges, shades and textures.
The effect of each fidelity factor is estimated for two conditions: (I) detection of
all true occurrences and (2) detection of false (pseudo) occurrences of the pictorial
feature andis ratedas being of primary importance, of secondary importance, or
of no (or relatively minor) importance.
The assessment of fidelity so far has been largely qualitative. A quantitative,
or analytical, approach to fidelity is also needed. Such an approach, detailed
in Appendix C. I, confists of the simple concept illustrated in Figure 2.3-I.
s(t)
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FIGURE 2.3-I
ANALYTIC FIDELITY CONCEPT •
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The analytic measure of fidelity of a system is either
e(t) = S, (t) - S(t)
or some function of e(t), averaged over a suitable period of time.
ie to be used for photometric work, then an analytical fidelity criterion of peak
error e(_ for one picture titan is a very useful measure. With this measure
either empirically determined or estimated from the system design, the engineer
can assure the space science experimenter that all measurements will be within
X% of true, or will so be with very high confidence. For instance, considering
the analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog portions nnly, a PCM system will
have a peak error equal to or less than one-half quantizing interval. However,
it must be realized that some very useful systems, for instance Delta modulation.
will at time_ exhibit instantaneous errors close to I00% of full scale. For such
systems the analytical peak error criterion is unduly severe and another criterion
should, in all fairness, be chosen. Such an analytical criterion may be the fami-
liar one of rms error.
In the final analysis, however, most experimenters judge system performance sub-
jectively. The final test of a system is picture quality, whether or not it is used
photometrically.
The comprehensive fidelity measurement program defined in paragraph C. Z was
designed to answer these questions. In this program the rel_tive fidelity of the
compression system incorporated int-_ EDITS (Experimental Digital Television
System) is determined by the comparison of pictures rendered by each system
relative to the same test material rendered by a six-bit PCM system operating
under the same condition.
A total of eight video modulation system variations were included in the test program.
These include: six-bit PCM as the primary reference technique, 4, 3. and Z
bit PCM as secondary references together with three-four Roberts, two-three
Roberts, Z-bit Delta, and 4-bit PEC/Huffrn,n comprossion systems. Table
2.3-3 presents the organization of the test program which is shown to be divided
into three measurement catagories. They are: (I) Objective, (2) Quasi-Objective.
and (3) Subjective. Section 2.4 summarizes the more significant fidelity
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measurement results derived from this program.
2.4 PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION
2.4. I Introduction
Performance verification is in two areas, compression and fidelity. In 8ev°
eral of the compression m_-,-_ems discussed in paragraph 2.4.2 the compression
achieved did not meet expectations. For these systems, fidelity consideration8
are academic. For those systems which do meet, or _ppear to meet, the ,TPL
compression requirements, some discussion of fidelity is included as a part of
the system commentary. However, in addition to this, t_zere are several point8
of significant interest with regard to fidelity verification utilizing EDITS. These
points are covered in paragraph 2.4. 3.
2.4.2 Compression Verification
The compression study investigated both objectiv_ and subjective compression
techniques that had the potential of achieving a minimum net compression
ratio of at least 2:1. The compression analysis was conducted in the following
manner: for each compression technique a mathematical model was formulated
and the compression was calculated from the entropy of the model. Preliminary
values of compression were obtained by taking limiting values for the statistic8
necessary to evaluate the model. If these statistics indicated that gross average
compressions greater than 2:I were possible, then the system was simulated
by taking actual statistics on EDITS; alternately, the compression technique
was simulated on the ASI-210 digital computer. If the statistical model then
indicated that the system satisfied the minimum gross compression of greater
than 2:I, the net compression was calculated by considering sense- noise, channel
noise, and synchronization.
Eight separate and distinct compression t_ ,_niques were analyzed and these were
previous element coding (PEC); previous-element/pre,,ioue-line coding (PEPL);
Roberts coding; Delta modulation; split-band coding; bit-intensity run-length cod-
ing (BLRL); area coding; and linear approximation. Each of these techniques have
definite upper boundaries on compression due to (I)the theoretical restrictions
imposed by the basic concept of the compression technique. (Z7 the theoretical
limitations imposed by the noise inherent in the sensor, (3) limitations imposed
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by the •mount of redundancy inherent in the actual scene, and (4) the loss ol
compression •s • result of an increase in power due to implementation and an
increase in information content of each transmitted bit.
Previous Element Codin I
Previous element coding (PEC) utilizes adjacent element correlation in a frame
along with efficient coding to achieve compression. Assuming that the video is
quantized and converted to fixed-lengthdigital words, the system concept can
be described •s follows: Successive elements are compared and if they are alike,
a single bit PE word is transmitted; however, if they are not alia.e, the qu•ntized
value is encoded and digitally transmitted with a suitable prefix bit.
The PE symbols •re asslgned one bit because they are more probable. The quan-
tized amplitudes of picture elements that differ from the preceding element give
rise to symbols longer than their PCM equivalent. However, because these I-P_
symbols •re of relatively lesser occurrence than the PE symbols, the overall
result is a reduction in average nun_ber of bits required to transmit • picture
element.
The PEC system has the advantage of being a completely information preserving
coding system since all of the coding and decoding steps are reversible processes.
The only advantage ta_n is of the statistical redundancieP, inherent in the signal, and
no further degradation is experienced in order to achieve compression. The digi-
tal video from a PEC STstem should be identical with the digital video from an
equivalent PCM system.
The compression available, of course, depends very strongly on the statistics of
the message source. For this reason a representative number Of message sources
(pictures) must be measured. Table A. 2-3, A. 2-4,and A. 2-5 in Appendix A sum-
marize the PE probabillty statis'.ics, gross compression and net compression
findings for the PEC system. Average net compressions between I. 43 and I. 98
were observed for good sensor signal-to-noise ratios. Since these figures are aU
less than the 2:1 required by the study, PEC is not a recommended system.
Previous -Element/Previous-Line (PEPL) Coding
In PEC there are a number of elements not like th-.irprevious neighbor (I-PE
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elements). It w•s thought possible that • number of these I-PE elements would
be like their counterpart on the immediately previous llne. If enough were of
this nature they cou/d be given • special two-bit symbol c•lled • PL symbol.
While the PL symbol is longer than the one-bit PE symbol, it still Is shorter
than PC}v{ encoding or PCM encoding with the appropriate prefix bits. It was
believed that the average symbol length could be lowered below that exhibited
by the PEC system. The PEPL system is more complex than the I_EC system
because it requires storage of a complete previous line of video. Any increase
in compression observed must be substantial to justify the added terminal com-
plexity. The system was implemented and PL statistics were taken. Unfortun-
ately, the increase in compression observed was less than I0% over PEC. PEPL
is not • recommended system.
Area Coding
With the failure of PEPL to provide a significant gain in compression through the
use of line-to-line correlations, another approach was tried. In general, • picture
element is most apt to be like its immediate neighbor, and the probability of siml-
larity decreases with distance. If the scanning L_am moves four picture elements
, way from a given picture element, the correlat,on on • per-element basis will
drop, and there will exist some mean correlation. Lt the scanning beam was
made to traverse a different path for four elements so that it remained, on the
• verage, closer to the original element, then the mean correlation could be ex-
pected to increase. H the mean correlation increases0 the increase can be ex-
pec*.ed to reflect in a higher PE probability.
In paragraph A. 4, an expression is derived which implies that for PE - 0. 5, tiN,
optimum area to scan is about four picture elements (2 x Z). This would take the
form of • Z-scan, proceeding from upper left to upper right to lower left to lower
right, thence to upper left of the next subscan •re•.
The elemental area scan technique was tried on EDITS and the results appeared
to be discouraging. The PE probability for the PEA (_r_vlous Element Area)
system did not increase significar_tly with a two-element-square subscan.
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Examination of the video revealed thatan alternation of video pulse heights oc-
curred. !t was determined that this was a result of the particular scanning tech-
nique imposed. Several possible solutions were suggested, but none adequately
solved the problem. This unfortunate turn coupled with the results of the PEPL,
analysis indicates that unless sensor noise and other peculiarities are eliminated,
a PEA coding technique does not offer a sufficient value of gross compression
to satisfy the minimum JPL requirements. For six-bit quantization, an average
of only 50% of the elements are redundant; therefore, util'. "ng the statistical
redundancy directly could result in an upper boundary on compression of only Z:I.
When synchronization, the effects of channel noise, and implementation prob-
lems are considered, it is evident that a six-bit PEA system will not satisfy the
.TPL compression requirement.
Roberts Coding
The Roberts coding technique of bandwi4th compression is not an information pre-
serving coding technique. Compression i_ achieved by reducing the quantization
and breaking up the annoying contours by the addition and subtraction of identical
pseudorandom noise at the transmitter and receiver, respectively. The technique
indirectly utilizes the statistical redundancy and it displays the data in such a
manner as to take advantage of the physiological properties of the human viewer.
Implementation of the technique is achieved by the addition of a nonlinear ampli-
fier and a pseudorandom noise generator to the transmitting and receiving por-
tions of a conventional PCM television system. A nonlinear amplifier is used to
match the response of the eye to the displayed image and opti.rnize the overall sys-
tem transfer function. 3ince the response of the eye to incident light is a square-
root function, the dynamic range could be compressed to concentrate intensity er-
rors to those of high intensity where the eye would readily notice these errors.
This portion of the technique could physically be implemented by passing the ana-
log vi_eo signal from the sensor through an amplifier with a square-root trans-
fer function ,vhich compands the video signal. Pseudorandom noise is then added
to the com._anded signal before it is converted to a digital signal.
The subjective results of the comparison of compression techniques are given in
paragraph E. 2. Summarizing the Roberts results we find that on a single frame
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basis at 40 db sensor signal-to-noise ratio, the three-four _Loberts ill aot
subjectively equivalent to six-bit PCM as claimed by Roberts. However, it
does appear from the photographs in paragraph E. 4 that, subjectively, the
Roberts technique is preferred to Delta compression.
It appears from these photographs that there exists a relationship such that six-
bit PCM and three-four Roberts are almost subjectively equivalent at X db
and Y db signal-to-noise ratio for the two systems, respectively. Therefore, the
six-bit PCM and three-four Roberts Polaroid pictures at 30 and Z0 db signal-
to-n_se were enlarged to 8 x 10 to determine this relationship. Both the Cana-
dian Arctic and the .TPL Lunar scenes were used for the comparison since they
represent extremes in high and low contrast scenes. From the Canadian Arctic
and JPL Lunar photographs, A. 6P-9, A. 6P-1O, A. 6P-13, and A. 6P-14, at 3,0 db
sensor signal-to-noise ratio, six-bit PCIV[ not only represents subjectively a more
pleasing picture, but it is superior in line and small detail recognizability. It is
apparent that the Io,:_er contrast photos are almost subjectively equivalent some-
where between Z0 ar._ 30 db sensor signal-to-noise ratio; however, for the high
contrast scene, even at Z0 db sensor signal-to-noise, the six-bit PCM is pre-
ferred to the three-four Roberts both subjectively and in objective detail recog-
nizability.
It is seen from the Roberts photographs that net and gross compressions are sub-
stantially equivalent at about Z:l for the Roberts system. However, from Figures
A. 6 P-9 through A. 6 P-16, it is quite apparent that the three-four Roberts
is not subjectively equivalent to the six-bit PCM. There does appear to be some
relationship _tween the signal-to-noise ratio required for six-bit PCM and three-
four Rober*._. It then remains to be seen whether or not the space scientist
car. utilize the information from the Roberts display. Apparently, somewhere
between Z0 and 30 db sensor signal-to-noise ratio, the slx-bit PCM and three-
four Roberts could become subjectively equivllent.
Bit Interlace Run Length (BIRL)
A picture may be represented by one plane of six-bit binary numbers. Alternative-
ly one can think of the six-bit binary numbers as standing on end upon their base
plane and then being sliced horizontally by six parallel planes. After this is
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accomplished, conceptually, there exists six planes each containing only one
bit at each picture element position. Possibly, there is an advantage in having
six one-bit planes per picture instead of one six-bit plane.
In run-length coding, the end of a run occurs when the value of the function changes
from the value maintained during the run. For a six-bit PCM system the sixth
{or low order} bit is largely of random value and rapidly fluctuating, even at high
signal-to-noise ratios. This indicates that long runs of six-bit PCM words are
quite improbable, even for a constant level input. However, the fifth bit and high-
er order bits are less susceptible to random changes. Even so, their lack of
rapid change is not available for exploitation as straight run-length encoding. To
exploit the suspected redundancy of the higher order bits, the bits [or bit planes}
must somehow be separated and encoded separately. This concept is the basis for
bit-interlace-run-length (BLRL) coding_
In BLRI_ each separate bit plane is run-length encoded. At the receiver the bit
_anes are reconstituted from the reduced redundancy signal. The decoded bit
planes would be interlaced together in the display with the proper analog weight-
ing for each bit plane to reconstruct the original half-tone PC/V[ picture from
which the original bit planes were obtained. Unfortunately, the overall result
of these analyses was a compression of only I. 3:1. Therefore, BIRL is not a
recommended system.
Delta Modulation
A Delta modulation system includes a decision element and an approximation
element. As an option '.t may include a pre-processing unit and a post-processing
unit. The input waveform is compared to the approximated waveform in the de-
cision element. Depending on the similarity between the input waveform and the
approximating waveform the decision element alters the output of the approxi-
mation element. The signal by which the decision element chan_es the operation
of the approximation unit is the signal which is transmitted. At the receiver
there is another approximation element identical to the one at the transmitter. The
receiver approximation element, under control of the transmitter decision
element, produces a facsimile of the input waveform at the receiver output.
The "classical,, form of Delta modulation uses both a simple decision element and
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an equally simple approximation element. The decision element i8 a differenc@
amplifier with a threshold at zero. H the difference between the input waveform
and the approximation waveform is positive, a negative pulse {in principle) 18
sent to the approximation element. If the difference is negative, a positive pulse
i8 sent. The approximation element is a simple integrator of near infinite time
con3tant. Thus, the stream of difference signal pulses _s integrated into a
(hopefully) reasonable facsimile of the input waveforrn.
This simple Delta system has numerous drawbacks and the Delta utilized in this
study i8 a more complex Delta system in which the decision element having
three thresholds emits a two-bit signal,and the approximation element is the
equivalent of an exponential integrator with time constant equal to five picture
=_.ements.
The sample rate for the Delta system was chosen to be identical with the sample
rate of the PCM system and other compression systems so that a valid pictoria_
comparison could be made. Since the decision element utilizes three thresholds,
any of four corrective signals (two bits) are transmitted at each video sample tirr_e.
This two bits of transmission per picture element results in a gross compression
of 3:1.
As can be seen from photographs in Figure E. 4 P-16, the Delta image is "softer"
than the PCM images. However, the Delta image at a bit error probability of
I0 "3 is prob_.bly acceptable relative to the Delta image with I0 "°° bit error pro-
bability. So one concl,adee that (neglecting differences in synchronization bit
requirements) Delta net compression approximately equals gross compression.
As can be seen from the pictures, the Delta rendering yields a "soft" picture.
This softness is further brought out by examining the Delta step function response
in Figure E. 2 P-2. While the Delta system yields pleasing pictures which may
be usable for command and control functions, the three-to-one reduction in step
function response rise time may eliminate the Delta system from serious con-
sideration where sharpest pictures and best photometric accuracy are a system
requisite. Therefore, Delta modulation is not a recommended system in the con-
text of the .TPL study, even though it may well have other uees in space video
communications.
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SpHt-Band
The split-band technique consists of treating the video as though it were composed
of two distinct signals: a low frequency component and a high frequency compo-
nent. Each component is compressed by an appropriate technique. At the receiver,
each part is reconstituted and combined with the other to reform the original video.
The low frequency part is formed by passing the video through a low-pass Jilter
with cutoff frequency about I/I0 to 1/16 the maximum video frequency. The high
frequency component is formed by passing the video through a complementary
high pass filter.
The most efficient compression technique for the low frequency component oc;curs
simply because the sampling frequency for the lows is from 1/10 to 1/16 the sam-
piing frequency needed for the whole video signal. Additional compression is ob-
tained on the low frequencies by Roberts processing (see Appendix A, paragraph
6). The compression of the highs is accomplished by detecting spikes in the highs
which correspond to edge transitions in the original video. The spikes are en-
coded in amplitude and in relati 'e position to one another. The ,:xact technique
employed on the lows has relatively small influence (in the order of 120¢/'0) on the
overall compression
There appears to be a very good possibility that a split-band system will meet the
2:1 net compression required, or even the 3:1 net compression desired. To do so
would require average run-lengths between encoded highs of 5.4 to 8.8. From
evidence in the literature, these values appear feasible although the threshold set-
ting on the highs channel necessary to achieve them is not specified. A high
threshold setting (necessary to achieve long run lengths and high compressions)
would mean lowered fidelity and loss of low amplitude, high frequency components.
Another factor bearing on fidelity is the fact that the video is split into two paths,
each of which may be in error by as much as one-half quantizing level. For the
case where the lows channel and the highs channel have equal quantization, this
peak error is double that of • PCM system of equlvalont quantlzation. £n fact, the
split-band system is specifically designed to take advantage of certain character-
istics of human vision to achieve compression through a controlled reduction in
fidelity. Whether or not such a system would meet the •ccuracy requirements
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of a photometric system is problematical. In •ummazy, the split-band system
i• not the recommended •y•tem of thi• study because of the uncertainty in the
trade-off between statistic• affecting compression and resulting fidelity. U the
system were simpler in concept or implementation, it would warrant further
investigation into these matters on the basis of it• apparent potential for com-
pr • • • ion.
Linear Approximation
The linear approximation coding technique represent• the video signal by a series
of straight line segments. If the number of bit• required to represent these seg-
ments in slope and length is less than the number of bit• required to represent
the video signal on a point-by-point basis, then compression results. The linear
approximation system face• two decisions: what slope to choose and when to
give it up. In the EMR design these decision• are interrelated. All •lopes are
simultaneously generated. That slope which is sufficiently like the input video
for the longest run is the slope which is chosen. A slope is abandoned when the
absolute error between it and the video signal exceed• a predetermined thres-
hold a given number of times in succession.
Within the linear approximation system, a direct trade-off between compression
and fideli_.y exists. If the slope-video error threshold i• reduced the fidelity
of approximation is increased. However, the slopes will, on the average, ter-
minate sooner and compression is reduced. Consequently, much of the work
reported in Appendix A, paragraph 9, consists of trade studies between error
thresholds (and other parameters} and compression. These trade studies were
accomplished by computer (ASI-210 plus FORTRAN I and FORTRAN If) using
actual video lines from EDITS. S_n:e the linea must be manually typed into the
computer, complete frames of video were not evaluated, but every effort was
made to choose a wide variety of single video lines.
The computer program can be summarized as follows: the prograum to simulato
the linear approximation coding technique has the following options: (I) the Ax
runlength• were truncated to obtain compression as a function of truncation of the
_x runlengths; (2) the number of slopes was variable (31 and 63); (3)the error
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.band within which the function must lie was variable (_I, 12, and _4 levels out
of 64 pozsible amplitude levels); {4) the number of consecutive errors that could
be tolerated was variable (0, I, and 2 errors); (5) the RMS error and the equiva-
lent PCM error could be obtained; (6) the _x runlength probabilities could be
obtained; and (7) the compression could be obtained for either fiat coding or op-
timum coding.
Like most other compression systems, the performance of linear approximation is
divided into two parts--compression and fidelity. With respect to fidelity, we are
not in as good an experimental position with linear approximation as we are with
other systems such as Roberts and Delta which are incorporated into EDITS.
Therefore, our measures of fidelity for linear approximation derive from three
sources: (I) error band threshold setting, (2) rms error calculated for the com-
puter runs on each line, and (3) full frame pictures produced at MIT some years
ago using a similar technique with rather wide error bands. With respect to
co_rpression, we are considerably more certain of our conclusions since com-
pression figures are derived from fifteen video lines (3, 840 elements) taken
from six photos of four generically different subjects.
The linear approximation technique is of that class wherein a single bit error
has the possibility of corrupting the rest of the video data in that particular llne.
Therefore, the gross compression, for which the system parameters must be
chosen, is about I. 8 times the desired net compression. To achieve the 3PL
study requirement minimum net compression of Z: I, the system must be designed
to achieve a 3.6:1 gross compression. For the JPL desideratum of a net compres-
• sion of 3:1, a gross compression of 5.4:1 is required. For pic_ares of average com-
plexity (as measured by their PE probability) the choice of an error band thres-
hold of ±Z/64 of full scale and the choice of two consecutive threshold violations
result in an average gross compression of 3.6:1. This is for a system in which
31 slopes are possible and slope run lengths to 32 elements may occur. It is also
for "flat" coding; that is_ where every slope is represented by a word with the
same number of bits. In this case the number of bits is ten, equaUy distributed
between slope specification and runlength specification.
As an illustration of the trade-off flexibility of linear approximation, the gross
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compression under the previous conditions may be raised to 4.3:1 by allowing
three consecutive threshold violatlons. Or, it may be raised to 5.4:1 by retain-
ing the two consecutive threshold violation rule and yet relaxing the error-band
threshold from ±2/64 of full scale to ±4/64 of full scale. Finally. if one allows
both three consecutive threshold violations before slope abandonment and the
error-band threshold to be _4/64 of full scale, an average gross compression
of 6.5:1 occurs.
With these attractive compressions in mind, an estimate of system error is in
order. The rms error was calculated on the basis of the ditference in video
amplitude given by the linear approximation system and that given by six-bit
PCM. This rms error must be appropriately combined stated in terms of ring
I
error with the rms error for PCM, which is of a quantizing inter-
val. The error results for each compression arZe '_-glven in Table 4, The
rm8 video error for six-bit PCM is about 0.3; for five-bit PCM, 0, 6, for four-
bit PCM, I. 2, for three-bit PCM, Z. 3. In percent of full scale these errors
become 0.47%, 0.94%, I. 88e/e, and 3.60%, re_c_-,vely.
TABLE 4
COMPRESSION AND FIDELITY PEP, FOR_ANCE OF LINEAR APPIIOXIMATION
Gross
Corn,re s sion
3. 6:1
4. 5:1
5.4:1
6. 5:1
Net
Compression
Z. O: 1
2. S:I
3.0:1
3.6:1
RMS Error (relative
to Six-Bit PCM)
I.6*
1.9
2.2
2.5
*Units are in 64the of full scale.
Six-bit PCIV[ rms error relative to original video =
Total Video
R_S Er ror
l. 63*
1.93
Z. Z2
2.5Z
i
Percent of Full-
Scale RMS Error
z. 5s5
3. oz./.
3.475
3.94%
0.289 -" 0.3
As can be seen, on tins error a three-bit PCM system is not bad as analog insta-u-
mentation goes. It is predominantly the contouring in three-bit PCM which is ob-
Jectionable. However, the very nature of the linear approximation video reeonstl.
tution at the receiver allows a continuum of gray shades. Therefore, we expect
linear approximation output to be more pleasing than three bit PCM though it may
possess an approximately equal rms error. In the absence of implementing
linear approximation on EDITS (beyond the scope of this study) and actually
2020
processing whole frames of video, we still find reasonable assurance, on an rms
basis, that satisfactory pictures will be p:,oduced at a net compression of 2:1
(3.6:1 gross}. This assurance is further increased by observing the MIT linear
approximation pictures with an error band tolerance as high as ±5/64 of full
scale.
In summary, linear approximation has five attributes which are verified by
simulation with an actual video input.
o Gross compression )3.6:1
o Net compression )2:1
o Probably acceptable fidelity
o RMS error of 2.5 to 3% of full scale
o Flexibi]ity of trade off between compression and fidelity
Accordingly, the linear approximation system is the recommended video data
modulation system resulting frc:n this study.
2.4.3 Fidelity Verification
Once the compression objective has been met by a system, then the verification
of that system' s fidelity becomes of paramount importance. Insofar as fidelity
verification on EDITS is concerned there are several important test conditions
common to all fidelity measurements. EDITS vertical and horizontal scans are
adjusted to provide 256 horizontal element samples per scan line and 256 scan
lines per frame. These parameters establish the nominal resolution limit for all
input video data for this study. Due primarily to highlight and Iowlight saturation
of the Polaroid film which was used for data recording, the maximum contrast
ratios of output photographic images are limited to approximately 35: I. The
._..idrange gamma characteristic of the combined vidicon camera/display/film sub-
system is approximately 2:0. This results in an increase in contrast of the out-
put images compared with the input test images, but limits the useful contrast
range of the input test photographs to approxirnately 20:I.
In addition to the common EDITS factors relating to fidelity, there exist several
key fidelity measurement results. The reference six-bit PCIV[ system consistent-
ly produces thebest overall subjective picture fidelity under any given set of
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conditions. The degree of its superiority is, as would be expected, a function
of the input photographic data characteristics. The degree of superiority of
81x-blt PCM also 18 very much a function of the TV sensor video slgnal-to-noise
ratio. As the sensor signal-to-noise ratio is lowered, the fidelities of all modula-
tion techniques converge downward toward a condition of equality. This results from
the fact that the high fidelity images suffer a greater percentage of degradation than
the lower fidelity image for an equal increase in sensor noise. This eHect i8 parti-
cularly evident when three-fowr Roberts perforrnance is compared with six-blt
PCM at the three signal-to-noise conditions.
One modulation technique, viz. four-bit PEC/Huffman, i8 considerably more
susceptible to degradation under simulated high level digital channel noise than
any other technique tested. This i8 due to propagated data word errors result-
ing from the coding/decoding process.
The objective and quasi-objective fidelity measurement series graphically de-
monstrate the need for good step function response in the reproduction of black-
white transitions encountered on standard television test charts. The two-bit
Delta system fidelity unde.- such conditions is far below PCM performance. How-
ever, on natural terrain photographs, the respective fidelity levels appear to b@
nearly equivalent. This illustrates the importance of accurately defining the re-
quired frequency response characteristics of the input video data to satisfy a
particular mission.
Despite observed image fidelity differences in a given measurement series,
there is still the question of the comparative usefulness of the image data. Thl8
determination is best left to the individual reader who can evaluate the pictorial
results in relation to his particular set of requirements.
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Z. 5 RECOMM_:NDED VIDEO MODULATION SYSTEM
There are four major compression systems which satisfy the _PL minimum re-
quirement for Z:l compression. They are; three-four'Roberts, Delta, Spllt-
Bind, and Linear Approximation. In this study EMR has taken the minimum
3_L requirement to mean Z:I net compression; i.e., gross compression that
equals a minimum of Z when it has been div:_ded by a factor that accounts for
additional signal energy per bit and additio_al synchronizing bit_.
The Roberts system offers Z:l compression, but upon Judging the pictures relg-
tire to slx-bit PCM, the usefulness of the res_Iting subjective fidelity is in doubt.
Delta modulation provides 3:1 gross compression ,xnd Z. 5:1 net compression.
but here again adequacy of the fidelity as evidenced by ;._.-- _!ct_rial results is
in question. Split-Banc_ clearly offers gross and probably net compressions
greater than 3:1, and yet the published literature is not sufficiently detailed to
make an accurate trade off comparison between fidelity and compression.
Based on the above comments, it is felt that these three systems do not qualify
unreservedly as recommended video modulation systems.
Linear approximation also oilers gross and net compressions of greater than
3:1. The trade off between fidelity and compression has been studied exten-
sively during this program. Fidelity, in this sense, has been studied by ex-
amining line traces and computing rms error in the line traces, rather than
processing full frame pictures. The linear approximation system is quite
flexible, since, as an approximation system, it offers a relatively smooth
varying trade oHbetween the degree of approximation and the resulting com-
pression achieved.
Linear approximation, as the name implies# approximates the given video func-
tion by a piece-wise, continuous function consisting of a series of straighb.line
segments. In this system, two questions immediately arise: how to choose the
correct slope and when to give it up.
Several methods of choosing an initial slope for approximation exist . The
most common method is to take the first derivative at the requisite point. If
the first derivative is not convenient, one may take the first di_erence; however,
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neither method is used in the recommended video data modulation system be.
cause both the derivative and first difference are highly susceptible to video
noise. The approach taken in the linear approximation system is to generate
a complete family of slopes starting from the requisite point. In the system
developed by EMR, a family of 31 slopes ranging roughly between _90 ° are
used. There is a system synthesis problem in determining the optimum spac-
ing of the slopes. A good first approximation choice is to t, se equal angles
between the slopes.
The question of when to give up the chosen slope is also an important one, and
it has a major bearing on the trade off between fidelity and compression. Ef-
fectively, an error band is placed around the video to be approximated. All
slopes in the family are simultaneously compared with the input video to the
error band tolerance chosen. As the video progresses, more and more slopes
exceed the error band tolerance. The last slope to exceed the error band
tolerance is chosen as the valid approximating slope. The slope is terminated
at the first sample point which lies beyond the error band tolerance.
It is quite possible that noise may occasionally corrupt the video to make an
occasional single point on the approximating slope exceed the error band. The
potential for combatting this situation is inherent in the linear approximation
system because the rule for abandoning a chosen slope may be changed to allow
two or even three consecutive points on the chosen slope to exceed the error
band tolerance before the slope is abandoned. This procedure lengthens the
average slope run length, increasing compression at the expense of introducing
the possibility of addttionaA error. Another modification is possible. The new
family of slopes which will determine the next linear signal may be started at
either the last consecutive point in error or at the first of the consecutive points
in error. While the latter probably offers more accuracy, its electronic im-
plementation is much more complex and we chose the former case of starting
the next slope family at the last of the consecutive points in error.
As each new family of slopes is generated, the previous slope (five bits) and the
X component length of the slope run (five bits) are transmitted. While the rec-
ommended system has 31 slopes, computer studies have been made of systems
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using 63 slopes. While the recommended system truncates the maximum run.
length at 32 resolution elements, the computer studies have considered compres-
sion as a function of truncation between slope run lengths of 4 and 64. Para-
graph A. ? discusses these studies in detail and Appendix D furnishes block di-
agrams and details of system construction with comments on circuit selection.
In summary, the recommended video system is a linear approximation system
with 31 slopes and with run-lengths to 32 resolution elements. It possesses ai_
error band adjustable to _I, ±2, and ±4/64ths of full-scale video. It should have
a selectable run error tolerance of one, two, or three consecutive errors.
This system provides a wide range of trade offs between fidelity and compression
and offers gross compressions as low as I:I and as high as 9:1, the trade offs
being dependent on parameter settings and pictorial material. Net compres-
sions on the order of 3:1 with 3.5% of full-scale rms error are indicated from
the experimental study. Net compressions of 2:1 likewise appear possible
with rms error reduced to 2.5% of fu11-scale video. This is a relatively low-
error instrumentation system, and all video levels are produced so that con-
touring should be minimal if not nonexistent at the output.
While the resulting power, weight, and volume of the system vary widely with
system requirements, the following is representative of what can be done if
high-speed Motorola "MECL" integrated circuits in TO-5 packages are used.
Because of the circuit speed, the power estimate is 35.56 watts. The non-
structural volume (actual parts plus correction factor) is estimated at 53. 5
cubic inches. The nonstructural weight is estimated at I. 80 pounds. This
system will offer a video data processing rate of approximately 625, 000 pic-
ture elements per second. If the system is designed with slower speed logic,
{approximately 62, 500 picture elements per second), the estimated power drops
to 19. 56 watts. Because of linear approximation t s compression capabilitles .
flexible trade-off capability, and its possibility for integrated circuit imple-
mentation, we recommend highly the construction of a laboratory model as the
next step in this program.
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SECTION 3
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
3. I CONCLUSIONS
Eleven major conclusions resulted from this study.
I. Video data modulation systems with a net compression of 2:1 are feasible.
2. Video data modulation systems with a net compression of 3-1 are possible.
3. A net compression of 2:1 can be achieved by the relatively simple three-
four Roberts system at the expense of some loss in fidelity {image
noise} relative to 6-bit PCM.
4. A net compression of 2.5:1 can be achieved by use of the 2-bit Delta
system, but at the expense of some loss in fidelity (image softness}
relative to 6-bit PCM.
5. A net compression of 3:1 can be obtained by the somewhat more complex
linear approximation system.
6. A linear approximation system rms error of approximately 3. 5_0 of full
scale video is expected at net compressions in the vicinity of 3:1 (gross
compression. 5. 4:1).
7. The linear approximation system is a very flexible system offering a
wide range of trade offs between compression and fidelity through ad-
justment of system parameters.
8. Data compression performance is relatively inconclusive withou _. con-
comitant fidelity performance.
9. No single adequate measure of fidelity performance is believed to exist.
10. The relative fidelity penalty paid for compression becomes progressively
less as sensor signal-to-noise ratio decreases.
11. The fidelity performance of a video data modulation system ultimately
must be judged by the final user (space science experimenter}.
3.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the above conclusions, the recommendations below are made.
o Investigate in greater detail the possibility of the three-four Roberts
system satisfying the fldelity requirements of planetary imaging ex-
periments. - .
o Invostlgate in greater dotail the possibility of the Z-blt Delta system
and variations thereof satisfying the fidelity requirements of planetary
imaging experiments.
o Construct a laboratory-model linear-approximation system, which has (I}
variable system parameters, (Z) provision for injecting controlled amounts
3-I
of sensor noise, and (3) provision for simulating a variable bit error pro-
bability communication link between the linear approxirnator and the picture
reconstructor.
o Investigate the ability of the linear approximation video modulation system
to satisfy the fidelity requirements of planetary imaging while achieving
the highest possible data compression.
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APPENDIX A
COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
A. I INTRODUCTION
The compression study task was to undertake the investigation of both objective
and subjective compression techniques that have the potential of achieving a
minimum net compression ratio of at least 2:1. The compression analysis
was conducted in th e following manner. A mathematical model was formulated
for each compression technique and the compression was calculated from the
entropy of the model. Preliminary values of compression werr obtained by tak-
ing limiting values for the statistics necessary to evaluate the model. If these
statistics indicate that gross average compressions greater than 2:1 could exist,
then the system was simulated by taking actual statistics on EDITS; alternately,
the compression technique was simulated on the" ASI-ZIO digital computer. If the
statistical model then indicated that the system satisfied the minimum gross com-
pression of greater than Z:I, the net compression was calculated by considerin_
sensor noise, channel noise, and synchronization.
The net compression can be given for three separate and distinct considerations.
T::_ net data compression is
6m +k I
_net d = 6rn+k z';
n
C
g
(l)
where m is the television resolution for a square aspect ratio, k I is the number
of bits for line synchronization for a six bit PCI_'. system, k Z is the number of
bits for line synchronization for the compressed system, and C is the averageg
gross compression for the compression technique. Although the net data com-
pression is useful for the purposes of this study, the net signal power compression
is a better measure for the study and is
A-I
6m + k 1
l
erie, +%) As/N
where _ S/N is the ratio of the six bit PCM signal p,,'."er to the compressed
signal power to maintain an equivalent bit error probabaiity. The final formula
to be calculated is the net prime power compression which is
(z)
6m + kl) f (_P)
6m + kz _ SIN
E s
where f(_) is some functional relationship between the power required to imple-
ment a six oit PCIvl source and the power required to implement the compression
technique. This, however, requires a knowledge of the rf parameters, beyond
the scope of this study; therefore, for the purposes of the study, the net signal
power compression formula will be referred to as the net compression, C m.
Eight separate and distinct compression techniques were analyzed. These were
previous element coding (PEC), previous-element/previous-line coding (PEPL),
Roberts coding, Delta modulation, split-band coding, bit-intensity run-length •cod-
ing (BLRL), area coding, and linear approximation. Each of these techniques
have definite upper bound on compression due to (I) the theoretical restrictions
_mposect t>y the basic concept of the compression technique, (Z) the theoretical limi-
tations imposed by the noise inherent in the sen__or, (3) limitations imposed by the
amount of redundancy inherent in the actual scene, and (4) the loss of compression
as a result of an increase in power due to implernentation and an increase in informa-
tion content of each transmitted bit.
The theoretical limitations imposed by the basic concepts of PEC, PEPL, Roberts,
and Delta rnodulation, force these systems to have an upper bound on compression
of 6: I. BIRL, linear approximation, and split-band coding have theoretical upper
bound on _ompression that are set by the maximum allowed run-length. Area
coding does not have a definite number that can be assigned to the theoretical upper
A-2
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bound on compression. These upper bounds were calculated under ideal, but
not practical considerations, including (I) an infinite signal-to-noise ratio in the
sensor, (Z) 100% redundancy in the picture, (3) noiseless channel, (4) no synchro-
nization, and (5) the encoder requires the same power as the noncoded PCM
source.
In the real world, the upper bound on compression decreases quite drastically. For
realistic sensor signal-to-noise ratios and average picture redundancy, the 6-bit gross
compressions become 1.5:1 for PEC, 1.5:1 for PEPL, Z:I for Roberts, 3:1 for Delta,
4:1 for split-band, I. 5:1 for BILL, I. 5:1 for area coding, and 4:1 for linear approxi-
mation. When consideration is given to the increase in signal required to reduce
the effects of the noisy channel and the synchronization problems, the only techni-
ques that appear to satisy a minimum net compression of Z:I are Roberts, Delta,
split-band and linear approximation. To determine the recommended compression
techniques it becomes necessary to consider additional factors. These are, the sub-
jective evaluation of the displayed image and the size, weight, power, and reliability
considerations of the encoder. If the subjective evaluation is relative to 6-bit
quantization, the only coding technique that may meet the JPL study goals is the
linear approximation coding technique. In the following sections of this apl_.-ndix the
eight coding techniques are discussed in further detail to support the above dlscus-
B Ion.
A. Z PREVIOUS ELEMENT CODING
Previous element coding (PEC) utilizes adjacent element correlation in a frame
a:Jng with efficient coding to achieve compression. Assuming that the video is
quantized and converted to fixed-length digital words, the system concept can be
described as follows. Successive elements are compared and, if they are alike,
a single bit called PE is transmitted; however, if they are not alike, the quantized
value is encoded and digitally transmitted.
The conventional PCM source has an entropy of N bits/element -_here N=Iogzn,
n being the number of brightness bits. Compression, it is believed, will reduce
the PCM source to a new source with a coded entropy. Hc, where H c _ N. In
general, the entropy is given by
A-3
H = -_
i=l
p(i) log z p(l} (4)
for p(i), whichis the probability of obtaining brightness level, i. However, for
a dccodeable set of words {such as a Huffman{l)code set) the entropy is the coded
entropy, H c. where
i=l
p(i} L(l} (s)
for p(i), the probability of obtaining event i, and L(i), the number ofblte to encode
level i. Hence, the gross compression for PEC is given by
N NC " "
g H n
c _ p{i) l.,(l)
i=l
' (6)
PEC is an information preserving coding technique inasmuch as there is a one-to-one
relationship {under noiseless channel considerations) between the quantized value
after the sensor at the transmitter and the quantized value at the receiver before
the display device. For purposes of the video data modulation study it was speci-
fied that compression was to be re, .ire to a quantized six-bit video signal. HenceB it
would be possible to apply the PEC concept to the six-bit source and possibly achieve
compression. For the six-bit quantized data, and assuming that the {I-PE) levels
have a flat distribution, the gross average compression is given by
6
_PEC = v - 6PE " (7)
The fiat coding assumption on the (I-PE) leve;s was used for simplicity since statis-
tics are dependent on the picture-content. In actuality, the optimum code would vary
from picture to picture, thus requiring an adaptive system. It the eneodo_ |_ the
spacecraft is to be nonadaptive, a reasonable compromise between compression,
{l)Huffman, T, A., A Method of Construction of Minimum Redundancy Codes,
munications Theory, Jackson, Editor, Butterworth Scientific Publications,
1963.
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picture content, error effects, and implementation can be achieved by the flat cod-
ing assumption. The compression under this assumption is dependent only upon PE,
which was measured on EDITS. Table A. 2-I gives PE for various scenes processed
on EDITS at various signal-to-noise ratios for six-bit quantization. The actual photo-
graphs that were obtained are given in Section A. 2P. The gross Compression for
flat coding is tabulated in Table A. 2-2. Although these are the gross compression
figures, the final compression ratio must consider noise effects, synchronization,
and implementation, the results of Table .A. 2-2 show that the PEC compression
technique does not satisfy a 2:1 gross compression. Therefore, since the net com-
pression is less than gross, the PEC compression technique for six-bit data was
eliminated as a possible compression system for the 3PL study.
TABLE A. 2-1
PE AS A FUNCTION OF SENSOR SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
FOR SIX-BIT QUANTIZATION AND 256 RESOLUTION
Photo
Canadian Arctic
Canadian Arctic a
Canadian Arctic b
Canadian Arctic c
3PL Lunar
J PL Lunar •
YPL Lunar b
YPL Lunar c
40 db
O. 246
O. 186
O. 226
O. 202
0.231
O. 279
O. 296
O. 264
30 db
0. 126
0. III
0. 121
0. 116
0. 128
0.137
0. 137
0. 137
20 db
0.047
0.046
0.045
0. 046
0.047
0. 047
0. 047
0.046
Although PEC was eliminated for the recommended system for six-bit encoding,
the PEC coding technique could be applied to four-bit-quantized data. Although
subjectively the four-bit and six-bit pictures are not equivalent, it is still possible
to compress the four-bit data. Since the study requirement was to compare the
systems to six-bit data,
data is given by
the compression for the PEC technique applied to four-bit
-- 6
CpEC4 = 5 - 4PE ' (8)
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TABLE A. 2-2
REI]I [RNobY-
GROSS AVERAGE PEC COMPRESSION AS A FUNCTION OF SENSOR
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE FOR SIX-BIT OUANTIZATION AND Z56 RESOLUTION
Photo 40 db 30 db
:anadian Arctic
:anadian Arctic a
:anadian Arctic b
:anadian Arctic c
rPL Lunar
r PL Lunar •
fPL Lunar b
_PL Lunar c
1. Z2
1.02
1.06
1.04
I.07
1. 12
1.15
1.11
O. 96*
0.95
O. 96
0.95
O. 96
O. 97
O. 97
O. 97
20 db
O. 89*
0.89
0.89
0.89
0.89
o. 89
O. 89
0.89
T_b!e A. 2-4 gives gross average four-bit PEC compression as a function of the sensor
signal-to-noise ratio for the various scenes calculated from equation (5) and Table
A. 2-3. It is apparent that gross average compressions larger than two-to-one
are possible for this approach. It now becomes necessary to calculate the net
compression which considers s!nchronization and the effects of channel noise.
The net compression for this case is
(6m + s)
m m
CpEC4N
TABLE A. _--3
PE AS A FUNCTION OF SENSOR SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
FOR FOUR-BIT QUANTIZATION AND 256 RESOLUTION
f
Photo
|
Canadian Arctic
Canadian Arctic a
Canadian Arctic b
Canadian Arctic c
JPL Lunar
3PL Lunar a
3PL Lunar b
rPL Lunar c
-*Gross average compress
to I/C
40 db
0.616
O. 540
O. 608
O. 549
0.613
30 db
O. 433
O. 400
0.433
O. 403
O. 445
0.696 O. 478
0. 701 0. 457
0.665 0. 457
ZO db
O. 184
O. 175
O. 180
O. 179
O. 186
O. 179
O. 180
O. 180
zon less than I results in a
A-6
bandwidth expansion equal
(9)
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TABLE A. 2-4
GROSS AVERAGE COMPRESSION FOR FOUR-BIT PEC RELATIVE TO SIX BITS •
OF 256 RESOLUTION AS A FUNCTION OF S '_NSOR SIGNAL-TO-NOISE
Photo
:anadian Arctic
:anadian Arctic a
:anadian Arctic b
:anadian Arctic C
_PL Lunar
FPL Lunar a
rPL Lunar b
rPL Lunar c
40 db
2.36
2.04
2.34
2.14
2.36
2.70
2.72
2.56
TABLE A. 2-5
30 db
1.84
1.76
1.84
1.77
1.86
1.94
1.89
1.89
L
20 db
1.42
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.41
1.40
1.40
1.40
NET AVERAGE COMPRESSION FOR FOUR-BIT PEC RELATIVE TO SIX BITS
AT 256 RESOLUTION AS A FUNCTION OF SENSOR SIGNAL-TO.NOISE
Photo
Canadian Arctic
Canadian Arctic a
Canadian Arctic b
Canadian Arctic c
3PL Lunar
.TPL Lunar •
3PL Lunar b
3PL Lunar c
40 db
1.66
1.43
1.65
1.50
1.66
1.90
1.98
1.80
30 db
1.30
1.24
1.30
1.25
1.31
1.37
1.33
1.33
In equation (9), m is the number of elements along a line,
20 db
I. DO
O. 99
O. 99
O. 99
1. O0
O. 99
O. 99
O. 99
s the number of bits for
line sync for six-bit PCM data, C'PEC is the gross PEC four-bit compression, q
is the number of bits for line sync for _he four-bit PEC system, and _ S/N is the
power increase for the compressed data to have the equivalent bit error probability.
From experimental studies, the compressed system will require a bit error pro-
bability of 10 -4 compared to the uncompressed bit error probability of 10 -3 . There-
fore. assuming coherent-phase-shift keying modulation, the _ S/N is I. 42.
A°7
From the synchronization study, s is 30 bits and q is 50 bits. Therefore, for the
four-bit PEC system, the net compression i8
_" = ZI61 = 1 for 51Z resolution.
PEC4N 1.4Z (Z590-ZO48) (1. 199-0. 947)
This result can now be applied to Table A. Z-4 and the net compression for the
processed sc_-ne is given by Table A. 2-5.
It appears that the four-bit PEC system will not satisfy the 3PL net compres-
sion requirement . At the higher signal-to-noise ratios, both scenes and the sub-
scenes may satisfy the JPL requirements if the PEQ concept iJ applied. If
the space scientist agrees that four-bit quantization is sufficient, and if the addi-
tional compression is picked up with PEQ, thenthe four-bit PEC may satisfy the
minimum Z:l net compression
A. 3 LINE-TO-LLNE CODING
A. 3." Introduction
The PEC compression system efficiently utilizes the correlation between successive
elements along a scanning line. This t"-chnique was extended in the vertical direc-
tion to take advantage of the correlation between adjacent elements between succes-
sive lines. There are two approaches open to utilize both the horizontal and verti-
cal correlation.
A. 3.2 PEPL Coding
PEPL coding is one technique that compares adjacent elements in successive lines
and encodes adjacent elements of tl_e same intensity with a PL signal if they are
not PE elements. A block diagram of this system is given in Figure A. 3-I. The
alternate approach is a PL' PE' coding technique that'encodes all elements that
are alike between successive lines with a PL' signal
The crossover points where the compression for PEC equals the compression for
PEPL will be determined: that is, given the value of PE, PL is determined so that
CpE = CpEPL . For this condition
N N
= (tO)
N+ l -NPE .N+Z- (N+ I) PE-NPI_ ;
[ I
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where N is the number of intensity levels expressed in bits, and assuming • flat
distribution for the (I-PE) and (I-PE-PL) levels. Solving for PL as a function of PE,
I -PE
PL • N " (I I)
Figure A. 3-2 plots the above relationship for N=6 and four bits.
Although this set of curves sets the lower limit on PL, consider the value of PL,
required so that
Substituting in (|),
Solving for PL,
C--PEPL " 2%E •
N N
N+ 1 -NPE
(12}
= 2 [N + 2 - (N + I) PE - N PL,] (13)
PL = N+ 3 - (N+ 2) PE .
ZN
This relationship is also plotted on Figure A. 3'2. From the curve in order to in-
crease the compression by a factor oftwoover PEC, PE for six bits must be less
than 0. 5. If
m
CpEPL = Z CpE ,
(14)
with PE : 0.5, PL must equal 0.5 to satisfy this condition, and this is of course irn.
possible. In fact, a minimum of 90% of a scene must be either PE or PL to double
the compression.
Several pictures were processed on EDITS and the appropriate statistics were
measured to determine the efficiency of a coding technique that takes advantage of
this horizontal and vertical correlation and the results are compared to the PE
and PL' coding compression valuee. The statistics measured were: (I) .I_E,
the probability that an element along a scanning line has the same intensity as its
neighboring element; (2) PL, the probability that an element has the same intensity
as the adjacent element in the neighboring line, but not a PE element; (3) PE', the
probability that an element has the same intensity as its neighboring element but
not the same intensity as the neighboring element in the adjacent line; and (4) PL', the
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probability an element has the same intensity as the adjacent element in the adja-
cent line. From these probabilities, it is possible to obtain the gross average com-
pression. These compressions are (I) for the PEC system the compression is
_PE = N (IS)N+! -NPE '
(Z) for the PL' system the compression is
-- N
CpL' = N + 1 - N PL' ' (16)
(3) for the PEPL system the compression is
and (4) for the PE' PL'
Cp = N (17}EPL
N+ Z - (N +l) PE - N PL
system the compression is
_PE' PL' . (18)Z N
N + 2 - (N + I) PL' - N PE,
The line-to-line compressions are valid under the assumptions that (I) the most
probable event (PE or PL' ) is encoded with a I; (2) the next most probable event
(PE or PL) is encoded with a 01, and (3) the remaining n events have a fiat distri-
bution and are encoded with N + 2 bits. To determine the efficiency of these coding
techniques relative to the optimum Huffman coding technique, the I-PE-PL statis-
tics were taken. The optimum compression for the PEPL system is
NI
Copt. = n
pli) Log z pli)
i =I
(19)
Several pictures were processed on EDITS and the results are summarized in Tables
A. 3-I, A. 3-2, andA. 3-3, and graphically in Figure A. 3-3.
These results seem to indicate that several concepts that have been stated in the
past are not valid; that is, given a compression of X:I in the horizontal direction
and a compression of Y:I in the vertical direction, then combing the two will re-
sult in a compression oi XY:I. This is not valid since
m I
CpE " CpL , f CpEPL °rC--pE, PL "
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FIGURE A. 3-3
COMPRESSION FOR VARIOUS SCENES
PROCESSED ON EDITS AT Z56 RESOLUTION
7
a
In general, the compression is less; that is,
m
CpE • CpL = I. 85 and CpEpL = I. 35
for the seven pictures processed.
The figures obtained by combining PE and PL' indicate that the amount of Tedundancy
that could be eliminated in a picture quantized to six bits varies from a minimum of
349o to a maximum of 75% with the average redundancy for the seven pictures being
4990. This indicates that at six bits on the average, one would expect a 2:1 compres-
sion. From the published literature, the amount of redundancy is from 9090 to 9_;
therefore, approximately 40% of the redundancy is eliminated by sensor noise.
It appears that there is no clear analytical or experimental relationship between
PE and PL; that is, it is not possible to estimate the value of PEPL cor._pression
from only the value of PE. This can be seem from Figure A. 3-4, which plots PE
and PL for the several scenes processed on EDITS.
In the area of noise effects, the problems enlarge considerably relative to the error
effects in PEC. For example, the near optimum code is now composed of three word
lengths.
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PE AND PL PROBABILITIES FOR SEVERAL SCENES
PROCESSED ON EDITS AT Z56 RESOLUTION
0._
PICTURE
Moon
Moon
Girl
Girl
Cooper
Cooper
Celescope
Celescope
Apollo
Apollo
Star
Star
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
JPL Moon
PE, PL,
TABLE A. 3-I
PE' , PL' , AND (I-PE-PL) PROBABILITIES
FROM EDITS AT 256 RESOLUTION
QUANTIZATION
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits"
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
PE
O. 305178
O. 674443
O. 373080
O. 694280
O. 251467
O. 579838
0.707708
O. 859839
O. 387576
0°713811
O. 375216
O. 7 53332
O. 329592
4 bits 0.
(I-PE-PL)(I) 0.
(I -PE-PL) (2) 0.
(I -PE-PL)(3)
(I-PE -PL) (4)
(I-PE-PL)(5)
(I-PE -PL) (6)
(I-PE-PL)(7)
(1-PE-PL)(8}
607 520
003920
01520
O. 010880
O. 01360
0.1560
O. 017584
0.01688
O. O1856
0.150453
0. 187684
0. 109254
0. 129701
0. 091553
0. 148011
0.043259
0.050660
0. 086823
0. 126344
0. 160066
0. 133058
0. 085450
0. 141280
(I-PE-PL)(9)
(I-PE-PL)(10)
( 1 -PE -PL)( I l)
(I-PE-PL)(I2)
(I -PE-PL) (I 3)
(I-PE-PL)(14)
( 1 -PE-PL)(15)
(I -PE-PL)(16)
PL PL'
0.247194
0. 635228
0. 323794
0. 629887
O. 340884
0. 582280
O. 7 507 38
O. 864112
O. 437930
O. 668340
O. 344088
O. 724035
O. 286867
0. 508427
PE'
I
O. 134889
O. 185487
0. 174562
O. 187227
O. 1277 17
0.202028
0.051575
O. 048218
O. 130311
O. 167 507
0. 186922.
O. 161744
O. 126191
O. 160981
0. 01832
O. 02696
O. O2464
0.'o224
O. O2696
0.-02112
0. 00026
0. 00069
,I
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TABLE A. 3-Z
COMPRESSIONS ACHIEVABLE FOR PICTURES
PROCESSED ON EDITS AT 256 RESOLUTION
PIC TURE
J
_[oo1_
Girl
Cooper
C¢lescope
Apollo
Star
3PL Moon
Average
Copt.
|
SCENE NO.
i
6
4
7
2
5
(JPL Moon)
QUANTIZATION
(BITS)
6
4
4
6
4
6
4
6
4
6
4
6
4
6
4
4
m i
CpE CpEPL
1.16 1.21
1.74 2. 13
1.26 I. 27
1.80 1.99
1.09 1.05
1.49 1.59
2.18 2.15
2.56 Z. 67
I. 28 I. Z6
1.87 2.08
1. Z6 1.36
2.01 Z. 35
1.19 1.16
1.56 I. 67
1.35 1.35
I. 86 2.07
1.75:1
!
CpL
I.09
1.63
1.19
1.61
1.21
1.50
2.40
Z. 59
1.37
1.7Z
1.22
!
1.90
1.14
I. 35
1.37
1.76
CpL' PE'
1. 10
1.9Z
1. Z8
1.90
l. Z4
2.46
Z. 69
1.44
1.99
1.34
Z. 31
1.15
1.42
1.43
Z. O0
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TABLE Pu 3-3
AMOUNT OF REDUNDANCY IN A PICTURE THAT IS EITHER LIKE
THE ADJACENT ELEMENT HORIZONTALLY OR VERTICALLY
PIC TURE
|
Moon
Moon
Girl
Girl
Cooper
Cooper
Celescope
Celescope
Apollo
Apollo
Star
Star
3PL Moon
JPL Moon
Average
Average
QUANTIZATION
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
6 bits
4 bits
PE+PL
0..455631
0. 8.62127
0.482334
0.823981
O. 343020
O. 727849
0.750967
O. 910499
O. 474399
0. 840155
O. 535282
O. 886390
0. 415042
O. 748800
O. 493811
O. 828543
PL' +PE,
O. 382083
O. _20715
O. 498356
O. 817114
O. 468601
O. 784308
O. 802313
O. 912330 •
O. 568241
O. 830847
O. 531010
O. 886379
O. 413058
O. 669408
O, 523380
0.817 300
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Some preliminary and basic error results can be obtained. Consider first the
probability of obtaining a zero or one. This is given by
P(1) : PE + PLIZ + (I-PE-PL) (N)IZ (N + 2), and • (z0}
P(0) - PLIZ + (I-PE-PL) (N ÷ 4)/Z (N + _). (21)
These equations are valid for PEPL coding and assuming that the (I-PE-PL,}
levels have a flat distribution. For six-bit quantization, equations (II) and (12)
reduce to
P(1) = 318 + 518 PE + I18 PL, and (22)
P(0) = 518 - 518 PE - 118 PL (:'3)
m u
For seven pictures processed on EDITS, the average value of PE = 0.426 and PL •
0.096. Therefore, P(1) = 0.653 and P(0) = 0. 347 from which it can be stated that
P(1) " 2P(0). For these pictures some of the probabilities of errors can be es-
timated.
The probability of a level change i8
P(I-PE-PL) "--_level change = 0.75 (0.478) = 0. 359,
and there is no shortening of the line.
Go
PZPE --_PL =
i=Z
(i - I) (PZ) i
PE/(I-PE) - lOgeIl-_l= 0. 188.
When this occurs, the line will be shortened by one element.
The probability that a PL code will be decoded as 2 PE' 8 i8
= 0. 096/2 - 0. 048.
PPL "-_ ZPE
The line will be lengthened by one element. If Pp is defined as the predicatable
error, Pp = O. 595 or approximately 40_/0 of the errors require additlonal
detailed examination. If the PEPL system is in state S, the synchronization
• state, the probability of remaining in S is the probability that an error occurs in
the last N bits of a (I-PE-PL) word or Pl = N(I-PE-PL)/(N + 2}. This type of
error is quite similar to the PCM error; however, it may propagate for several
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elements. But on the average the error will only propagate as long as the aver-
age run-length. These results are rather discouraging and it was decided to
investigate an alternate and more common approach to line-to-line coding.
PE-_L-RL Coding
If there exists redundancy between successive lines, how can one effectively
utilize this information? One possible manner would be to have a (PE -_L - RL)
previous element delta-line, run-length coded system. The system will operate
as follows. Every kth line will be PE encoded as used as a reference point. Re-
lative to the reference line, the difference between successive lines will be cal-
culated. If this difference, _L, the binary sum of the total differences of the
line, is less than T, an arbitrary assigned value to be determined, a code is
transmitted indicating that the two successive lines are equal. However, if
is more than T, then the difference is PE encoded and transmitted. The com-
pression when two successive lines satisfy the threshold requirement is
Nm
: I.
N+4
For six-bit quantization and 256 resolution, the compression for that line will be
approximately 150:1. In general the compression will be given by
-- Nm 2
C = (N + 4) L + P+ (N + 2) (m z - mL - P) ; (24)
where N = number of cluantizing bits,
m= horizontal resolution,
L= number of identical lines, and
P= difference elements that are PE •
%
An _stimate on the compression can be made by assuming that the redundancy is
sensor limited to 50%. With 256 resolution, six-bit quantization, 50% of the re-
maining elements are PE, and 50% of the lines are redundant, the compression
is only 2.5:1.
Conclusions
Based on the statistics obtained from EDITS, the effects of error and the increase
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in size, weigh_, and power, it is evident that the PEPL coding technique will
not satisfy the requirements imposed by JPL of a minimum compression of 2"I.
The average PEPL compression for the seven pictures was I. 35:1. A technique
is posed that will attempt to take advantage of the line-to-line redundancy; how-
ever, statistics are not available, and intuitively it appears that the technique
will not satisfy the compression requirements.
A. 4 AREA CODING
A. 4. I Area Scanning
Several approaches on utilizing area correlation have been investigated by Schap-
horst and Remm {I), Haagin (2), Altemus and Schaphorst (3), Posner(4! and Wich-
{s)
mann . It is not the purpose of this section to discuss the generalized area
coding approach, but to consider one specific Coding technique that utilizes both
the horizontal and vertical correlation and to propose an additional technique
for area encoding.
It has been previously established that the statistical correlation is about the
same in the vertical and horizontal directions; that is, the previous element pro-
bability along a line is about the same as the orevious line probability obtained
by scanning the picture vertically. Therefore, it may be feasible to use this
correlation in determining a near optimum size for the area to be scanned.
Consider an average run of L h elements in the horizontal direction. Using the
PE concept, this average run requires (N + I) + (L h - I) bits under the prevlously
References
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stated Hat coding assumption.
L =
RE-13RI3ERNo,Y- 7J
The average number of bits per run L is
(z s)
With the modified Huffman coding assignment, the average number of bits per
elementis
E= N + l -N PE h • (Z6)
where PE h is the previous element probability in the horizontal scanning direction.
If equations (I) and (Z) are equated, the average run length is
l (zT)
Lh = I - PE h "
Similarly, in the vertical direction, the average run length can be found and is
given by
!
L = ... (ZS)
v I - PE
V
Since experimentally it can be shown that PE h = PE v, the average area size is
-- 1
A = (l.pE) z • (zg)
Given PE, it would be possible to utilize the horizontal and vertical correlation
in a picture by scanning the picture in an area of size determined by the average
area size. For example, eleven pictures were processed on EDITS which were
quantized to six bits and the average PE was 0.5; therefore, the average area
= 4 elements. Hence, if the picture were broken into a number of four element
areas and efficiently encoded, compression could result.
4.4.2 Previous Element Area Scan Coding (PEAS)
Although the above area coding technique is considered the conventional approach
to area coding, it may be possible to increase the efficiency of a PEC system by
scanning the picture in a raster which sequentially covers the picture in the average
size increments:
By scanning the picture in the elemental area approach, the expected results
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are: (I) PE should necessarily increase over the conventional line scanning PE;
(2) the scanning technique utilizes line'to-line correlation, thus providing •
simplified version of the PEP]., system; and (3) the scanning technique will pro-
vide a mathematicalmodel for the area coding technique.
Several hypothetical matrice=- of elements where PE h" PEv were composed and
the PEA technique was applied to them. The manual simulation indicates that
the elemental area scanning technique increased PE in the PEA system such
that the net advantage in compression was greater than that which could be achieved
by PEPL coding the matrices. The PEA technique was simulated on EDITS.
Implementation of the elemental area scan was achieved by scanning small sub-
rasters instead of horizontal lines. To accomplish the subraster scan, the digi-
tal sweep circuits of EDITS were rewired as shown in Figure A; 4-I. The subscan
counters can be any portion of the total; however, implementation is easy if they
are powers of two. Addition of the two counter outputs is accomplished in the D/A
ladder network. The subscan configuration for one-bit subscan counters is shown
in Figure A. 4-2. The subscan size is ZI = 2 bits square. If the subscan counters
are each two stages, the size becomes Z2-- 4 bits square. The subscan raster as
shown in Figure A. 4-3 scans vertically and then steps horizontally. If the vertical
and horizontal subscan counters are reversed so that the horizontal is stepped be-
fore the vertical, the raster will take the form shown in Figure A. 4-4.
The elemental area scan technique was tried on EDITS and the results appeared
to be discouraging. The PE for the PEA system did not increase significantly
w_:_ a two-element square subscan. Examination of the video revealed that an
alternation of video pulse heights occurred. It was determined that this was a
result of the particular scanning technique imposed. Several possible solutions
were tried, but none adequately solved the problem. This unfortunate turn coupled
with the results of the PEPL analysis indicates that unless sensor noise is eliminated,
a PEA coding technique does not offer a sufficient value of gross compression tO
sa_.isfy the minimum 3PL requirements. For six-bit quantization, an average of
only 50% of the elements are redundant; therefore, directly utilizing statistical
redundancy cou3d result in an upper bound on compression of 2:I. When synchro-
nization, effects of channel noise, and implementation problems are considered, it
is evident that a six bit PEA system will not satisfy the JPL compression requirement.
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FIGURE A. 4-3
Z2 SUBSCAN PATTERN
FIGURE A. 4-4
HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL PATTERN
A. 5 BIT INTERLACE RUN LENGTH COMPRESSION
A. 5. I Concept
A picture may be represented by one plane of six-bit binary numbers. Alter-
natively, one can think of the six-bit binary numbers as standing on end, upon
their base plane and then being sliced horizontally by six parallel planes. After
this is accomplished, conceptually, there exists six planes each containing only
one bit at each picture element position. There is, possibly, an advantage in
having six one-bit planes per picture instead of one six-bit plane.
In run-length coding, the end of a run occurs when the value Of the function
changes from the value maintained during the run. For a six-bit PCM system,
the sixth (low order)bit is largely of random value and rapidly fluctuating, es-
pecially at high signal-to_._,ise ratios. This indicates that long runs of six-
bit PCM words are quite improbable, even for a constant level input. However,
the fifth bit and higher order bits are less susceptible to random changes. Even
so, their lack of rapid change is not available for exploitation as straight run-
length encoding. To exploit the suspected redundancy of the higher order bits,
the bits (or bit planes) must somehow be separated and encoded separately.
This concept is the basis for bit-interlace-run-length (BIRL) coding.
In BLRL, each separate bit plane is run-length encoded. At the receiver the
bit planes are reconstituted from the reduced redundancy signal. The decoded
bit planes would be interlaced together in the display with the proper analog
weighting for each bit plane to reconstruct the original half-tone PCM picture
from which the original bit planes were obtained.
EDITS (see Appendix E. 1) is sufficiently flexible to secure the signal from each
bit decision in the analog-to-digital converter. This bit-decision signal is dis-
played to form a one-bit picture which may be photographed. Six such pictures
constitute, in principle, the information in the original six-bit PCM picture.
Indeed, a composite half-tone picture has been reconstructed by the expedient
of multiple exposure of the recording film giving the low-order bit a one-frame
time exposure, the second order bit a two-frame exposure, the third order bit
a four-frame exposure, etc.
A-Z0
A. 5. Z Experimental Results
The basic plan for evaluating BIRL potential is to secure six individual blt-
plane pictures of a scene and analyze each bit plane for its run-length compres-
sion potential. The analysis can be carried out in three ways. {I} The bit-
plane second-order statistics can be converted to I-I and 0-0 transition pro-
babilities which inturn are inserted into a run length compression mathemati-
cal model equation to predict average compression. (2) Actual run-length
statistics can be taken on each bit plane and compression can actuall Y be mea-
sured. (3) The bit-plane pictures are laid out left-to-right, high-to-low order
bits and a visual estimation of bit plane organization (and hence, redundancy}
is made. All three methods were used to analyze BIRL potentiality. The sub-
jective picture analysis is interesting and will be dealt with at some length, as
will the analytical methods.
A lunar scene photograph (not the one furnished by JPL) was analyzed on a bit
plane basis. Since it is well-known that effective picture statistics are a func-
tion of both the true picture content and the noise statistics, the pic,_ure was
analyzed at six different signal-to-noise ratios:
o Maximum signal-to-noise ratio (>40 db)
o 35db
o 30db
o 25db
o 20db
o 15.4 db
Second order statistics were taken on all six-bit planes for a total of 36 signal-
to-noise-ratio-bit-plane combinations. The raw data second order event counts
were reduced to two of the four possible transition probabilities, specifically.
the probability that a one is followed by a one, and the probability that a zero
is followed by a zero. These transition probabilities can be use-i _. connection
with various run-length formulae and computer algorithms for predicting the
compression inherent in each bit plane. A FORTRAN I computer program was
written for the truncated transition probabilistic compression model. The pro-
gram was run on the ASI-21Ocomputer.
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The bit planes I through 6 were chosen for display with bit piane I indicating
the hlgh-order bit and bit plane 6 the low-order bit in the slx-blt word describ.
ing the intensity of each picture element.
_'hen the pictures are laid out as shown in Figure A. 5.2-I, the following sub-
Jective appearances were noticed: proceeding from bit plane I to 6, a decreas-
ing amount of "organization" in the pictures was observed at all signal-to-nois@
ratios. Even at the relatively high signal-to-noise ratios of _ 40 db and 35 db,
bit planes 5 and 6 both present a homogeneous, salt-and'pepper appearance with
occurrences and nonoccurrences(blacks and whites)being approximately equal.
At the lower signal-to-noise ratios, 30 db, for example, bit plane 4 is on the
threshold of showing no organization. At ZS db, bit plane 4 shows no organization
and bit plane 3 is or. the thresho!d of disorganization. At Z0 db, bit plane 3 shows
virtually complete disorganization; bit plane 2 retains fairly strong organization
overlaid with a considerable amount of salt -and-pepper noise, At 15.4 db, even ,
bit plane 2 is on the verge of disorganization. Reproductions of the actual pic-
tures are in the photographic section of this report, part A. 5P.
The initial suggestion of these results is that there is a serious question as to
whether it is worthwhile to use the channel capacity to send those bits which show
considerable disorganization. A line can be drawn through the matrix of 36 pic-
tures which separate bit planes with organization from bit planes with no organi-
zation. This is done in Figure A. 5. Z*Z.
While the above visual interpretations of the experimental results are interesting,
quantitative verification is always desirable. Second-order statistics were t_.ken
on all 36 bit planes. The raw data is reported in Figure A. 5.2-3. From these
data, transition probabilities were calculated and given in Figure A. S. 2-4. Refer-
ring to Figure A. S. 2-4, the following can be noted: for the two high-signal-to-
noise-ratio cases, bit planes 5 and 6 both show transition probabilities ranging
between 0.49 and 0. Sl. This indicates that, considering each bit plane as a
second-order information source, very little info_'mation is produced regarding
the occurrence of a zero or one, given that the occurrence in the preceding
picture element is known.
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Proceeding to the 30 db signal-to-noise ratio, and again referring to Figure
A. 5. Z-4, it appears that bit plane 4 has poor organization from a second*order
transitional-probability standpoint. The transitional probabilities at thi| bit
plane vary between O. 48 and 0.5Z. However, referring to the array of the
actual photographm, it can been seen that a small amount of organization in-
herent in bit plane 4 at 30 db signal-to-noise ratio. At Z5 db signaL.to-noise
ratio, bit plane 4 also exhibits transitional probabilities between 0.48 and O. 52.
However, in this instance a visual check of bit plane 4 fails to reveal any human,
ly detectable evidence of organization.
At Z0 db and at 15. 4 db, bit plane 3--which visually shows no organizatlon--
still has transition probabilities between 0.44 and 0.56. On the surface, this
would indicate statistically, that a reasonable amount of recognisable organization
can be expected. However, at Z0 db bit planes 5 and 6 show transition prob-
abilities between 0.46 and 0.54. Since bit planes 5 and 6 are disorganized at
44.8 db, these bit planes should have no organization. The answer to the seem-
ing paradox of slight statistical organization at low slgnal-to-noise ratios in the
high-order bit planes seems to lie in the consideration of edge effects. At a
Z0 db signal-to-noise ratio, the two-sigma limits of the noise extend over Z0_
of the dynamic coding range. At 15. 4 db, approximately three-eighths of the
dynamic coding range is covered by the two-sigma limits of the noise. This
means that the picture-plus-noise signal does indeed spend a considerable amourlt
of time in the zero condition and in the fully saturated condition. On an intuitive
basis, it is quite conceivable that normal noise spikes weuld drive the picture
signal so that two or more minor bits (6, 5, 4, etc.) would remain unchanged
for two or three picture elements, thus exhibiting some element-to-element
transition probability correlation.
At this point we turn to a method of estimating compression for BIRL which is
based on a transition probability model for run length coding Of a one-bit source.
The model is written in closed form for truncation at a run length of Z56. The
model was then applied to actual statistics obtained from EDITS and the compres-
sion for the BH_L technique was calculated and compared tO the compression
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estimated from actual run-length probabilities of the bit planes. From these
results several conclusions regarding BIRL are presented•
Probabilistic Model
Assuming that a run length t units long of level s is defined as
#
R t = T ......_" .
S
t
where s is any other level but s. Using the transition probabilities of
_0{0) = x and Pl(l) = y, the run length probabiIRies are given by equations (31)
and (32) assuming that runs to infinity could exist.
(30)
P(Rn)x (l-x) =n (31}
n
P(a;) (l-y) y
- 2y
If the maximum run length is limited to some maximum finite value, k, the
run-length probabilities are given by equations (33) and (34):
p{axk)_- el-x)_ .
(l-y) ynk,
The maximum, averaEe,
_H n =I
max. = '
run-length compression is
[_c_°,Io,__$_+_,_°,_o,,_ _]
n=l
and .the lower bound on average run-length compression by fiat encoding is
given by equation (36}.
k
m
CFC =
I + logzk
(3Z)
(33)
(34)
(3s}
(36)
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Using the following summation formulae (equations (38)-(40), the various com.
pression ratios can be defined.
(l -x)
-n=l
-On+l) x_ + -, _+11
(3t)
(38)
oo
(39)
oo
_-'_ n x"- ,x(Z-x),
nzl (l-x) Z
{40)
Assuming that runs to infinity exist, from equations (31). (32). (35), and the sum-
mation formulae, the compression is
I-x
- ,_, • (41}
C'Hoo { log2x l°g2Yll-y)z - log (l-x) + (i--'_ +logz (l-y) +
Assuming that runs to 256 exist, the compression is
(1.257x 256 + 256x257). ]
C'Hzs6 - C'" z56.. _l-_) (l-x) "l + (1-ZSTxz56 + z56_sT)
/
,_.x,_o,_L_,_._-,_d ---_-_'-__°,," J
(1.257} -256 + 256y257_
Assuming x =y = 0.9, a pl0t of compression as a function of truncation for entropy
calculation is given in Figures A. 5.2-5 and A. 5.2-6. H it is assumed that rune to
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256 exist, and the runs are encoded with a fixed length code•
c-..Fcz56 = (1-Z57x z56 + ZS6x257)
9(1-x) (Z-x 256 .y256) +
(1-257y 256 + 256)-257) ,
9(1-y) (2-x 256 .y256)
BIRL Coding
Taking the four most significant bit planes of a 256 lunar picture, the transition
probabilities are given by Table A. 5.2-I
For these transistion probabilities• the various compression ratios for each bit
plane can be tabulated along with the average run length. For the Lunar picture
the results are given in Table A. 5.2-Z and graphically presented in Figure A. 5. 2-7.
TABLE A. 5. 2-I
BIT PLANE TRANSITION PROBABILITIES FOR MAXIMUM
SENSOR SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO FOR THE LUNAR PICTURE
BIT PLANE X
1
2
3
4
O, 9908
O. 8314
0.7213
0. 5770
Y
0.7013
0.8590
0.7038
0.5566
TABLE A. 5.2-2"
COMPRESSION RATIOS AND A'_'ERAGE RUN LENGTHS FOR
BIT PLANES OF LUNAR PICTURE
BIT PLANE
|l i
1
2
3
4
_L
114.05
15.02
8.96
6.62
40.79
6.51
3.48
2.31
CH
8.35
1.43
1.0
0.81
m
CHZ56
6.58
1.30
O. 87
0.70
The net compression for BIR.L is
CFC256
4. 53
0.72
O. 39.
0.26
-- = N
CBIRL N 1
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where C i is the avcrage compression for the individual bit planes and N is the
number of bit planes.
The results for truncations at co and 256 with entropy and fiat coding are given
below:
P
TABLE A. 5.2-3 '
AVERAGE COMPRESSION OF 4-BIT PLANES FOR
LUNAR PICTURE
|,
TRUNCATION co H256
BLKL
COMPRESSION 1.31 1. 14
FC256
0.5
Actual truncated run-length probabilities were obtained on EDITS at 512 resolution
and the results are tabulated in Table A. 5.2-4 and presented in Figure A. 5.2-8.
TABLE A. 5.2-4
COMPRESSION OF VARIOUS BIT PLANES AS A FUNCTION OF TRUNCATION
FOR LUNAR PICTURE QUANTIZED TO 6 BITS AT 512 RESOLUTION FOR BOTH
FLAT ENCODING AND UPPER BOUND USING ENTROPY
Bit Plane
Truncation
4
8
16
32
64
128
No. 1
C--FC CH
1.32
1.84
2.71 11.93
4.0
5.49
6.64
No. 2 No. 3
_FC CH CFC CH
I
1.32 I. 46
1.67! 2.84 1.2._
1.95
1.99
No. 4
CFC C'H
0.94
o. 60
No. 5
CFC C'H
0.55
No. 6
grc CH
Conclusions
The results of this investigation are summarized in Figure A. 5.2-8. The actual
run length statistics were taken at 512 resolution. Therefore, whatever corn-
• pression can be obtained at 512, the compression at 256 willbe less, since as the
resolution decreases the redundancy decreases and hence, the average run length
decreases.
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The gross average comp.-ession for BIRL is given
the actual run-length statistics, the compression is I. 3:1. Therefore, at 256
resolution the gross average compression will be even less. When considerationm
of implementation, data link noise, buffer store, and synchronization are con*
sidered, the net compression will be extremely small and may actually result
in an increase in bandwidth. Based on the actual run-length probabilities and
the results obtained from the transition-probability model, the BLRL technique is
not a suitable digital television compression technique for the JPL _,udy.
A. 6 ROBERTS CODING
The Roberts (], :_}coding technique of bandwidth compression is not an informa-
tion preserving coding technique. Compression is achieved by reducing the quanti-
zation and breaking the annoying contours up by the addition and subtraction of
identical pseudorandom noise at the transmitter and receiver. The technique in-
directly utilizes statistical redundancy and displays the data in such a manner as to
take advantage of the physiological properties of the human viewer.
Implementation of the technique is achieved by the addition of a nonlinear ampli-
fier and a pseudorandom noise generator to the transmitting and receiving portions
of a conventional PCM television system. A nonlinear amplifier is used to match
the response of the eye to the displayed image and optimize the overall system
transfer function. Since the response of the eye to brightness stin,u/ation is •
square-root function, the dynamic range could be compressed to concentrate errors
of intensity to regions of high intensity where the eye would not appreciably notice
these errors. This portion of the technique could physica117 be implemented by
passing the analog video signal from the sensor through an amplifier with a square-
root transfer function which compands the video sign•1.
Pseudorandom noise is then added to the companded signal before it is converted
to a digital signal. It is necessary that the pseudorandom noise has we!l defined
properties, according to Roberts. Roberts stated that if the video is quantized to
2
n levels and that if the number of elements in the picture is rn , then the rnaxi-
mum amplitude of the pseudorandom noise must be limited to one quantizing level;
that is, I/n, if the peak-to-peak excursion of the video signal is normalized to
(I) Roberts, L. G., PCM Television Bandwidth Reduction Using Pseudo-Random
Nois......._e, S. M. Thesis, Mass. Inst. Tech., Feb., 1961.
(Z) Roberts, L. G., Picture Codin_ Usin_ Pseudo-Random Noise, IRE Transactions
On Information Theory; Feb., 196Z.
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one volt. The maximum amplitude, I/n, is then divided into p distinct levels
where, as a function of time, the p levels each occur with an equal probability,
have equal run-length probabilities, and have a correlation function that is two.
valued over the period of occurrence; that is, the p levels occur in a pseudoran-
dora ,manner.
This pseudorandom noise c.an be generated by a k-stage shift register with
linear-modulo-two feedback. Roberts stated that if the pseudorandom noise
was quantized to P bits, where P =IogZp, then the number of stages in the shift
register must satisfy the relationship that Zk - 1 be evenly di,-isable by P and
2
equal to m ; that is, the period of the pseudorandom sequence must be eoualto
the number of elements in a frame. For this condition, the P bit sequence
generated by the pseudorandom shift register sequence generator will not repeat
itself in one frame,
Several experiments were conducted to determine if this condition imposed by
Roberts was necessary. Experimentally, the approach was as follows: EDITS
was used with a pseudorandom shift register generator with a variable number
of stages. The television resolution was 25() x Z56 elements/frame. If one b_-t
of Roberts noise is to be added, the number of stages required is 18, if the se-
quence is not to be repeated in one frame. However, if three bits of Roberts
noise is to be added, the sequence will repeat after 87,381 elements if an 18
st.lge device is used. Several experiments were performed to determine whether
or not fewer shift register stages could be used.
The 18 stage shift-register pseudorandorn number generator in EDITS was shorten-
ed to operate as a four stage, three stage, snd two stage shift register. For three
and two bit quantization and various Roberts quantization PE was measured and
Polaroid prints were made from the displayed image at the Z56 resolution. The
results of PE as a function of the Roberts quantization and the n,_nber of shift
register stages is given in Table A. 6-I.
From Table A. 6-I, decreasing the number of stages reduces PE slightly, but not
a significant amount to vary the compression appreciably. There is a substantial
decrease in PE when Roberts is added, but the change for various Roberts quanti-
zation is not significant although PE does increase Roberts quantization.
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TABLE A. 6-1
PE AS A FUNCTION OF QUANTIZATION, ROBERTS
QUANTIZATION AND NUMBER OF SHIFT-REGISTER STAGES
FOR Z56 RESOLUTION USING MIT GIRL PICTURE ON EDITS
:_uantization
3-0
3-1
3-7.
3-3
3-4
Z-0
Z-I
2 -2
Z-3
2-4
18 Stages 4 Stages
0. 836 0. 855
0. 738
O. 757
0.761
0.765
eo
O. 814
O. 827
0.831
0.833
0.730
0.746
0.751
O. 752
0.913
0.814
_m
0. 836
3 Stages
O. 860
O. 722
O. 740
0.745
_D
O. 804
0.827
2 Stages
0. :/13
O. 728
_o
0.781
O. 801
m
It can be concluded that as far as compression for a PEC with Roberts is concerned.
the compression is nearly independent of Roberts quantization znd the number of
shift-register stages; however, there is a slight decrease in the PEC compression
when Roberts is added to the data stream. Therefore it is apparent the true
evaluation of Roberts be a subjective evaluation of the displayed image. Figures
A6P-I through A. 6P-8 are the photographs obtained from EDITS for the various
conditions of quantization0 Roberts cluantization, and the number of shift:register
stages. It is apparent that there is a relationship between the Roberts quantization
and the PCM quantization for various shift-register lengths. It would be possible
to c: .-crease the number of shift-register stages without appreciably affecting the
subjective picture quality; however, if the number of stages is _ecreased beyond
a reasonable number, annoying contours are present in the displayed image as
seen from the photographs of Figure A. 6P-I through A, 6P-8.
Assuming that a three-four Roberts system with a four stage shift register
gives a suitable picture, the compression can be calculated. The gross compression
is Z:l since, instead of six bits per elernent, three bits per element are being
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transmitted. The Roberts technique of pseudorandom noise addition and subtrac-
tion randomizes the average video level to many levels instead of only one which
reduces the effect of contouring present in coarse quantization. Subjectively, a
three-bit picture with Roberts technique becomes acceptable relative to a six-bit
picture.
A block diagram of the Roberts system is given in Figure A. 6-1 and the technique
has been built into EDITS. This allowed basic Roberts experimentation and experi-
mentation of combining Roberts with other coding techniques.
The subjective results of the comparison of compression techniques is given in
Appendix E.Z. Summarizing these results subjectively on a single frame basis
at _ db signal-to-noise ratio, the three-four Roberts is not subjectively equi-
valent to six-bit PCM as claimed by Roberts. However, it appears from the
photographs in Appendix E. 4 that, subjectively, the Roberts is preferred to the
Delta compression technique. Therefore, this starts a foundation to eliminate
the Delta system from being the recommended system.
It appears from these photo_',raphs that there exists a relationship such that six-
bit PCM and three-four Roberts are almost subjectively equivalent at X db and
Y db signal-to-noise ratio for the two systems, respectively. Therefore, the six-
bit PCh/_ and three-four Roberts Polaroid pictures at 30 and Z0 db signal-to-
noise ratio were enlarged to determine this relationship. Both the Canadian Arctic
and the JPL Lunar scenes were used for the comparison since they represent ex-
tremes in high and low contrast scene_. From photographs A. 6P-?, A. 6P-10,
A. 6P-13, and A. 6P-14 the Canadian Arctic and JPL Lunar photographs at 30 db
sensor signal-to-noise ratio at six-bit PCM not only represents a more pleasing
picture, but it is also superior in line and srna11 detail recognizabili_,y. It is ap-
parent that the lower contrast photos are almost subjectively equivalent somewhere
between 70 and 30 db sensor signal-to-noise ratio. However, for the high con-
trast scene, even at Z0 db sensor signal-to-noise ratio, the six-bit PC]V[ is pre-
ferred to the three-four Roberts both subjectively and in detail recognlzability
Although the gross compression is 2:1, it is necessary to determine the net com-
pression. Utilizing the same constraints imposed previously, the net compression
is
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-- 6m + k I (44)
:net s:
S/N (3m + k 3)
where k I is the number of bits for synchronization of a six bit PCM source, k 3 is the
synchronization bits for the Roberts source, and AS/N the change in $/N for the com-
pressed source. Based on experiments performed at ERR and the results of other
organizations, _ S/N is 0.85. This assumes coherent phase-shift keying since
with the pseudorandom noise more errors can be tolerated over conventional
PCM. From the synchronization study, k I equals 30 bits, and k 3 equals 30 bits;
therefore, the net compression i8
-- 1566
Cnet= 0.85 (798) = 2.31. (45)
This compression is independent of the source statistics, whereas, for the majority
of the compression techniques the compression is picture dependent,
It appears that the Roberts encoding technique satisfies the desired JPL compres-
sion requirement; however, from the photos, Figures A. 6P-9 through A. 6P-16,
it is quite apparent that, subjectively, the three-four Roberts is not equivalent
to the six bit PCM. There does appear to be some relationship between the signal-
to-noise required for six bit PCM and three-four Roberts. It appears that
somewhere between20 and 30 db sensor signal-to-noise ratio, the six bit PCM
and three-four Roberts are subjectively equivalent. It then remains to be seen
whether or not the space scientist can utilize the information from the Roberts display.
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A. 7 DELTA MODULATION
A. 7.1 Introduction
Like split-band, Delta has been covered in some detail in a previous NASA spon.(1)
sored study. Numerous references are cited in this study which lead to even
more detailed consideration of many of the particular Delta rnodulation variants.
Delta modulation has so many variants because, even though the conceptual
diagram (Figure A. 7. 1-I) is exceedingly simple, each of the constituent blocks
is capable of several widely varying implementations, and most of these can be
used in combination.
In concept, a Delta modulation system includes a decision element and an approxl.
mation element. As an option it may include a pre-processing unit and a post.
processing unit. The input waveform is compared to the approximated waveform
in the decision element. Depending on the similarity between the input wave-
form and the approximating waveform, the decision element alters the output of
the approximation element. The signal by which the decision element changes
the operation of the approximation unit is the signal which is transmitted. At
the receiver there is another approximation element, identical to that at the
transmitter. The receiver' • approximation element, under control of the trans-
mitter' s decision element, produces a facsimile of the input waveform at the
receiver output.
The classical form of Delta modulation uses both a simple decision element and
an equally simple approximation element. The decision element is a difference
amplifier with a threshold at zero, H the difference between the input waveform
and the approximation waveform is positive, a negative pulse(in principle) is
sent to the approximation element. H the diHerence is negative, a positive pulse
is sent. The approximation element is a simple integrator of near-infinite time
constant. Thus, the stream of difference signal pulses are integrated into a
reasonable facsimile of the input waveform. Figure A. 7. 1-2 illustrates this
system.
There are several disadvantages to this simple system. (I) It is subject to over
load, i.e., a fast-rising input waveforrn may yield a positive difference in the
(I) Final Report, Manned Spacecraft Advanced Televisio_ Study, NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. Contract NAS 9-991, 31 July 1963."
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decision element for many sample times; (2) it has poor step function response_
1
(3) it has a _ frequency response characteristic; (4) it yields a low signal-
to-no_.e ratio (on speech) unless the pulse rate equals or exceeds that of a high
quality PCM system. (I) Virtually the sole advantage of this system is the sim-
plicity of its terminal equipment.
The vast proliferation of Delta schemes is fueled by the hope of making im-
proving modifications to either the decision element, the approximation element,
or both, yet without unduly sacrificing the Delta virtue of terminal simplicity.
Unfortunately most fixes ( 2 _ _ and other systems) do increase terminalcom-
plexit T. The extent of the proliferation of schemes is indicated by the mere partial
listing of functionally possible options in the decision element and in the approxi-
mation elements. The decision element may have I, 3, 7, or more thresholds.
It may produce 21 , 22 , 23 or more correction signals and these signals may have
a virt,_al infinitude of relative weightings.
The approximation element, usually built around an integrator, can have several
options: (I) the correction signals from the decision unit may be unequally weight-
ed between positive and negative corrections, (Z) the correction signals may have
either a time- or event-independent meaning to the approxirnator, or their inter-
pretation may depend on the immediate time history of several correction signals,
(5 here may be one, two, or even three integrators (with one partially bypassed)
in the approximation unit, (4) the integrators themselves may be of near infinite
time constant, or relatively short (a few sarnp1es) time constant and the decay
characteristics may be either exponential or trapezoidal. Accounting for all
combinations of all options listed provides some 108 possible Delta systems.
Each of these systems has several quantitative parameters which may be mani-
pulated to achieve a reasonable balance between signal-to-noise ratio, channel
noise immunity, step function response, and dc response.
During the course of this study, EIVIR has not, of course, investigated a11 these
possible Delta configurations. Rather we have taken one promising Delta con-
figuration from a previous work (2) and have optimized its parameters.
(I) Pieruschka, Er:ch, The Signal-to-Noise Ratio in Delta-Modulation Systems,
Contribution Number 65, Research Laboratories, Ordnance Missile Laboratories,
Redstone Arsenal, I0 March 1958..
(Z) Cotten, R. V., st. al. Demonstrations of the Feasibility of Using Delta Modu-
lation for Pictorial Transmission, ASD-TDR-6Z-1037, November, 196Z. AF-33(657)-
8478. " A-34
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A. 7. Z Delta System
The Delta system chosen has three thresholds in the decision element. They
are at relative values of 0 volts +0.82 volts and -0.8Z volts, with 8.0 volts as
video full scale. The approximation element is a single exponentially decaying
integrator with a decay time constant of about 5. 0 video sample times. This
Delta system is. locked into synchronism with EDITS, of which it is a part. Since
the approximated waveform is utilized at only certain times its generation need
not be accomplished by the usual integrator circuit so long as the waveform at
the sample times would be that seen from a true integrator. This fact a110ws
a certain freedom in implementation which, for the case of the experimental
unit, has resulted in the configuration shown in Figure A. 7.2-I.
The operation of this circuit is as follows: The video is sampled _n _. he!d in
EDITS, and this waveform is used as the input to the Delta system. The recon-
structed video is amplified, inverted, and added to the incoming video. This
results in the reconstructed video being subtracted from the incoming video.
The difference signal is then applied to the threshold circuits. In practice, these
are resistor-weighted tunnel-diode thresholds. One threshold is at zero volts
difference, the other two are at _10_0 of full scale as shown in Figure A. 7. Z-2.
The threshold outputs are sampled and stored in three flip-flops. The output
of each of these three flip-flops is either zero or minus three volts. Because
these three flip-flops are actually an m-out-of-n code, there are only four
permutations of their outputs. These are 000, 001, 011, and 111. A Thevenin
equivalent circuit of the flip-i'1op outputs and the integrating circuit is shown in
Figure A. 7.2-3. The time constant of this circuit is approximately five element
periods (50 _s).
A textbook type of Delta modulation with exponential integration would take an
abrupt step when a Delt_ function is applied and then decay towards zero volts
as shown in the curve and Figure A. 7.2-4.
The implemented version will suddenly have -3 volts applied and will charge
towards this value with a time constant of five elements. Examination of these
two curves shows that they coincide at the element times. The actual output
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waveform is sampled at this equal time and displayed.
voltage is identical to the textbook case.
Thus, the displayed
This reconstructed video is then subtracted from the incoming video and the
decision is again made. The continuation of this process results in the Delta
approximation to the video.
A. 7.3 Delta Results
The sample rate for the Delta system was chosen to be identical with the sample
rate of the PCM and the other compression systems so that a valid pictorial com-
parison cou/d be made. Since the decision element utilizes three thresholds,
any of four corrective signals (two bits) are transmitted at each video sample
time. This two bits of transmission per picture element results in a gross
compression of 3:1.
As can be seen from photographs in Figure E. 4P-18, the Delta image is "softer"
than the PC]V[ images. However, the Delta image at a bit error probability of
10 -3 is probably acceptable relative to the Delta image with I0 "c° bit error
probability. So one concludes that (neglecting differences in synchronization
bit requirements) Del*.a net compression approximately equals Delta gross
¢ ompr • s s ion.
Fidelity remains to be evaluated. The perceptible softness in the Delta images
is more quantitatively exhibited in Figure E. 2P-2. Comparing the Delta response
in the figure to the response for PCM, it wL11 be observed that the ._u11-scale rise
time for the Delta system requires 9 or 10 video sample times. In contrast,
the EDITS PCM system has, at most, three video sample times per fu11-scale
rise time. This indicates that the Delta system in effect is acting as a low-pass
filter of about I/3 the equivalent cut-oH frequency of the PCM system. The over-
ali softness of the lunar and arctic scenes provide subjective verification. From
this observation, we see that the Delta system, as optimized and implemented
on EDITS, requires ? x 2 = 18 bits per rise time, while the PC/V[ system re-
quires 3 x 6 = 18 bits per rise time, also. In principle, one co_Id low-pass the
analog video into the PCM system by a factor of three, and with lowered sample
rate, get the same pictorial result. Thus, on the basis of one fidelity criterion
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(equal rendition of step functions) the Delta system offers no compression
advantage relative to six-bit PCM. This is not surprising since as early as
1957, Bowers (1) showed even a fairly complex Delta TV system as requiring
over 40e/0 more bits/second than a PCM TV system for equal (44 db) signal-to-
noise ratio. Delta investigations have come full circle: from the initial con-
cept of Delta, notas a "compression system" but as a cheap-terminal speech
digitizing system, to the reluctant conclusion that Delta today is, once again.
not a "compression system'* but a (hopefully) cheap-terminal way of digitizln_
TV.
l
i
| ,|
(I) Bowers, F. K., What Use is Delta Modulation to the Transmission En$ineer?,
Communication and Electronics No. 5, published by AIEE, May, 1957.
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A. 8 SPLIT BAND
A. S. ! General
The history and general description of the split-band technique is already
covered in the NASA sponsored literature. (I) Briefly, the split-band technique
(Figure A. 8. I-I) consists of treating the video as though it were composed of
two distinct signals: a low frequency component and a high frequency com-
ponent. Each component is compressed by an appropriate technique. At the
• receiver, each part is reconstituted and combined with the other to reform
the original video, The low frequency part is formed by passing the video
through a low-pass filter with cut-off frequency about 1/I0 to I/16 the maxi-
mum video frequency. The high frequency component is formed by passing
the video through a complementary high pass filter.
Effectively, a compression technique for the low frequency component
occurs simply because the sampling frequency for the lows is from I/I0 to
1/16 the sampling frequency needed for the whole video signal. Additional
compression i s obtained on the low frequencies by Roberts processing (see
A. 6). The compression of the highs is accomplished by detecting spikes in
the highs which correspond to edge transitions in the original video. The
spikes are encoded in amplitude and in relative position to one another. The
exact technique employed on the lows has relatively small influence (in the
order of _O_0) on the overall compression. For PCM or for Roberts encoding,
the statistics of the lows signal has no influence on compression. However,
the statistics of the highs signal has great bearing on the compression obtained.
The statistics of interest are the distribution of run-lengths between the spikes
and the average run-length between the spikes. In the previously cited NASA
report the formula for split-band compression was derived as
-- 6
C' = ' '_
ab ÷ cd
(l)Final Report, Manned Spacecraft Advanced Television Study, for NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, Contract HAS 9-991, 31 July I763.
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where
a = reciprocal average run-length (II average
run length in elements)
b • edge (spike amplitude), quantiz•tion in bits
c = low pass frequency cut-off (fraction of total
video bandwidth}
d = lows, quantlzation in blts
Equation (1) gives rise to a homograph,
cited literature.
Figure A. 8.1-Z reproduced from the
A. 8.2 Fidelity
Fidelity of signal reproduction is of prime concern in any reconnaissance
system. In other TV applications such as entertainment, test observation,
vehicular control, ordnance neutralization, etc., only a pleasing (nonfatiguing)
picture of reasonable detail and contrast is required. Indeed, the literature
on split-band and its variants indicate that it was explicitly developed to exploit
the subjective characteristics of the human viewer. The eye is relatively
insensitive to signal amplitude errors in regions of sharp transition, yet, to
prevent contouring, it is demanding of rather fine quantization in broad grey
areas. Typical system parameter choices reported in the very recent (fall
1963) literature (I) are three-bit (Roberts) quantization of the lows and three-blt
(PCM) quantisation of the highs. Although yielding acceptable subjective
fidelity, these parameters m_y permit large instantaneous errors in the output
video.
In split-band systems the video signal is split, separately processed to • given
accuracy, and recomblned; the maximum error between the output signal and
the input signal is the sum of the maximum errors in each processing chain.
The peak error in • three-bit quantization system (PCI_. or l_oberts) is one-
half • quantizing interval which is 1/lb of the peak-to-peak video signal. When
the high and low channels are recombined, the peak error is doubled to !/8
(l)Gicca, F. A., Optimizing Space Television, Internatior.al Telemetry Con-
ference, London, l?b3.
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(12.5_0) of the peak-to-peak video signal. Possibly_ even with this large
maximum error the picture may still be subjectively pleasing for some
subjects. Gicca provided no split-band pictures with his article. However, we
do know that the lows processer is a three-bit Roberts system so the subjective
fidelity can be expected to approximate the three-four Roberts system illus-
trated in the photographic volume of this rePort.
For photometric work the possibility of a 12.5% maximum error may eliminate
a split-band system from consideration in the mind of the space sciences
experimenter. On the other hand, perhaps his subjective judgment of split-band
pictures of known objects may lead to a declaration that split-band fidelity is
adequate. This can be determined only by implementing a representative spllt*
band system and producing pictures -- a task which is beyond the scope of this
particular study, but which deserves further consideration.
Other factors which weigh agah_st using the sPlit-band system also have a
bearing on fidelity. A split-band system is complex. Either the video must
be processed continuously, in parallel, and read into a large buffer store or it
must be processed sequentially, a line-at-a-time, first for the lows, then for
the highs. The latter system, called an elastic coding system, is reported by
Gicca and Figure A. 8. Z-I is adapted from his article.
Processing a given line of video twice involves reading it out of a sensor twice.
While this technique can be accomplished using an image dissector camera tub@
or a flying spot scanner (on photocopy), this technique could have dire conse-
quences when applied to ordinary sensors (such as vidicons) which normally
erase the image as they read it out. _ beam currents were low and target
voltages adjusted accordingly, it may be possible to read "hal_' the signal each
time -- once to process the lows and once to process the highs. However, such
an operation would surely reduce dynamic range and sensor signal-to-noise
ratio. This would ultimately show as a reduction in fidelity and pictorial
quality. On the other hand, the sequentlal read-out technique could imply the
necessity of using a storage sensor which could be read out many times and
then erased during the interframe periods.
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Finally, the elastic technique involves stopping the scan of the sensor when
spikes in the highs video are detected and encoded. Unless properly done,
start-stop scanning introduces very troublesome transients into the video from
those sensors (such as vidicons) whose signal output amplitude is directly
related to scan speed. In any event, the control of the scan beam by the com-
pression system has been specifically excluded by the ground rules of this
study which specify that continuous ";ides is to be fed to the compression system.
Nevertheless, it is felt that the split-band concept of compression should be
discussed within the context of this study because, for all the apparent fidelity
problems, it undoubtedly possesses the compression potential to meet the JPL,
requirement of two, minimum, and three, desired.
A. 8.3 Compression
Applying the parameters of paragraph A. 8.2 to equation (I)of paragraph A. 8. I
yields a gross compression for split-band of 6.08. This assumes that the
average run length is, as reported, about I0 picture elements ana that the low-
pass frequency cut-off is 1/16 the total video bandwidth. The highs are
quantized to three bits, but an additional bit is required to indicate spike
polarity, and four additional bits to locate the given video spike from the
previous spike for a maximum distance of 16 picture elements. The compres-
sion figure is extremely sensitive to variations in average run length. Figure
A. 8.3-I plots compression versus run length for the other parameters held
as before.
The average run length can be made longer by setting the highs threshold at a
larger value. This ignoring of lower amplitude edges provides the basis of
trade-off between fidelity (rendition of small-edge detail) and compression.
There is no indication in Gicca' s article of the highs threshold setting which
is necessary to get an average run length of I0, nor is there any indication or
the sensor signal-to-noise ratio. It has been found that a noisy sensor can
effectively break up long runs of video, and split-band does make use of •
form of run-length coding.
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A run-length coding system is quite susceptible to communication channel errors.
For the parameters listed, •bout 80% of the bits will pertain to the highs
signal and the remainder to the lows. Of the highs bits, 50_0 pertain to rel•tlve
edge amplitude (including sign) and 5De/0 to edge location. From these per-
centages it is evident that 40_/0 of the errors in the bit stream will displace not
only the edge location of the immediately affected edge, but will displace all
subsequent edges (since edge location is relatively addressed to all previous
edges) until the end of the TV line when resynchronization will occur.
In order to disrupt no more than a couple of lines per frame, it is necessary
to raise the signal-energy-per-bit in the channel to lower the bit error
probability below the I x 10 °3 which is deemed acceptable for PCM. To •
first (conservative) approximation, gross compression should be divided by
I. 8 (see Section Z. Z). Applying this factor to the gross compression figure of
6.08 yields a net compression of 3. 38-.still a very desirable figure relative
to the requirements of this study. A run length ,_etween 5.4 and 8.8 will give
net compressions between R. 0 and 3.0.
However, before the abo'_e figures can be accepted at face Value, and hence
result in split-band being considered as a recommended video data modulation
system, at least the information listed below, in addition to that given in the
recent literature, is needed.
(I) Sensor type:
(Z) Sensor signal-to-noise ratio.
(3) Highs threshold setting (or other analytical fidelity measure).
(4) Experimental (pulse counting) verification of postulated run lengths.
(5) Pictures of
(a) Original test material.
(b) Origlnal test materla_ rsndered by the given sensor and six-bit I_CM.
(c) Original test material rendered by the given sensor and split-band.
(d) Split-band pictures corrupted by variable biterror probability
channel noise.
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A. 9 LL.NEAP, APPROXIMATION "
A. 9. I Introduction
In theory the concept of run-length coding offers the potential of achieving large
(greater than 4:1) compressions as seen from Equation(46)which gives the average
compression for run-length coding. The average compression is
_/I = I_YRL , where {46)L N+K
N = number of bits to encode intensity levels,
_= average constant intensity run-length, and
11 = number of bits to encode the run-length distance.
Figure A. 9-I plots theoretical run-length compression for six-bit quantization as
a function of average run-length for fiat encoding of the run-lengths. It is evi-
dent from the curve that if long average run-lengths exist, gross average compres-
sions greater than 4:1 could be achieved. However, for six-bit quantization it can
be shown that with practical sources the maximum theoretical run-length is four
elements; therefore, the maximum possible run-length compression from equa-
tion (I) is Z. 67:1 if it is assumed that the run-lengths are truncated at eight ele-
ments. When the actual redundancy in a picture is coupled with the increase in
signal power required for the compressed data, the net compression for run-
length coding decreases considerably (at least by a factor of two).
Run-length coding can be thought of as the coding of zero-slope sigr_ls. If, in
addition, a1_I constant slopes are r_n-length encoded along with the zero slopes,
there again exists the possibility of obtaining large compressions. It is this idea
that leads naturally to the linear-approximation class of compression systems.
Although the promising concept of run-length coding of constant slopes is not a new
idea, the_e does notyet exist (to E_vH_.' s knowledge) an implemented system for
video data compression.
The linear approximation coding technique can be though_ of as a Delta-line sys-
tem coupled with run-length coding. In a conventional Delta system, constant
amplitudes force the Delta steps to alternate in polarity, and the average run-
length of these intervals is one. This makes it difficult to achieve compression
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by run-length coding a Delta system since the alternating polarity Occurs with •
high probability as compared to the constant slope probabilities. There are
several approaches to a linear-approxlmation system. Before considering these,
a brief background of the basic conept will be given.
Youngblood (l), (2) conceived the approach which he called piecewise-linear-ap-
proxirnation coding. Figure A. 9-2 illustrates the approac.h, which operates as
described below.
The origin and sample point 2 are connected by a straight llne. The straight-line
value at sample point I is compared to the actual sample point I. If the error be-
tween the two points does not exceed a specified error criterion, the process
continues and sample point 3 is connected to the origin by a straight line; sample
points I and 2 are then compared to the straight line to determine whether they
satisfy the error criterion. However, if the error exceeds the error criterion,
a straight line is connected to sample point I, which then becomes the up-dated
origin and the process continues.
This particular technique was computer simulated at MIT and the results are
tabulated in £able A. 9-1. Subjectively, the pictures were quite acceptable;
however, with the ±S error criteria there were some noticeable artifacts present.
Nevertheless, these results do indicate that the constant-slope run-length coding
technique has the potential of achieving a large gross compression.
Medlin (3) applied a modification of this technique to telemetry data and achieved
very large compressions. However, a computer was used to process the data and
the technique proposed was essentially that of sending constant first differences
with a floating error band. This technique is not as efficient as the peicewise-
linear-approximation technique, but it is easier to implement.
(1)
(z)
(3)
Youngblood, W. A., Picture Processing, Quarterly Progress Report, M.I.T.,
Research Laboratory of Electronics, January, 19S8.
Youngblood, W. A., Estimation of the Channel Capacity Ree, uired for Picture
Transmission, DSc Thesis, M.I.T., June, 19S8.
Medlin, J.E., The Comparative Effectiveness of Several Telemetry Data
Compression Technique s , International Telemetering Conference, London,
1763 Vol, I.
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TABLE A. 9-1
MIT PIECEWISE-LINEAR-APPROXL_ATION COMPUTER RESULTS
Picture
_IIT girl
MIT girl
_41T crowd
MIT crowd
RL
(Elements)
7.46
I0. IZ
Z. 48
3.21
Entropy
(Bits/Element)
1.29
0.97
3.34
Z.79
Error Criterion
±3 out of 64 levels
±5 out of 64 levels
±3 out of 64 levels
• 5 out of 64 levels
Gross Average
Compression
4.55
6.19
1.80
Z. 15
(l)
McClure processed a large group of aeria, photographs on a computer and ob-
tained estimates on the compression possible by constant-slope run-length coding.
The estimates were relative to six-bit quantization and indicated that compressions
of two to three are possible. However, if some degradation can be tolerated (as in
Youngblood' s error-band technique), compressions will be much larger. He con-
cluded that if one is concerned with contrasts rather than absolute intensities,
errors in slopes can be tolerated if they are not too frequent.
A. 9. Z Linear-Approximation
Late in the 3PL Video Data Modulation Study, EA4R independently arrived at a
linear-approximation coding technique similar to Youngblood' s, but with several
distinct differences as described below. This linear-approximation coding tech-
nique will eventually become an integral part of EDITS.
Several approaches are possible for a linear-app,-'oximation coding technique.
Bas_cally, the idea is that given a function, f(t), the function can be represented
by a series of straight lines. It willbe assumed that at t = 0, the function is zero;
with this assumption, ali line segments will be relative to the origin and the re-
ceiver can then reconstruct the approximated wave form.
Consider now one of EM/%' s approaches to linear approximation in which the func °
tion is specified by a number of slopes and _x' s. Assume that the rune%ion can
be approximated by 32 elopes from ±90 ° in increments of 6 ° with the necessary
number of Ax' s. The function and an initial slope are sampled at the Nyquist rate
(I) McClure, G. W. and Dute', .7. C., Probability Characteristics of Sensor Out-
put Data, Institute of Science and Technology, The University of Michigan,
September, 1963.
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and if the difference exceeds a specified threshold, T, the distance from the
origin, _x, is transmitted along with the slope number. Consider Figure A. 9-}
where the approach has been graphically plotted and compared to four-bit PCM
encoding.
Several interesting comparisons can be made from this curve• The value of PE
is 0.5 for four-bit quantization, and from this the average compression for PEC
is 4
_p = = I. 33:1EC S-0. 5(4)
For the run-length coding, the average compression is given by
-- 4RL 4(2) • I:I
CRL • (4+K----_ • 8
K is the number of bits required to specify the run-length.
length of two elements, there is no compression.
The _x-slope compression technique requires P bits to specify the slope and B,
bits for the _x. The compression is
(46)
Given an average run-
= N E • (47)
(P + R}S
E is the number of elements in a line, S is the number of segments required to
sp--cify the function, and N is the number of PCM bits for intensity that is equiva-
lent to the linear-approximation fidelity. From Figure A. 9-3, E=80, S=9, P=5,
and N=4; therefore, for the linear-approximation technique, the average compres-
sion is
= 4x80 •3.56:1.
10x9
In order to appreciate the advantages of the linear-approximation technique, the
average run length for run-length coding and linear-approximation coding will
determined. For run-length coding of a four-bit quantization of f(t) the average
run length is
R-L " _ _ yP(RiY) =Zelement,. (48}
y•l i=l
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K is the maximum run-length. However, the average run-length for the linear
approximation is
L = E/S = 8.89 elements. (47)
This is over four times that of conventlonal run-length coding. This increases
the compression approximately by a factor of four. Another feature of the coding
technique is that it produces a continuum of gray scales similar to analog video
rather than producing PCM discrete steps which can create annoying contours.
An alternate approach to linear approximation is to transmit ".he amplitude and
x where the slope of the approximating function can be determined from these
two quantities and must al_,ays be within one quantizing level of the function f(t).
Figure A. 9-4 graphically represents both the Ax-slope and _x-arnplitude tech-
niques with an error band plus and minus one quantizing level of f(t) wherein the
approximation must lie. For the _x-amplitude technique the compression is
3.45:1, and for the _x-slope approach the compression is 3. Z:l.
BasicaUy, the _x amplltude approach is analog0us to taking f(t) and displacing
it plus or minus one quantizing level, forming a new composite function within
which the approximating function must remain. This is illustrated in Figure A. 9-5.
It would be very desirable to obtain an analytical expression that relates the zero
slope average run-length to the composite average constant-slope run-length. If
this was determined, it may be possible to measure PE and obtain the linear ap-
proximation compression since it has been shown in area coding that PE can be
related to the average zero-slope runlength. Whatever compression one can
achieve with run length coding, the linear-approximation technique gives a larger
value of compression.
A. 9.3 Computer Simulation
A program was written for the ASI-210 digital computer to simulate and evaluate
the linear slope approximation on a line-by-llne basis.
The computer sequentially processes a single line trace and utilizes a mathemati*
cal model in its memory to approximate the trace by a series of linear slopes.
By appropriate choice of sense-switch settings, the following may be read out:
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!a slope-by-slope description of how the system is processing the TVline_ tho
lower-bound on compression with fiat coding (i. e., the ratio of total bits re-
quired to transmit the line by PCIV[ as opposed to the linear-approximatlon system);
and data tapes linking auxiliary programs. Through the use of these auxiliary
programs the options are: (I) the probability of a particular slope may oe deter*
mined; (2) the probability of a particular run length (length of slope. _x in ele-
ments); (3) the average slope run length; (4) the average mathematical entropy
of the source; (5) the upper-bound on compression (obtainable through use of
the mathematical entropy); and (6) statistics on the errors due to the approxima-
tion technique (based on signal-in-minus-signal-out on an element-by-element
basis). Another auxiliary program will average linking data tapes for secondary
data on the basis of multiple lines or multiple parameter variations.
Various parameter combinations can be obtained by specifying the appropriate
initial conditions. Xt is necessary to specify how closely the slope approximations
are to conform to the original signal. The error band is the number of quantizin s
levels, plus or minus, that the approximated signal may deviate from the actual
o,-,e. In general, a run is a11owed to continue as long as the absolute difference
between the actual and the approximated signal is less than or equal to the error
band. When this condition is exceeded, the run is terminated at the element pre-
vious to the violation, the slope being used is discarded, and a new one is initiated,
Sometimes it is not desirable to terminate a run at the discovery of a single "error".
A single "error" may be the result of signal noise and it might beadvantageous to
disregard it. H it is desired that a slope not be abandoned Imtil more than one
consecutive error is recorded, a parameter, maximum consecutive errors, may
be so adjusted. For example, if maximum consecutive errors is Set equal to
zero, no errors will be tolerated; that is, the first error will disqualify the slope--
if it is equal to one, a run will continue until two errors in successive elements
disqualify the slope, and so forth. Besides the error band and maximum consecu-
tive errors being variable, the truncation is also variable. The truncation is the
longest run length allowed. When a run reaches the maximum length, it is termin-
ated regardless of error band violations. In addition to the trade-off between the
number of runs needed per line, the number of bits needed t_ specify a run' s
A-4S
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length the hardware limitations in a real system (which is being simulated) will
force the imposition of a truncation.
Four additional parameters are relatively constant over a number of program
runs. They are: (I) the resolution (the number of elements in the line); (29 the
number of slopes which specifies the bits per slope code (the smallest integer
greater than or equal to the logarithm to the base Z of the number of slopes);
(3) the magnitude of the angle of the slopes; and (4) the number of bits to
which the data are quantized (the nu__. ___r of bits required to specify the bright-
ness level if ordinary PCIV[ were usedg.
A flow diagram of the computer program is given in Figure A. 9-6.
The computer program can be summarized as follows: The program to simulate
the linear approximation coding technique has the following options: (19 the Ax
run lengths were truncated to obtain compression as a function of truncation of
theAx run lengths; (Z) the number of slopes were variable(3! and 63); (39 the error
band within which the function must be was variable (±I, ±2, and 14 levels out
of 64 possible amplitude levels); (4) the number of consecutive errors that could
be tabulated was variable (O, I, and Z errors); (5) the RMS error and the equiva-
lent PCM error could be obtained; (6)the Ax-run-length probabilities could be
obtained; and (T) the compression could be obtained for either flat coding or opti-
mum coding.
Although Figure A. ?-6 gives the flow diagram of the generalized linear approxima-
tion compression program in Fortran I, part of the program was rewritten in
• Fortran H for the ASI-210 to allow formatting of the output data.
The linear approximation program in Fortran H has the following options:
(I) t_r linear approximation, the variables are
(a) number of slopes (31 or 639,
(b) _x truncation (64 to 4 elements),
(c) error band (±I, ±Z, ±4 levels out of 64 levels), and
(d) tolerable errors outside error band (0, I, Z errors).
(2) For PEC cod'ng they are
(a) value of PE, and
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(b) the flat coding value of PEC compression
(3) For PEG (previous element qualifier) the options are
(a) linear approximation coding compressions results after the llne
has been PEG' d and
(b) the PEC results after the line has been PEQ' d.
Figure A. 9-7 represents the flow diagram for the generalized overall linear ap-
proximation program including the three options. Figure A. 9-8 represents ordy
the linear approximation program of the generalized program while Figures A, 9. ?
and A. 9-I0 represent the associated PE and PEG programs respectively.
A. 9.4 Computer Results
Although it is necessary to subjectively evaluate a compression technique to deter-
mine whether Or not it will meet a desired compression goal. the computer simula-
tion will determine if the compression technique will meet the JPL compression
goal. For the linear approximation technique, fifteen lines were processed on the
ASI-Z I0 computer. The photo-indentification and the number of lines from each
photo processed are given in Table A. 9-2.
TABLE A. 9-2
IDENTIFICATION OF COMPUTER PROCESSED.LINES USING
LINEmAn. APPROXL_IATIOI%" C ODL_G TECHNIQUES
Photo Number of Lines
I .
3
3
3
1
4
Lunar Photo 66-2
Lunar Photo 66-I
Canadian Arctic A- 15420-43
Tiros Cloud (Frame 24}
Tiros Cloud (Frame 18)
MIT Girl
Table A. 9-3 tabulates some of the results -o,_ the various parameter combinations.
Several remarks regarding these computer results can be made.
As an example of ho_ computer results were used to determine the final system
design of the linear approximation coding technique, consider the computer results
for lines I, 2, 3, and 4. For this particular case it is clearer if the results are
graphically summarized.
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Figure A. 9-11 shows a plot of compression as a function of PE parametric in
the number of consecutive errors outside the error band, the size of the error
bandp and the type of encoding employed for the slope approximation. Compression
increases with optimum encoding of _x run lengths. However, the increase in
compression does not warrant the increase in equipment complexity or the channel
noise problems encountered with a variable word length code.
Figures A. ?-IZ and A. 9-13 show plots of compression as a function of PE para-
metric in the number of errors allowed outside the error-band, the size of the
error-band, and the number of slopes (31 or 63). On the basis of compression,
it is evident from the figures referenced above that the slight increase in
compression going to 63 slopes is not of sufficient magnitude to warrant
the increase in complexity. This conclusion is further justified by compar-
ing the R._S error for 63 and 31 slopes as shown in Figure A. ?-14 which
plots R]_IS error for 63 and 31 slopes as a function of error-band with a com-
parison to the equivalent PCM.
Optimum encoding is not desired, as can be seen from Figures A. 9-15 andA. 9-16
which plot the first-order probability distributions for 31 and 63 slopes, respectively.
the statistical entropy for the two cases is 4.84 and 5. 70 bits/element, respective-
ly, as compared to five and six bits/element for flat encoding.
Based on these results the preliminary design of the recommended linear approxi-
mation coding system is as follows: (I) 31 slopes (Z) flat encoding of the run-
lengths and slope numbers, (3) error bands of ±1, eZ, and ±4 out of 64 levels,
and (4) the number of errors outside the error band of 0, I, and Z errors. The
15 lines were t: -n processed on EDITS and the ASI-210 Computer and the results
are summarized graphically in Figure A. 9-17. Included on this plot are the re-
su/t of a least square fit to the data program where the computer flow diagram
is given in Figure A. 9-18.
The qualiflcation o£ this coding technique will be achieved when a subjective evalua-
tic_ can be performed on images reproduced by an operating linear approximation
system, and when the effects of noise in the data link are observed. If these tests
can be successfully carried out, it appears that the theoretical compression results
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achieved from the several cxperirnental video scan lines as of sufficient magnitude
to consider that the technique will satisfy the JPI., requirements.
The results of this simulation can be summarized and are: (1)it is apparent that
doubling the number of slopes increases the compression, but not of sufficient
magnitude to warrant the increase in complexity of the implen_ented system; (Z)
it is questionable _vhether using optimum encoding of the slope-run lengths is
desirable in view of the small increase in compression realized; (3) it is •Iso
questionable whether increasing the number of errors, thus degrading the picture,
will warrant the small increase in compression going from I to 2 errors; (4) large
(_2:1) compressions can be obtained using linear approximation; (5) for an average
line, it appears that the coding technique .could satisfy the ,TPL requirements on
net compression.
Although the results of the fifteen lines appear to be quite encouraging, it is
neressary to attempt to compare the linear approximation Coding technique on •
basis similar to the other coding techniques. Therefore, three lines from the
Canadian Arctic scene at 256 resolution were processed at 40, 30, and _0 db
signal-to-noise ratio. Table A. 9-4 presents the results of the linear approxi-
rnation coding computer program to these lines. Graphically these results are
summarized in Figure A. o,-IC) for A x truncated at 3Z elements.
As anticipated, the compression decreased as the total number of errors decreased;
however, with a large number of errors the compression varied considerably from
line to line _s a function of sensor signal-to-noise ratio. It is apparent that at
realistic sensor'signal-to-noise ratios, and an error band of_4 levels out of 64
levels, gross average compressions about 3.8:I appear to be reasonable. "l'his
value of compression is of sufficient magnitude to satisfy the net compression
requirements.
Although the error band concept is a form of noise stripping, the PEG concept
(another form of noise removal) was applied to the video lines and the linear ap-
proximation compression results for lines PEQ' d before processed on the com-
puter are given in Table A. g-5. These results indicate that there exists • re-
lationship between the tolerable errors, error band, and PEQ concept; however_
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MIT Girl
PE • . 27
il 3i Slopes
I Optimum Coding
64 2.42 3.76 ] 6.46 3.54 4.92 "_.32 4.29 5.56 9.34 ', L_e,
32 2.42 3.76 5.84 3.54 4.72 7.27 4.2. 5.56 8.t5 ! MxTGirl
t6 3.25 3.82 5.46 3.564.37 6.55 436 5.15 ,.36 P¢..,z {
I
8 2.42 3.55 4.95 3.27 4.53 5.17 3.83 5.24 6.77 31 Slopes,
l4 2.23 2.98 3.64 2.90 I 3.40 3.85 3.42 4.00 4. 52 Optimum Coding
64 2.63 4.90 50.10 4.14 6.60 50.72 6.28 8.99 12_75 Line 4
32 2.63 4.93 8.57 4. t4 6.36 40.33 6.03 9.24 52.52 MIT Girl
16 2.63 4.79 8.44 4:47 5.67 10.03 6.02 8.52 10.03 PE • .36
8 L. 74 4.66 6.27 4, 57 5.24 6.67 5. 59 6.46 6.73 35 Slopes
4 2.47- 3.78 4.70 3.29 3.82 4.75 4.32 4.37 4.86 I Optimum Codin
i
TABLE A. 9-3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOR LINEAR APPROXIMATION CODING SIMULATION
Sheet 1 of 13
_rroz
_&nC
64
32
t6
8
4
64
32
It
! i.0i
t. i2
! t.24
t.40
t. 59
!
0 Errors
i . i
62 t4 i!
|
5.68 I 2.84 1.74
!
t, 85 I 3, t3. !,92
!
2.05 J 3.7t Z. 13
I
2,37 I 3.49 12,43
L ,
2,23 | 2,8t 12.35
i • i
! Error
,2 J _4
J
Z. 5R 3.87
2.84 4.26
2.84 4.74
i |
3.09 4.08
2.77 3. i8
2 Errors I I
i
tt ,2 i
Z. 28 3.03
2.5t J 3.33
I
2.84 I 3.7:
3.09 J 3.76
2.67 t 2.88!
t4 Line 9
4.98
5.68 1
5.68 !
4.92 !t
3.32
Canadian
iT^ 1542o.43
PE • • 20
3t" $1opes
Flat Codin 8
56
8
4
t.42 2.58 5. 37 12.58
1
1.56 2.84J
t. 74 2.89
i. 90 3.20
! It.95 a.64 13"aa !2.67 t
J
3.87
5.90 12.84 4.04
I
6.09 12"99 4.26
5.05 i 3.09 I 4.00
i
6.07
6.67
7.42
5.05
2.97 4.8t I 7.75
3.26 f 5._29[ 9.03
3.63 5.33, 7.42
3.694.465.48
3. t3 3.27
Line tO
Canadian
A I =,47_,4 _
PE • . 27
35 Slopes
3.00 . 3.18 I 3.27 _ FlatCodJ_g
64 t. 5!
32 t. 66
16 5.88
8 2.04
4 2.03
Z. 84
i
3.53
3,34 I
I
3.76
2.92!
4.81 3. 50 !
5.48 3. 33
4.68 13.36 1 4.26
A
I
3.27 12.88 ! 3.t3
4. _6
4.80
4. 87
6.07
J
7. 35
6. 56
4.92
3.27
4. iO 5. 58 8.72
/
1 4.80 6.54 8.53
5.0t 6.32 7.42
4.26 5.05 5.48
3. i8 I 3.27 3.32
Line t i
Canadian
A 55420-43
PE • • 29
35 Slopes
Flat Coding
64 t. 25
32 t. 33
t6 5.48
8 t. 62
4 t. 75 i
i
t.99 J 4.23 t. 79
i
z. 59 ,4.55 5.96
I L
z. 40 1.4.26 1z. _8
ii
I I
2.49 14"00 12.40
I
2.38 13.09 12.28
n
2.73 { 4. 36
3.01 4.65
3.34 5.60
i
3.25 4.57
2.8i 3.22
t
i
2.49 3.77. 4.81L
2.74 4. t5 5.48
J
i
2.94 4.37 I 5.50
I
2.90 4.26 t 4.80
I
2.77 3.53 I 3.27
Ii t
Line 52
Tiros - Fr. 24
PE • . 30'
3 i Slope •
j! FlatCoding
TABLE A. 9-3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOR LINEAR APPP.OXIMATION CODING SL_ULATION (CONT'D)
Sheet Z of 13
-J38
0 Errors
ro!
¢ £t _2 .4 15
L
64 i. 04 5.85 3.17 5.8i
32 I. 5S t. 99 3.59 t. 99
i 16 I. 28 2.2i 3.96 2.25
8 t. 44 2.3t 3.95 2.46
i ,,i
4 _ t. 6! 2.38 3.00 2.49
,| m
t Error Z Errors
• 2 i4 *t t2
2.58 4, 98 2.68 3.49
2.84 5.48 2.95 3.84
3. t6 5.68 3.28 4.16
3. 49 4.92 3. 55 4.46
Z. 96 3.22 2.92 3.22
T
14
Llne• 5
5. 17 Lunar 66-2
5.90 PE • • 20
6.09 3"5 Slopes
#
5. 33 !1 Flat Codi,nj_
3. zT [i
64
32
56
8
4
I !
1.38 i 2.40 5.37 ! 2.44 3.49
i
1.52 2.64 5.90- !2.69 3.84
5.68 2.94 5.88 2.99 ! 4.26
i
i
I. 97 3. 20 5.33. i3"36 I 4.26
!
I. 99 2.88 3.37 J2.84 ! 3._8
!
7.75 I 3.49 4.98
8. 53 3.84 5.48
8.:z 4.26,, ._.88
5.64 J 4.20 4.92
3.37 I 3.58 3.32
7.75 I1 Line 6
8.53 _ Lunar 66-t.
8.53 1 PE •.20
#
5.48 I! 35 Slopes
3.3"I _ , Flat Coding
64
32
56
8
4
5.18 5.96 3.98 2.05 3.03 6.07
5.30 2.16 4. 38 2.25 3.33 6.98
t. 44 2.40 4.49 Z. 50 3.63 5.50
5.62 2.63 4.36 2.63 3.69 5. 58
1.75 2.64 3.18. 2.67 3.09 3.37
2.63 3.98
2.89 4.38
3.22 5, 68
3.35 I 4.68
3. t3 J 3.32
7.34
8.08
7.75
5.64
3,42
Line 7
Lunar 66-t
P£ = . 20
i
! 35 Slopes
i,
I . Flat Coding
64
32
56
8
4
5.8913.,3 1 .,8 12.891 4"6516.67t 3.74
i. 51 ,.8513.5813.ooI 3""I 3.2, 
] H6.07 8.21 Line $
5.88 I 8.53 PE • .35
.,m .
3. 32 J 3. J7 Flat Codlnli
t t
TABLE A. 9-3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOP,. L_EA_v,. APPP,.OX_V,.ATZON COD_G SIMULATION (CONTrD)
Sheet 3 of 13
_c,
/ /
64
32
t6
8
4
64
32
t6
8
4
64
32
t6
8
4
64
32
t6
8
4
0 Errors
tl ,2 t4
0.93 I. 56 2.79
t.03 t.72 3.07
I. 14 t. qt 3.63
t. 28 2.15 2.62
I. 42 Z. t5 2. Bt
n
t Error
*t tZ ,4 *!
i. 66 2.49 3.98 2.44
t. 82 2.74 4. 38 2.69
2.03 2.99 1 4.49 2.89
Im,
2.25 3.09 _ 4.26 3. t4
t
2.26 I 2.64 3. t3 2.77
!
t. 42 2.49 I 4. 36
|
t. 56 2.74 I 4.80
I
i.74 2.94 I 4.49
!
i. 97 3.04 I 4. t7
i
t.99 2.6i 13.o0
i
Z Errors
• 2 *4
3.03 4.65
3. 33 5.48
3.63 5. 50
4. O0 4.68
2.92 i 3. t8
i 2,14,6[2.36 3. t7
2.89 I 3.871 _.88 3.89 I s.0t |
., ! , _
3.04 [ 3.84 4.57 3.69 [ 4.57
z. 74 z.-,.z 3, t3 i 3.0o 'i 3. is
|
Line t
ii
M!T Girl
PE - O. t4
6. 34
6.98
6.56
Line 2 -I
MIT Girl
PE • . Z7
3i Slopes
Flat Codin E
t.55 I 2.58
t.70 I 2.84 4. 38
i.89 ! 3.22 4.6t
i
2. t3 I 3. i4 4.08
I
2.08 I 2.6i 3.00 I
4.3512.40 3.40 4.98[3.03 I I3.98 6. 34
t2.64 3.65 5.68 I 3. 33 4. 38 6.,40!
2.9 °, 3. 87 5. i7 3.7t , 4.49 i 6. 82
2.95 3.9i 4.26 I 3.49 4.36 [ 5.05
q
2.6t 2.92 3.09 I 2.92 3. t8 3.32[
i
Line 3
MIT Girl
PE = . 3Z
3i Slopes
Flat Coding
1.76 3.32
t. 94 3.57
2.16 3.8"/
2.43 3.76
2.28 2.88
6.64
6.40
6.09
4.68
2.97 4.65
3.26 4.95
3.63 4.74
3.6Z 4.08
I
3._3 12.77 3.00
m i
7.34 I 4. 36 6.07 I 8.72
i
7.6814.65 6.6",! 9.03
i i ]
7._I 5.01 6.32 I 7.1i
4.36 i
4.80 4.57 4.92
I
3.22 3.09 3. t3 I 3.2?
!I
TABLE A. 9-3
Line 4
MIT Girl
PE • • 35
3i Slopes
|
Flat Coding
COMPUTER RESULTS FOR LLNEAR APPROXIMATION CODLNG SIMULATION (CONT'D)
Sheet 4 of 13
.)JO
rror I
64
32
t6
8
4
64
32
16
8
4
64
32
A6
0 Errors
*i .2
i. 45 2.68
t. 60 2.95
|. 77 _. 04
2. O0 3. O0
2.03 2.70
t4
4. Rt
5.29
5. i7
4.68
3.22
t. 3t 2.40
t. 44 2.64
t.55 2.89
1.76 2.82
t. 89 2.67
4.23
4.80
5. Or
4.26
3.22
8
4
64
32
t6
8
4
I. 96 3.77
2.13 4. i5
2.40 4.3"/
2.3i 3.94
I 2.30 3. O0
6.07 1
6.67
6.09
4.92
3.22
it
2.49
-_. 74
_. 34
3.09
L.?4
Error
i?.
_. 58
4. t5
4.49
3. FI4
3.00
*i
6.07 2.90
5.90 _. 20
5.88 3.79
3.O5 3.69
j 3. 32 3. O0
i
2.08 3.87 ] 5. i7 3.03
2.29 4. 26 3.90 3. 33
2.50 4. 26 5.68 3.63
2.82 4.08 4.92 3. 69
2.64 3. t3 3.22 ] 2.88
/
l
Z Errors
*Z
3.98
4.53
4.6'
i
.4
6.64
6.98
6.82
I[ Line 13
:1
_t Tiros o Fr. 24
I'
PE * .33
4.08 5. 33 31 Slopes
3.18 I 3.32 !j Fiat Codin,
3.3Z I 3.58
3.65 6. t4
4.06 5.68
4. O0 4. 80
3. O0
4.65
5. i2
4. 87
4.46
3.22
II
6.98 Jl Line 14
ItJ
7.68 Tiros - Fr. 18
6.82 PE • . 33
5.33 3t Slopes
3. 32 Flat _oding
t. 3i 2.36 5. 38 i. 86 I
_. 44 2.60 5.90 2.04
i.6i 2.79 5.68 "2:241
_. 74 2.90 4.80{ . 4
t. 84 2.8! 3.22 2.38 t
7.75 4.50
9.03 4.80
7.75 5. _7
5.64 4. 36
i
3.27 J 3.32 3. t8
I
6.34
6.40
6.09
4.80
3.27
8.2i Line 15
8.5 _, Tiros - Fr. 24
8.12 PE • .4i
5. 3.3 3i Slopes
3. 37 Flat CocUn I
3.49 4.98 3.03 4.98 8.72 Line 4
ii i i
3.84 5.29 3.26 5.29 9.03 MIT Girl
8. t2 PE • .36"3.87 6. 32 3.48
3.76! 3.05 3.3t
5. ',7
4.57 5.48
!
3t Slopes (Con-
stant 4.et diff.)
TABLE A. 9-3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOR LINEAX APPIIOXLAiATION CODING SIMULATION (CONT'D)
Sheet 5 of 13
(./, ,
Errol
Band
_X_____
b4
)2
i6
I
8
4
0 Errors
8E-OliD[R_ 7/
t Errnr
[ _,T_!
_ PE =, "t6
1.83 1.38 5.37 ' t. Z4 I
b4
32
16
8
0.76
_ 0.86
2.38 I 59 t t9 t.6t I t.7.0
0.59 [ 0.94
0.80 [1.09
0.66 [ 0.40
-_"7_7T. A m,
0.96 I o.6_
Line 4
MIT Girl
PE • , 36
63 Slopes
Entropy
64 _ Line43Z MIT Girl
16 3__ PE- 36
't ___ ',' __;'"IY_"_"',,,_,o,..Average
4 2.66
_z ,.5, 6.2_1,.,2¼..,,I,0._
L_,_L_ '-8'I 34513.70
Line 4
t5.94 _ 8. Z3 Itt. 5? It7.00 It MIT Girl
tz? II .
_ _'__-L_
6.8_. 5.9_.2z! ,.z9 !163=ope. --
TAB LE A. 9- 3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOR LLNEAR APPROXIMATION CODLNG SIMULATION (CONT'D)
Sheet 6 of 13
Error
_and
,%x
64
_Z
t6
8
4
64
32
t6
8
4
64
32
16
8
4
64
32
t6
0 Errors
ti t2 .4
T
• 93 !. 64 3. IZ
i. 01 I. 79 3.40
I. IZ I 94 3.57
i, 24 i. 98 3.63
I. 31 I. 93 2.74
i Err-r
il i2 1
t. RR Z.72 1
Z.05 2.97
2..'5 ].i3
Z. 47 3. t0
2.25 2.59
44
4.12
4. _0
4.65
4. 37
2.82
' it
2._6
2.79
2.95
_.16
2. 56
2 Errors
t2
3.20
3.49
3.74
4.06
2.74
i4
5. 56
6.07
5.48
4.49
Z. 90
Line I
MIT Girl
PE _ . 14
63 Slopes
Fl_t Coding
t. 54
t. 68
1.80
2.00
1.90
2.46
2.68
2.95
Z. 84
2.40
4.26 1
4.36
4.95
3.79
2.94
2.66
2.90
3. t3
2.94
2. 52
I
3.28 I 6.09 k?-O 4.41
I
3.49 6.07 _. 58 4. 50
3.74 , 6. 14 3.74 4. 51
3.48 4.49 3.41 3.96
2.66 2. 86 2.70 I 2.86
[
6.40 I Line Z
6.98 I MIT Girl
6.40 PE • . 27
6.74 63 Slopes
3.00 iJ Flat Coding
1.40
1.53
t. 68
1.91
t.95
2.56
2.79
2.95
2.75
2.31
4.00 2. 50 3.28 5. 33 2.97 4.26 6.40 Line 3
4.23 Z. 79 3.5_ 5. 37 3.24 4. I0 6.64 MIT Girl
J
4.38 3. 0i o_. -_'_ 5.40 ._. 41 4.65 6.40 II _Z.32
3.63 2.80 3.63 4. 16 3. 34 4.26 4.49 il 63 Slopes
2.70 2.40 _.66 2.82 2.63 2.82 2.95 :, Flat Coding
1.77 3.20
1.96 3.40
2. t3 3.74
2.2t 3.55
2. t3 2.56
6.40 2.97
7. 34 i 3. 24
6.40 , 3."57
5.31 8.00
5.8t 8.72
I
5. i2 6.67
4.12
4. 50
4.65
6.40
6. 34
5.68
9.14 il Line 4
9.30 I! MITOirl
7.68 , PE = .36
I,
:If63 Slopes4.16 4.61 3.95 4. 16 4.87
i' i2.86 2.59 2.78 I 2.95 2.78 2. 86 3.00 Fiat Coding
COMPUTER RESULTS
TAB LE A. 9-. 3
FOP, LL'_EA-K AFFKOXI_X_ATION COD_G SIIVI'JLATION (CONT'D)
Sheet 7 of 13
/ _] ..
0 Errors | F..rror
,hi *2 i4 *t i2 *4 *! *2 t4 Line !
32 .859 1.274 2.099 1.577 I.R_,6 2.823 2.235 2.629 3. 140 PE s .|4
16 .859 t.274 2.209 1.577 t.88, 27,0 t2.187 2.66t 2.943 ii3,'Slope.
8 .859 1.236 2.019 I. 555 1.875 2.494 I" 336 2.509 2.902 i[ RMS ErrorI I i4 .852 t. t53 t.703 t.53t t.746 2. t82 12.320 2.392 2. 527
l !!
2 Errors
!
I
64 .807 1.223 2.220 1.191 t. 586 !2.354 1.683 t.946 2.741 11 Line2
t
32 .807 1.223 2. tt4 1. t9t 1.5o9 2.-`90 1.626 t.928 g. 506 tt MITOirl
16 .80"/ i.2i7 2. t61 1.'.91 1.555 2.092 11.699 t.974 2.450 I! pE =.21
8 .812 t. igi t.794 i. t77 !.4d5 2. 002 li.66t -`.857 2.239 _ I| Slopeg
4 .818 .983 1.46, 1. t34 t. 369 1.667 11,656 !,.702 t. 843 II RMS Error
64 .688 -`.124 2.050 .9891t. 553 2.383 lt.60S 2.0t2 2.538 I Line 3
32 .688 t, t24 2.075 .989 t. 505 2.312 1t.605 2.0t2 2.879 MITOiri
t6 .688 -`.09-` t.96t t.000 1.379 2.097 f1.5t9 t.888 2.64t li PE =.,2
8 .684 -`.00t i. 7i3 t.064 t. 352 t. 895 [t. 530 1.935 2. t98 3-` Slopes
4 .667 .8891 1.367 .878 i. 302 1.479 II.527 1.722 1.990 RMS Error .
64 .735
32 .735
16 .735
8 .720
4 .663
I
i.229 2.-`661
t. t39 2.085
t.026 i. 808
1.0041 1.452
I
. . 917 L -`46!
1
999 1.368 2.243 I1.288 1.630
!
I
999 L327 2.089 1t.288 1.6-`4
• O,?? 1.446 I ',.77-` i. 352 1.448
• 8qSl _._92 -`.482 i. Zqi 1.377
.8261 1.0031 3.273 i. 292 _. 307
!!,io.,
i! IToi.,
II
-`. 625 !! 3-` Slopes
-`.600 Ii RMS Error
TABLE A. 9-3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOR LL_EAR APPROXIMATION CODL'_G SIMULATION (CONT'D)
Sheet 8 of 13
/4J
T_ trot
nd
32
16
8
4
64
0 Errors
il "2
t. 59 2.56
I. 59 ;. 56
i. 59 2.5J
l. 59 2. 38
J
t.53 [ 2.20
u
{
14 Ili
I
4.4812.86
4.48
4.3!
4.39 I 2.90
3.74 i 2.67
I ! I '
12 14 i | 12 14 Linc I
I,°_1_-I3.99 6. t7 I! MIT Girl2.86
2.86 3.79 t 5.97
3.66 5.73
3.26 4.0t
{
3.79 4.581
3.61 4.54
,. J
3.66 15. i2
i
, 3.08 i3.65
8.44 [!PE =.14
I,
6.94 lJ!63-S|o1_es
6 04 tlOPtim_m codi_
32
i6
8
4
64
32
16
8
4
2. 33 3.6Z 6. 35 3.95 4.87 9.05 4.62
2.33 ] 3.62 5.77 F 3.95. 4.69 8.63 { 4.70
• r I
Z. 29 ' 3.62 6.77 , 3.85 4.65 8.3i 4.49
i
2.08 12.96, : . 4.02 i 3.11 3.6Z [ 4.42 3.65
5.04 { 7.22
4. 30 5.47
|
I I ' ii 3.90 i 4.95 7.49 4.432.1t 3.73 5.65 I ,
2.2512.74 I 3.76! _._41 3._ 1 4.2_ t3.58
6.04 1i0.44 Line 3
5.5319.23 {{ MIT Girl
5.73 { 9. i7 { PE =.32
I
5.6i 6.09 li 63 Slopes
t_4. 12 { 5.22 Optimum Coding
64
32
t6
8
4
I_-_'_.-' _o-_'_I ,'__
| |
6.24
6.24
5.52 i
9.85
9.03
8.33
6.28
{t4.9! I! Line 4
14.93 I MIT Girl
i3.53 I{pE ..36
63 Slope#
! 4.60 5.36 6.30 { Optimum Coding
TAB LE A. 9- 3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOR LINEAR APPROXIMATION CODING S-_-{ULATION (CONT'D)
Sheet 9 of 13
Error
Band
Ax
64
32
t6
8
4
0 Errors !
itt l "-Z I *4 I ,1
i i [
.93 I !.64 I 3. tZ I 1.88
I.Ot I 1.79 } 3.40 [ 2.05
1 I
i It. 3i I t. 93 { 2.74 2. L5
{ . i ,
4.65
REORDER 7/
t MIT Girl
PE • . 14
2.74
64 i. 54
32 i. 68
t6 i. 80
8 2. O0
4 t. 90
2, 46 {
2.68 I
2.95 I
2.84 1
2.40 I
4.26 I 2.66
i J
4.36 I Z. 90
| I
4.951 3. t3[
I I
I
3.79l 2.94 }
I
{ i
l
Z.e.4 [ 2.5Z I
3.28
3.49
3.74
3.48
Z. 66
6.09
6.07
6. i4
4.49
2.86
{
3.20l
3.58
3.74
3.4i
Z. 70
i
4.41
4.50
4.5!
t
3.96 I
2.86
6.40 Line Z
6.98 {1 MITGir!
6.40 !i PE -.27
6.74 {t 63Slopes
3.00 { Flat Coding
tl
64 r i.40 2.56 I 4.00
I
32 } t.53 2.79 I 4.23
)
16 ! t. 68 2.95 l 4.38
!
8 [ t.9t 2.75 { 3.63
I i,
4 I t.95 2.31 i 2.70
i
I
2.50! 3.28
2.79 { 3.58
3.011 3.84
2.87 t 3.63
5.33 {2.97
2.40 I 2.66
5.48 { 3.4i
I
4. t6 3.34
2.82 t 2.63
4.26 I 6.40 {i Line 3
4.10 { 6.64 MITGir!
4.65 6.40 PE = • 32
4.26 I 4.49 63 Slopes
I 2.82 I ,.9, ti r,o,co  .o,
I
{
I
TABLE A. 9-3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOR L__EAR. APPROXL\{ATION CODING SLk4ULATION (CONT'D)
Sheet I0 of 13
REORDEB(, 7/:Y
64
32
16
8
4
0 Errors
12 i4
.6t7 1. t82 2. t38
.6t7 f. t82 2, t38
.6t7 1. t82 2, t38
.6t7 t.176 2.302
.623 t.206 t.588
it
t Error
i2
• 846 1. 533 2. 624
i.846 t. 559 i 2. 542
, J
1 '
1.8_6 t.5,8! 2.3_61
I- 856 t. 384
_4
2 Errors
tt *Z
t. 790
t. 790
. m
1. t65 1.790
i4
2. 392
2. 392
2.535
2.875
1.868
Line 4
MIT Girl
PE - . 36
31" Slopem
RMS Error
¢Con_,,,,,1_t DIH.
TABLE A. 9- 3
COMPUTER RESULTS FOP. LIlt'EAR APPROXLV.ATION CODING SLMULATION (CONT"D.)
Sheet 12 of" 13
T_an rTOT
d
64
_L
tb
8
4
64
32
16
8
i
4
64
32
t6
0 £rror| | Error Z ETTOTI 1
I I ______________
_ _ 3.3s2 'i MXT Gt_
• 556 t. 848 1.510 2._32 f
• 650 : I.I(9
• 650 I. 199
• 654 i I. 183
i
,662 ! 1.083| I.'
.602 .856! I.
Line 2
• 656
• 656
• 656
i
.6356t7
I. I07 2. 269
1.107 2. 192
1.020 1.877
I 082 1.729 1.095 1.51_
1.162 1.653
t. t3t 1.585 Z. 429
i
1. i64 1.562 2.229 i
!
2.684! t.68t 2. 33t
1.681 2.054
i
1.6851 2.036 2.590
t.657 1.945 t 2.380
i
1.556 t.6601 t. 862
2.689 ]I Line 3
2.9t8 MIT Girl
i
PE = . 32
63 Slopee
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LINEAR APPROXIMATION LIMULATION COMPUTER RESULTSFOR
THE CANADIAN ARCTIC SCENE PROCESSED ON EDITS AS A FUNCTION OF
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8
4
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Ar'PENDIX S
SYNCHRONIZATIONSTUDY
B. 1 INTRODUCTION ""
The synchronization study was divided into two separate areas, one for fixed word
length and fixed bits per frame systems, and the other for variable word length
and variable bits per frame systems (PEC-Huffman). The ground rules under
which the investigations were made are stated belQw.
o The PCM signal conditioning function is not included in the study.
Bit sync at the receiver output is assumed to be perfect for all
conditions which yield a bit error probability of 10 "I, or less.
o Pl = P0 = 0.5 for the data-bit stream from an uncompressed source,
where Pl is the probability that _ given bit is a "one" and P0 is the
• probability that a given bit is a "zero".
o P1 = P0 = 0.5 for the data-bit stream from a compressed source
if a11 code words have the same lengtl_. This assumption applies to
delta modulation and the linear approximation technique, for example.
o The vide° data source is a 512 line television camera having 512
samples per line. An anticipated mode of operation is aperiodic
transmission of single television frames. This places severe re-
quirements on sync acquisition speed.
B. 2 SYNCHRONIZATION OF FIXED WOIID LENGTH DATA
B. Z. 1 PCM Subsystem Configuration
The obvious method of synchronizing fixed word length digital data is to employ
the techniques which have been developed for use in modern PCM telemetry
systems. The basic technique is to insert, usually at the beginning of each com-
n_utation sequence (data frame), an n bit binary word which identifies the location
of the first bit of the data frame. Synchronization at the receiver, is achieved by
ernploying correlation techniques to recognize the frame sync word; the usual im-
plementation is a shift register recognizer. Each group of n data bits is compared
B-I
to the sync pattern and a sync signal is generated for each comparison which
results in a correlation above a prescribed threshold.
The synchronization process usually involves three distinct modes of operation
which can be described as follows:
Search Mode In this mode the correlator is set to tolerate relatively few errors.
Operation in this mode terminates with generation of the first frame-sync signal.
B., ause of the high correlation threshold, there is a high probability that this
initial sync signal is a true one. The probabilities of true sync and false sync
are functions of sync pattern length only.
Check Mode The purpose of this mode is to increase the confidence that true
sync has been detected. The procedure is to count bit-sync pulses and establish
an aperture at the correlator exactly one frame length after the first frame sync
signal. The correlation threshold is lowered in this mode to achieve a high pro-
bability of recognizing the true sy_c pattern. If the result of the check is nega-
tive, the system reverts to the search mode. After one or more positive checks,
the exact number depending on the system requirements, the Lock mode is initiated.
Lock Mode This mode utilizes the aperture at the correlator, as in the Check mode.
but the criteria for returning to the Search or Check mode vary from system to
system, depending on requirements and design philosophy. In general, selection
of the Lock mode parameters is aimed at minimizing the percentage of data lost
due to being out of sync. The system usually includes a means of measuring the
bit error rate; knowledge of the error rate is then used to optimize the criteria
for returning to the Search or Check mode.
B. Z. 2 Subsystem Design Equations - Search Mode
The sync subsystem design is based entirely on various probabilities which must
be optimized in accordance with the system requirements. A number of papers
exist which give the derivations of equations for calculating the required prob-
abilities. Most of the symbols and equations in the following analysis are taken
{l)
from Magnin.
(1)Magnin, J. P., Digital Synchronization of PCM Telemeters, Electro-Mechanical
Research, Incorporated, Sarasota, Florida.
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The probability that the correlator recognizes the transmitted sync pattern, when
the received pattern is in the shift-register recognizer, is a function of the bit
error rate, the pattern length and the number of errors allowed in the correlation.
Elementary combinatorial analysis leads to the following equation for the probability
that the transmitted code arrives in the correlator with e or fewer errors:
Pc(e ) = (q)i (I - q)n -i_ii ;
i=0
where, q = independent bit error rate,
n = number of bits in syn_: pattern.
e = number of errors allowed in the correlator, and
C; = the binomial coefficient symbol.
The probability that the correlator recognizes a random group of n data bits as
the sync pattern is
Pd(e) = (l/Z) n _ cni "
(1)
(z)
i=0
If the analysis is made for the worst case, when the correlator begins its search
just after a sync code pattern, :he probability Pfm that a false sync be detected
in one frame can easily be calculated.
(3)
Pfm= I - [I -Pd(e_m'l ;
where m equals the number of bits in the frame, including the sync pattern.
This equation assumes a sync pattern having autocorrelation properties equal
to, or better than, a random group of n data bits for all degrees of partial over-
lap in the correlator. In other words,
l:)x(e). < Pd(e), o < x <n;
where, x equals degree of overlap in the correlator.
Willard (I) shows that patterns meeting this criterion exist for all n _> Z with
(1)Williard, h/[erwin W. Technical Resort on Optimum Code Patterns for PCh/[
Synchronization, Dynatronics, Inc., Orlando, Florida, 3 October 1900, rev.
15 July 1961.
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q _0. I. Thus, equation (3) is valid at least over the range of parameters to be
considered in this study.
The probabili_, Pt
frame is,
The probability P
n
that the true sync pattern is recognized in the first search
Pt" (l - P_m ) Pc (e). (4)
that no sync signal is generated in the first search frame is
Pn = (l - pfm). (l - pc). (5)
and no sync. Pnk'The accumulated probabilities of false sync, Pfk' true sync. Ptk'
after K frames inthe search mode are:
P/k = I-P
n
Pf_m (l - P_ (6)
Ptk = Pt(I'z_nK } , and
I-P
n
(7)
K (8)
As Kincreases, Pnkapproaches zero, and
lira _ _ = (9)
P
K -*co = I-P
II
(1o)
A useful design parameter is the ratio, R, of true sync to false sync oatputs from
o
the correlator.
R = Ptk Pc (l-Pfm) Pt
__ = = . (11)
P£k Pfrn Pfm
Finally, the number of frames, K, necessary to make Ptk reach any desired
value less than the maximum can be found with the aid of the identity:
B-4
Phi + Pfk + Ptk = 1. (Iz)
Substituting the appropriate values leads to
log [1 (1+ 1]K = " Ptk "_
log P
n
(13}
One more parameter of interest: In the Search mode, is the average number of
frames, K . to obtain the first sync pulse, either true or false.
av
I •
K ffi • (14)
av I -P
n
B. 2.3 Subsystem Design Equations - Check Mode
In the Check mode, the a priori knowledge of the number of bi_.s in the frame is
used to determine whether the pattern detected in Search was actually the trans-
mitted sync word or a suitable arrangement of random data bits• The object of
Check mode analysis is to determine the optimum number of Checks and the number
of errors to be tolerated in the correlator to meet the system requirements at •
given bit error rate. A trade-oH must be made between confidence in acquiring
true sync and speed of acquisition.
The correlator makes its first check exactly one frame (m bits) after the first
sync detection in the Search mode. The probability that the Check mode begins
on a true sync pattern is Ptk' while the probability that the Check mode is begun
on a false sync pattern is Pfk"
The probability, Pfsc' that the correlator discovers a false pattern in Search, checks
it j times in the Check mode, and does not discard it, is
Pfsc = Pfl< IPd(ec)] j ;
where, • = number of errors allowed in the correlator during Check, and
C
J = number of frames checked.
(Is)
The probability, Ptsc' that the correlator discovers the true sync pattern in Search,
checks it j times in the Check mode, and does notdiscard it, is
B-5
These are only two of the possible events which can occur during Check. For
instance, the true code may fail to meet check number (J-l), be rediscovered,
and again fail to meet the required number of checks. It can be shown, however,
that for normal Search and Check mode parameters, the probability of events
other than Pfsc and Pf_c is stoat1.
B. 2.4 Subsystem Design Equations - Lock Mode
It was possible to give a general analysis of the sea.-ch and check modes because
tho requirements and implementation of these modes are well defined. This Is
not true in thc case of the Lock mode, because there is no generally accepted im-
plementation concept. Once the implementation is established, however, the
analysis of the Lock mode is simpler than the Search and Check mode analysel.
Th_ necessary equa;ions for Lock mode analysis are included in those developed
for the other two modes.
B. 2. 5 Subsystem Performance Requirements
In implementing the sync subsystem, each line of television data will be treated
as a PCM data frame; that is, each line will be preceded by an n bit code pattern
for the purpose of establishing horizontal synchronization.
Since transmission of single television frames is assumed, it is essential to have
a high probability of acquiring sync in a very short time to avoid missing substantial
portions of the televised scenes. _%_aintalning a high probability of staying in sync
once it is acquired is of equal importance. Although the transmission link wiU un-
doubtedly be designed to produce low bit error rates, it is desirable to design the
sync subsystem to perform under abnormal conditions, when the bit error rate
may be as high as 0. I.
The above qualitative requirements must be translated into a set o_ quantitative
performs_nce specifications which can be used to select the subsystem parameters.
Thus, the specifications below can be expected to yield optimum sync performance
in the system, as defined by the assumptions in the introduction.
B-6
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Search Mode Performance. In this mode we specify a probability of at least 0. 999
that true sync be acquired within five frames or less. This means that the search
parameters must be such that when 0. 999 is substituted for Ptk' in equation 13,
the calculated value of K must be five or less.
Check Mode Performance, To keep the total acquisition time small we specify
that only one check be made. In addition, we specify that Ptsc be at least 0.99
and that fsc be no greater than I0 °6.
Lock Mode Performance, For our special case of single frame transmission it
is convenient to define an additional performance factor. Let Pt_ be the pro-
bability that the correlator recognizes every horizontal sync code for the entire
frame in the Lock mode. In other words, Pt_ is the probability of staying in
line sync, provided that bit sync is maintained in the receiver. In order to as-
sure high quality picture reproduction, we specify that the Lock mode parameters
must yield a Ptl of at least 0.999.
At the same time, we must require a high probability that out-of=sync conditions
be rapidly detected. Let us define Pfly as the probability that an out-of-syn¢
condition is not detected within y lines. Finally, we specify that Pf_y must be
less than 10 -3 for y equals Z.
B. Z. 6 Calculation of Subsystem Parameters
The subsystem parameters to meet the above performance specifications
wi 11. be computed assuming four bit intensity quantization and a 10 "I bit error
probability. Tables B-I and B-2 contain all the performance criteria necessary
to design the subsystem. The calculations were done on EMR' s ASI-ZI0 computer.
Although in this case the computer was programmed to prin*, out the results for
awide _ange of variation in the parameters, the program is easily modified such
that the computer selects the parameters required to meet the specifications.
Search Mode Parameters Reference to Table ]5-Z shows that to obtain a l_tk
of 0.999 requires at least 36 frames with a 30 bit pattern and at least 7.3 frames
with a 40 bit pattern. With a 50 bit pattern, and allowing seven errors in the
correlator there is a 0. 999 probability of acquiring true sync in 3.4 frames;
-4
there is only a Z. 5 x I0 probability that a false sync will occur in the same
B-?
number of frames.
are • stablished:
Thus, the Search mode parameters meeting our specifications
n • 50,
e= 7.
Check Mode Parameters Using equations 15 and 16 and substituting values of Pd
and Pc from Table B-l, we arrive at the following tabulation of Ptsc and Ptfc'
for a 50 bit sync pattern.
ec Ptsc Pfsc
10 0.989 Z. 98 x 10 -9
11 0.996 1.13x I0 "8
12 0.998 3.83 x 10 -8
13 0.998+ 1.17 x 10 "?
The check mode specifications are satisfied with • ffi II, IZ, or 13; • • II is
c c
preferreddue to the •fact that Pfsc is changing much faster than Ptsc in the wrong
direction. This establishes the Check mode parameters:
j " Ii,
e = II.
C
Lock Mode Parameters
equation:
For this system, the probability Pt
512
Pt_ = PC
is calculated by the
if the criterion for return to Search mode is a single correlation failure. Even
for 13 errors allowed in the correlator, which yields P = 0.999 according to
c
Table B-I, Pt_ is approximately 0.6.
If we change the criterion for return to the Search mode to two consecutive cor-
relation failures, then the expression for P.m becomes
r_
Ptl = l-{1-P c )
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If 12 are allowed in the Pfh = 3. 06 10 -4 and is well in
our specifications. The lock mode parameters are now established;
• = 12, return to Search after two consecutive correlation failures.
3.7.1' Summary of Subsystem Performance
A horizontal synchronization subsystem has been designed for use with • single
• frame digital television system having 512 x 51Z line resolution and four bit inten-
sity quantization.
With a 0.1 bit error rate. the odds are 1000 to 1 that the true synchronization
pattern is found within 3.4 lines. Consulting Table B-I. we find that. on the
average, only 1.1 lines are required to find true syn¢. The odds are 4000 to 1
against the possibility of finding a false sync pattern during the first 3.4 lines.
By adding one line of Check mode operation, we have a total acquisition time of
4.4 lines with a 0.996 probability of true sync as opposed to a 1.13 x 10 -8 pro-
bability of false sync. These figures represent a virtual certainty that the
Lock mode is established with true synchronization.
The Lock mode strategy adopted yields a probability of 0. ?9?5 that synchronization
will not be lostduring the entire frame because of failure to recognize the true
sync pattern. At the same time. the odds are 3Z70 to 1 that an out-of-sync condi-
tion is detected within two lines.
The 50-bit sync code recommended is relatively long compared to many conven-
tional l_Ch/[ systems, but considering the fact that each line contains Z048 data
hits, this amounts to an increase of only Z. 4% in the total number of bits trans-
mitted. This is a small price to pay for the synchronization performance
achieved.
Tables B-3 and B-4 are design tables identical to Tables B-I and B-Z, but cal-
culated for a bit error rate of I0"2; these tables are included to show how sync
performance varies as a function of bit error rate.
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B. 3 SYNCHRONIZATION OF VARIABLE WORD LENGTH (PEC-HUFFMAN DATA)
SYSTEMS
B. 3. I PEC-Huffman Subsystem Configuration
The PEC-Huffman coded television system is a variable word length and variable
bits per frame system where the synchronization requires adapting the results
of the PCM fixed word length synchronization analysis. The considerations for
the PEC-Hu_fman analysis are (I) the number of words per data frame are
constant; (2) the total number of data bits per frame is variable; (._) the probabili.
ties of obtaining a zero and one are no longer equal, but depend upon the PE
statistic; (4) a property of the Huffman coding technique is that it is a self-synch-
ronizing code, and (5) errors in the transmitted data bits may propagate over
several words.
The basic correlation technique to recognize the frame sync will be employed,
but the aperture location will be determined by counting the number of decoded
words rather than bits as in the PCM case. The general remarks of paragraph
B. 2. I will be applicable regarding the Search, Check, and Lock modes of opera-
tion.
B. 3.2 Subsystem Design Equations - Se,_, .h Mode
The sync subsystem design is based on the various probabilities which will be
optimized in accordance with a set of specified system operation requirements.
The development of the PEC-Huffman subsystem design will parallel the PCM
design in paragraph B. 2.2, but under the PEC-Huffman constraints. The probability-
that the correlator recognizes the transmitted sync pattern is given by equation (17)
for PCM.
Pc(e) = _ (p)i (l-p)n'icni
i=l
p= independent lit error probability
n = number of bits in the sync pattern
• = number of errors allowed in the corzelatoz
C n
• = binomial Coefficient symbol
I
(17)
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Since this equation is independent of the coding technique, the equation is also
valid for the variable word length data syste_._s. For the remainder of this
section, the primes will indicate the appropriate PEC-Huffman sync probabilities.
Therefore, for PEC-Huffman, the probabillt_, of correctly recognizing the sync
words is
nP'c (e)= (p)t (l.p)n-t Ct • (IS}
is0
The probability that the correlator recogniz= s a random group of n data bits •s
the sync pattern for PCM is given by
Pd(e) = (I/2) n _ C_ . (l?)
i
is0
This equation must be modified since, in general, for the PEC-Huffrnan techni-
que, P0 _PI" Furthermore, it is necessary not only to calculate P0 and PI for
S
the transmitted data, but also P0 and PI ' the probability of obtaining • zero
and one in the receiver after the data is corrupted with channel noise. For the
purposes of this analysis it will be assumed that the transmitted data is composed
of words of only two lengths. If the data is quantized to N bits where N = logzn
for n, the n,,m_ber of quantized data levels, then PE will be transmitted with •
one and the remaining events (I-PE) levels will be transmitted with (N + I) bits,
that is, a zero followed by a N-bit PCIV[ word.
With this condition it is possible to find the probability of obtaining • zero and
one in the transmitted (noiseless case) data.
The probability of obtaining a One for the noiseless case is the total number of
ones in a data frame divided by the total number of data bits in the data frame.
The number of ones is given by
O = PE + (I-PE) (N + 1) (N)/(Z) (N + 1), (Z0)
and the number of data bits in the frame is given by
D = PE + (X-PE) (N + x). (zl}
B-II
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The probability of obtaining a one is then given by
PI " OlD- Pz + (l.Pz} NIz {zz)
The probability of obtaining a zero for the noisless case c,n also be calculated
and is given by
(I-PE) (I + N/Z) .
P0- P_. + {I-PE) (N + l) (Z3)
If it is assumed that PI _ P0' a is the number of ones in the sync word, b is the
number of zeros also in the sync word, and n=a + b, thetotalnumber of bits in
the sync word. the probability of false sync given in equation (18) can be modified
for the noisless PEC-Huffman case and is given by
=__ PI (a 2r)P0 • C bP'dn(e) - e+ (b+e -2r) Ce .r" r"
e:0 r:0
(Z4)
In th_s case, k is the maximum number •of errors allowed in the sync word, and
the subscript n indicates t.hat it is for the noiseless case.
The total number of ones in the received data is dependent upon the channel bit
error probability, p. Assuming a binary s_'maetrical channel, the received
number of ones I:' 1 and PO are given by
PI = PI + P(I'ZPI)' (25)
and
Po -- I'_i + P(l'Z(l'Pl))" (Z6)
If these two equations are substituted the probability of false sync is given by
lO.d(e) • _ _ pl*(a - e+ 2r)poe(b+e -2r)ca c b (zT}
e=O r:O • - r r
Although for the current analysis it is not necessary to calculate PE R of the re-
ceived data, the parameter is useful in estimating the data change.efforts of
channel noise. From equation (22), PE can be obtained as a function of lq and I_ 1
B-I2
and .isgiven by
Pz • IPl "N/(z) (s+ l) 1 (. + 1). (ze)
PIN - N(N 4-I) IZ(N 4,I) 4,I
T° determine PE* it is necessary t° substitute PI*' P2*' and [N/(2}(N+ I)]*.
which is the ratio of the ones in the non-PE bits to the total number of non-PE
bits and it is given by
(N+Z) -- z(_+,) + p(z - ,) )" (zg)
Hence,
* Pl
PE _ . (30)
PI N - [N/2 (N+ I)] *(N+ I)+ I
which becomes
[, - ]PE* = I + P(I'ZPI) " (NIZ (N + 11 + p(l - NIIN+ Ill (N+ 11
[PI+ p(!-2PI)]N- [N/Z(N+ l)+ p(1- N/(N+ I))](N+ i)+ t'(2_l)'.
e |
With Pd and Pc calculated the remaining probabilities merely are those in
!
paragraph B. 2 with .Pd' and Pd substituted. Hence, for completeness this
will be given. The proh_bHity that a false s_c is detected in one frame is given
by
m-l
I:) fro- I - -. P'd (e . (3Z)
The probabilit% P, t'
frame its
that the true sync pattern is recognized in the first Search
P' t" (1 - P, _._) P, c(e) . . (33)
The probabilit_ P' , that no sync signal is generated in the first Search frame is
n
P'n " (1 - P,fro) (1 - P,c(e)) . (34)
The accumulated probabilities of false sync, P' fl, true sync, P'
I:)' nk' after K' frames in the Search rn.ode are
tk' and nO sync,
S-13
P'fk= P'f_ll _ '
. p,n } -
P' [I.P' K' ]
p, = t n . and
tk (1 -P, n)
(35)
(36)
p, = p, K' •
nk n (37)
As K' increases, P' approaches zero, and
nk
p,
fmltm P' =
• fk (1 - P' n )K---co
(38)
pI
t
lim P' • • (39)
IC--m tk (1 - P, n }
A useful design parameter is the ratio R' of true sync to false sync outputs from
the correlator:
p, p,
It' • tk • t .p, p-'7--" (40)
fir fin
Finally, the number of frames, K', necessary to make P'
value less than maximum can be found from the identity
reach any desiredtk
P' + P' ÷ P' = 1.
nk fk tk (41)
Substituting in the appropriate values leads to
K ! --
log _ •
log{P' n)
(4z}
Another parameter of interest in the Search mode is the average number of
frames, K' to obtain the first sync pulse, either true or false
ave '
= l/(l-P, ) .K' a.ve n (43}
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B. 3.3 Subsystem Design Equations - Check Mode
This is analgous to the Check mode in conventional PCM; therefo-e the equations
of paragraph B. 2.3 are altered according to the PEC-Huffman concept and becomes
p, ,, p, IP, d(ec)] Jfsc fk , and
p, = p, , c ( e ctec tk
B. 3.4 Subsystem Design Equations - Lock Mode
This analysis is the same as that given in paragraph B. 2.4.
B. 3. S Subsystem Performance Requirements
(44}
(4S)
The subsystem performance requirements are identical to PCM requirements.
B. 3.6 Calculation of Subsystem Parameters
The subsystem parameters to meet the specifications will be computed assurnlng
a four-bit PEC-Huffrnan system with PE = 0.6S and a 10 .2 bit error probability.
Tables B-S and B-6 contain the necessary performance criteria to design the sub-
system and were obtained from EMR' s ASI-210 digital computer,
Search Mode Parameters
Reference to Table B-6 shows that to obtain a P' tk of 0. 999 and allowing zero er-
rors requires at least S. 13 frames with a 30-bit pattern, at least 6.25 frames with
a 40-bit pattern, and with a 50-bit pattern, at least 7.43 frames. Therefore, it ap-
pears that if it is desirable to minimize the sync word length, then we can operate
with a 40-bit pattern and allowing four errors in the correlator there is a probabil-
ity of 0. 999 of obtaining true sync in one frame, there is only a 9.7 x I0 "S proba-
bility that false sync will occur in one frame. Therefore, for the Search mode it
will be specified that n • 40 bits and e = 4 satisfies the Search mode parameters.
Check Mode Parameters
Using equations (44), (45) and substituting P' d(e) and P' from Table B-7, we¢
arrive at the tabulation that, for a40-bit sync word, theP' tsc and P' tsc satisfies
the requirements for y =I.
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TABLE B-?
CHECK MODE, 40BIT SYNC PATTERN
i
!
C
!
2
3
4
5
p!
tsc
O. 938
O. 992
O. 99'7
O. 999
O. 999+
p!
fsc
I. I0 x i0 "Is
-16
4. 39 x l0
7.76 x 10 "14
7.43 x 10 "12
4. 32 x 10 °10
The check mode specifications are satisfied for • = 2, 3, 4, 5 and probably for
c
6 and 7 errors If the if the data is extrapolated; • : 3 is chosen since P' Isc fsc
approaching the limit of acceptability for the Check mode. Therefore, the Check
mode parameters are:
J= I
e = 3.
c
Lock Mode Parameters
For this system the probability P' is calculated from the equationt
(51z) (46)
PIt_ = P' c
if the criterion for return to Search mode is a single correlation failure. Even for
three errors allowed in the correlator which yields P' c(e) = 0.999, according to
Table B-Sw P' t_ is approximately 0.6, whereas increasing the allowable errors
merely increase P' t_ since Pc(e) steadily increases. For the case where the
criterion to return to Search mode is two consecutive correlation failures the ex-
pressionfor P't_ becomes
El c)2 I 512P'tl = -(l-P,
For P' c =0. 999, P' t_ ffi0. 9995, whereas for y • 2, P' fl Y =2 P' d" 'If nine
errors are allowed in the correlator, i°' fly ffi6.2 x 10 .4 which is well within
the desired specifications. Therefore, the Lock mode parameters are e = 9
errors and return to Search after two consecutive failures.
B-I8
(47)
•B, 3, 7 Summary of Subsystem Performamce
The horizontal synchronization subsystem for the PEC-Huffman mingle frame
television system has been theoretica11y designed from the design tables for •
512 x 512 line resolution with an average PE - 0.65 for four-bit intensity quantA-
zation.
With a bit error probability of 10 "2, the odds are 1000:l that the true synchronization
pattern is found within one line. The odds are I0, 300:1 against the possibility of
fin_ing a false sync pattern in the first line. By adding one line of Check mode
operation, we have a total acquisiton time of two lines with • 0.9?8 probability
-14
of true sync as opposed to a "/. 76 x I0 probability of false sync. The Lock
mode results are identical to those of the PCM analysis and ensures that the
Lock mode is established with true synchronization. The 40 bit sync word code
recommended for the 10 -2 bit error probability for the PEC-Huffrnan system
with a PE equaling 0.65 amounts to an increase in an average of 3.3_ in the
total bits transmitted. This is an extremely small price to pay for the synchro-
nization performance achieved.
B-I?
APPENDIX C
FIDELITY
RE-ORDER7/
C. 1 ANALYTICAL FIDELITY
C. 1, 1 Concept
An an•lyrical fidelity measure is some defined function of the difference
between the output and input signals• However, in order to decide which
function to use and the input signal set, the ultimate use of the system must
be specified. In general, within this study, we are de•ling with • reconnais-
sance systemlwhose use is to provide pictorial information. The pictorial
information, being of an exploratory nature, is largely unknown. This requires
that features which are common to all pictures be identified. Then these
pictorial features are translated to system input signals. Also, criteria for
the goodness ofresponsetothese signals must be identified and means for
their measurement chosen. In the course of this study it was not possible to
go into the actual implementation of analytical fidelity criteria. However,
for illustrative purposes a block diagram design is given.
C. I• 2 Rel_tion of Pictorial Factors to TV Parameters
In an analysis of the factors governing photographic image qu•llty(l) there are
at least three current views• The first view holds that the factors controlling
image quality are angular field, definition, distortion, character of emulsion.
altitude, ground speed, vibration, and character of illumination.
The second view holds that the •mount of information in • photograph depends on
four image properties: grainess, sharpness, resolving power, and tone repro-
duction.
Fin•fly, the third view reduces the problem to three primary characteristics
governing the photo image quality: the tone or color contrast between the object
and its background; image sharpness characteristics, and stereoscopic paral-
lax characteristics.
(1)Colwel, Robert N., Editor, Manual of Photographic Interpretation, American
Society of Photogrammetry, Washington, D. C., 1960.
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The first view is "system oriented" in that it includes vehicle characteristics.
While these are of ultimate importance, it is only the sensor oriented charac-
teristics, typified by the second view, that interest us in this study. In the thi_,d
view these are condensed essentially to two sensor-oriented characteristics (stereo-
scopic parallax being a trajectory and timing problem}.
The problem of good television images is certainly analogous to the problem of
good photographic images. The television system must render tones accurately
and it must sharply render the boundaries between these tones. In television
terms this means that gray scale rendition and good step function response are
essential.
There exist, however, three additional types of images and their electrical
equivalents. In observing aerial photographs of predominantly geological areas,
long, thin, wi,,ding lines at virtually the limit of resolution are often encountered.
These lines, when scanned, will give rise to impulses within the electro-optical
system. If these lines are to be recorded, the impulse response of the system
must give rise to a pulse which will exceed the next higher threshold level for
a sufficient length of time to allow at least one digital sample to occur. The
de_,'ction of thin, low-contrast lines (roads, railroad beds. fault lines, lunar
rays. etc. ) implies a requirement for good impulse response in the overall
system in addition to good step function response.
In other parts of photographs of predominantly geological interest, individual
dots appear which are presumably trees or other isolated vegetation. These
optical point images will give rise to small spread functions which, when
scanned, will also result in impulses into the digital portion of the system. The
digital system resolution (in both dimensions) must be set such that these
spread functions will have a reasonable chance of being scanned near their
central peak and the analog portion of the system will again be required to
have a good impulse response. Table C. I. 2-I summarizes the relation of
pictorial factors and fidelity criteria,
o..
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In viewing geological pictue• there often occur adjacent section• of closely
packed tree• which appear to have approximately equal average tone. However.
there i• a distinct demarcation between the section• of forest on the basis of
texture. For instance, large, old-growth timber closely packed differs in
texture from even similar species of new-growth timber of medium density•
Yet the average tone for both area• i8 quite close. A similar effect can occur
ov#r farm crop land•. _,ven though individual tree• and crop• are below the
system resolution limit, it appear• that an electro-optical system of good mid-
range sine-wave response i• required for adequate texture distinction.
Suppose we have two texture target image• whose spectral response i8 H(f}
and G{f), with H(0) = G(0), (i. e., equal average tone - dc component). If the
response of our eye is essentially unity over the range 0 - fo where H{fo)•
G(fo) = 0, then the eye' • perception of textural difference can, in some sense,
be represented by,
J I
Now, let each texture image, H and G, be rendered by an ideaUzed, linear
electro-optical system of response R(f).
H' (f) = R(f) H(0, and
G, (_) = R(_) G(_)•
NOWw
Then,
the texture difference of the two rendered image• i8
J jz_' t(f} ] R(f) H(f) -
Under the condition that
2 2
(1)
(z}
(3)
(4)
(s)
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equation (4) reduces to
2 2.
="(°"I_(°1 I":°1 I=_ ' •
If we have two system• Rl(f) and R2(f ) with equal limiting resolution• (RI(0) •
112{0} = I and Rl(f0) • R2(f0) • 0) then we can define a measure of average
differential texture as
(6)
A--,It - I I f'O
0
i= 1,2, (7)
for each system, R I and R 2.
L(. for each midrange value of.f.
I-,(°I:"i_,(°I" f / of to. ,_o. (8)
_'Zt • _' i t,
showing that the measure of average differential texture i• higher with that
system which has everywhere better midrange response.
C. I. 3 Criteria
In the previous section it has been shown that, without specifying the specific
pictorial content, we can at least list four system fidelity criteria: linearity,
step function response, impulse response and midrange sine-wave response.
The next step ia to put these and other possibly useful criteria into analytical
language.
C-4
In the diagram below,
'1 (t)D "_--- @
a signal S(t) enters block B and a signal S' (t) leaves block B. S' (t} is •
function of S(t) and the parameters bl, b2 ... b i of block B. Thus,
S'(t) = B(S, bl. b2 ,.. bl).
Block D generates an error signal , e(t), which in general is given by
(9)
e(t) = D(S. S' }.
..,=o b,.,,...,,].
In principle, e(t} may be any function of S and S', but in practice, an error
implies some deviation between what is desired (input signal} and what is ob-
tained (output signal). The simplest function is simply the difference between
S and S'. Since it occurs so frequently in error measures, it will be given
the special symbol, A.
(1o)
(11)
e(t) • )_ (t) =$' (t) .- S(t). (lZ)
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Notice that error functions are functions of bot...__hthe input signal S(t) and the
parameters b 1, b 2 ... b I of box ]3. In principle, the usefulness of an error
measure, E, is such that, over a suitable ensemble of S, the ensemble
average, E of E, can be made usefully small by adjusting the ]3 parameters,
b 1, by... b I.
Many estimates of the fidelity of ]3 can be formulated as functions of _. Before
proceeding to this step, a restriction which is pertinent to this study will be
placed on S(t). While S(t) may not be periodic, it is possible to divide S(t)
into meaningful segments called frames. That is, any given S(t) under dis-
cussion is understood to be that S(t) lying between two distinct limits.
Sn(t) = S(t) for
nr_ t<(n +l)r n =0, I, 2... so,
where • i8 a frame time (order of ZO 8e¢.).
Now measures of error can be defined that, wl_ile being a single number, re-
flect the effect of many instantaneous errors occurring throughout one frame
time, •.
Some possible error functions, e(t), are given below along with some error
measures, E_
e(t) - &(t)
(13)
(14)
e(t)= [A(t)[
(n-e- l) r
--, f= A(t) = --En •
J
I111'
A(t) dt
(15)
(16)
/RE-nROER_ _Y- 7/
 /+rE"'_" 2 (n + 1),• _l _,E n • • _(t)J dt
J
n7
(17)
In equations (14)-(18_indic•tes • time average.
by equations (14)-(18}may be labelled, respectively,
(•)
(b).
{¢)
(d)
(e)
In addition to these functions, we have three others of a ,,nonlinear" but
potentially Useful nature.
The error terms given
I_stantane ous error
Instantaneous absolute error
Mean error (per TV frame}
Ro_t mean square (rms) error (per TV frame)
Standard deviation of error (per TV frame)
Z n = _(t)
t = (n + I)•
t • n,
(I8)
(19)
Peak error within TV frame, n.
i(n + l)t
E n Z A(t)
t•n•
(zo)
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Peak absolute error within TV frame, n.
E n • P(_i_ A <4 i + d_
it i(n + l) v
t aY
(zl)
Probability distribution of error.
Note that mean error per frame, rms error per frame, peak error per frame.
and peak absolute error per frame can all be derived from (21). The proba-
bility density of error can be measured experimentally by EDITS.
The above error functions are, for perfectly general inputs, S(t). However, in
many cases systems are required to perform quite well for very special types
of input signals, Si(t), i = I, Z, ... co. Suppose a typical TV picture line
could be regarded as a superposition of special signals. Si(t), such ths_
S(t) • _ Si(t).
1=1
(zz}
One set of these special signals might include a dc level.
S 1 (t) • c, (Z3)
a sine wave function.
Sz(t)
a random function.
: a Cos _t + <_).
S3(t)., r(t). such that
2w
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dt < co.
an tmp_,lle fl.l._ctioll,
s4(t) = b 6 (t - to).
a step function.
as(t) = d i
• ramp functio_
(t - t o) dt • d U(t - to},
S 6 (t) •g U(t- t o ) dt =g J(•- to} dr dt
-oD i_o
(Z6)
(ZT)
(zs)
and a pulse function.
[ ]sv(t) . h U(t - to} - U(t - to -. (zg)
where eiI the pulse width.
For each of these ipecial functions it is possible to devise special measures
of fidelity which may not correspond to the more conventional meaIures
(equations (14) -(> l}} of error. For the step function, one meaIure of "'fidelitlp'
of the syitem is rise-time, i.e., the time it takei the output signal S' (t) to
go from 10% to 90% of the final value. This measure is hard to define mathe.
matically, but it is easy to measure given a clean, amplitude-time display.
C-?
Another fidelity measure for the step function response is percent overshoot.
also difficult to specify mathematically but easy to measure in practice. In
TV this measure would amount to a measure of "edge enhancement."
For the sine wave input, there is. of course, the familiar amplitude and phase
response criteria. Analogously, for the random input, there exists the power
spectral response. If box B is a linear system with impulse response B( • )
then its spectral density response is given by
B(W) " 4"--_
(30)
and its output spectral density,
2I IS' {_) , is given by
RM) I z
for an input random function r(t) with input spectral density I R(w)I Z
One Conceivable measure of fidelity in this case could be the relative power
efficiency, _ , given by
oD Z
is, ,i•
-GO
co Z
d_
dw
withO _; t _; I.
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(31)
(32)
For the pulse input, where the pulse width e i• •mall compar -d to the pre-
dominating time constant in B(t ), the B system will give some •mall output.
The maximum value of this pulse output relative to the value h, for example,
would be an index of the system' s fidelity in reproducing the narrow pulse' •
peak amplitude. Also, the maximum value of this pulse output relative to
one-half the peak output signal, (_' (_)/2), would be a measure of the system' •
ability to deliver "detectable", though by no mean• faithful, representations
of the presence of isolated, •ubresolution pulse• in the input signal S(t}. A
similar criterion, the maximum value of S' (t) relative to •onLe standard, can
be applied with regard to the system' • response to an impulse function.
In the servomechanism field' the ramp function is sometime• used •s •
special input function and the steady-state delay in the output following the
input is taken as a measure of system q-.,ality. The visual effect of this
phenomena would be a •light shift in the direction of scanning of those •re••
whose luminosity rose linearly with distance. This effect may not be relatively
serious since all video feature• will experience some phase lag.
The dc le;'el input at first glance may appear to be a trivial special test signal.
Yet, there exist video processing systems which render adc level by "huntinf'
around the input dc level. Also, even a straight PCM system which employ•
an analog-to-digital converter will have regions of uncertainty about each A-to-D
decision leveldue to noise in the decision amplifier. This will cause a dc sisal
near one of the decision levels to be rendered, on a probabilistic basis, •s a
signal of either the correct quantizing level or as a signal of the adjacent quantiz-
ing level. In this case the fidelity Criteria could be the percentage of time •dc
level is rendered correctly by the system. For the "hunting" •y•tern• maximum
error excursion {equation (Z0)) could be used.
In summary, there are at least sixteen fidelity criteria that can be analytically
expressed. Eight of these can be expressed easily in conventional mathematical
terms, and eight other• can be evaluated numerically, although their most effi-
cient specification is of an empirical or "verbal" nature. There are at -east
C-II
seven special input test signals which can be specified, and associated with
these special test signals are the majority of the latter eight fidelity criteria.
C• I• 4 Implementation
Another approach to analytical fidelity is to consider the compression system
as producing an output waveform which approximates the input waveform. The
various measures by which the degree of approximation may be quantitatively
expressed are then built into auxiliary equipment which monitors the real time
performance of the "approximating" system• The function and block diagram
of one example of an analytic fidelity measuring system i8 given in thl8 section.
It is devised within the context of EDITS, although its applicability i8 by no
means 8o limited:
In numerical analysis(|)where it i8 required that one function approximate
another, the customary representation is by a rational function, in particular
by a polynomial Pn" Likewise, the customary measures of approximation are
(33)
zlz
2
where f(x) is the function to be approximated over the interval, L Equation (33)
i8 referred to as the maximum, or the "maximum norm, "' and is ordinarLIy _.
preferable in order to assert that nowhere within the interval I does
If{x) Pn(X) 1 exceed a certain The form of equation (34) comes fromc
w
the definition of the norm of a matrix as being the square root of the sum of the
(1)Forsythe, G. E., and Rosenbloom, P. C., Numerical Analysis and Partial
Differential Ec_uations, 3ohn Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1958, pp. 18-21
(34)
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•squares of the absolute values of the elements, where the values f(xi) - Pn(xi)
are considered to constitute the elements of the matrix.
The above discussion applies directly tothe JPL Video Data Modulation Study
wherein the approximating polynomial function Pn(X) is replaced by some modu-
P
c L cx)j Fo..- h,opu,.,,.., *Cx,
modulation system delivers an output fo(X) given by
fo(X) =C n If(x) 1.
and it is desired to say
(35)
max I f(x)-fo|_!=.
for some interval, I, which may be taken as one image frame.
In order to give a relative assessment with respect to maximum norm among
the compression systems studied for .TPL, it would be useful though
not absolutely necessary to add to EDITS _,n Objective Fidelity Taker. (I} Ae
near as practicable, this facility should have the inputs, outputs and functional
design as given in Figure C. I. 4-I. The functions of the boxes labelled .8,, B,
C, etc. are given in Table C. I. 4-I. A facility of this nature will enable us to
give experimental values for equations (33) and (34) for PCM and all the compres-
sion systems actually fully implemented on EDITS. It will enable us to do this
for a wide variety of picture inputs. In addition, it will enable us to form the
first order statistics of the modulation system error from which the range,
the mean, and higher moments can be obtained numerically, if desired. In
view of the many functions included in Figure C. I. 4-I, these functions have
the priority as given in Table C. I. 4-I where A z fo(X) - fi(x).
(1)Tim, and scope of study did not permit th[8.
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!] SELECTOR
Priority
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
RE-ORi]I]
TABLE C. I. 4-I
SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION PRIORITIES
Mathematical Function
A
_+4V
I"l
Max J/_{
xCI
k mxl_ I
xC!
_Z
• O. &<O
a_
FuncUon
Difference signal
Offset and let order statistics
driver
Absolute value of difference
Peak hold (and associated frame
selector DI; line selector D2)
Meter output
Squaring
Inte grater
Positive and negative differences
This system would have the overall measurement modes given in Table C. I. 4-2.
Most of these error measurement modes are now being included in the ASI-210
digital computer code for simulating the linear approximation compression
system.
TABLE C. 1.4-Z
MEASUREMENT MODES FOR OB3ECTIVE FIDELITY DEVICE
System Modes
AB
ACDE
AFGDE
AGDE
AHDE
Measurement
/_ display, Ist order statistics on &over
a frame.
Peak errorJ_ma x [ over either a single.
selectable line or over a whole frame.
Mean square error/A2 over either a llne
or frame
Mean error /_ over a line or frame,
Peak positive or peak negative e_ror
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C. 2. MEASURED FIDELITY
C.Z. I General
At the outset of this study it was recogn'zed that it would be very desirable
to establish those fidelity criteria against which the performance of each video
data modulation technique could be measured on an absolute basis. However,
it was decided during the early stage of this program( I } that, due to the many
unknowns presently encountered in defining planetary reconnaissance mission
requirements, determination of such absolute criteria was not within the scope
of this study.
As an alternative, we have elected to use PCM television performance as the
the standard against which other video modulation techniques may be compared.
Six-bit PCM serves as the primary reference and four, three and two-bit PCM
serve as secondary references in judging certain equipment performance
characteristics.
In the general case, therefore, fidelity assessment is a two-step process
wherein the performance of the reference PCM technique is initially evaluated
relative to the original input test data characteristics. Then the fidelity of
the succeeding video modulation technique is compared with the performance
obtained using the reference PCM method.
Four modulation methods in addition to the four straight PCM techniques are
included in the fidelity measurement program. These are:
o Z-Bit PCM with 3-Bit Roberts
o 3-Bit PCM with 4-Bit Roberts
o Z-Bit Delta
o 4-Bit Previous Element Coding {PEC) with Huffman efficient
encoding.
(l}Based toa large extent on the discussions at the joint JPL-EMR technical
meeting held at JPLon October 25. 1963.
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C. 7.. 2 Purposes of the Measured Fidelity Study
The principal purposes of this study aredeflnedas follows:
{I) To determine the types and extent of the measurements which are
required to compare the performance of the several video data modu-
lation techniques.
(Z) To establish the test controls and procedures required to carry out
the defined measurement program.
(Note: These measurements were performed on the EDITS equipment, which
incorporates each of the above eight modulation modes. )
C. 2.3 Classification of Measurements
The selected measurements are divided into three general categories; speci-
fically, objective, quasi-objective, and subjective. Table C. 2-I summarises
these categories. Further definition is given below, together with a listing of
specific measurements performed in each area. The discussion of actual
measurement procedures employed will be found in Appendix E of this report.
Objective Measurements
Definition. The measurements included in this category make use of calibrated
input data in the form of known test object spatial frequencies, measured (or
known) photometric characteristics, and calibrated input video signal-to-noise
(S/N) conditions. The output from the video data modulation system under test
is objectively measured by using test instruments (CRT and photometric
densitometer) in which first-order errors are established by the basic i,_atru-
sent design, and human operator errors produce only second-order effects.
Since such mea.-_rements are effectively divorced from operator interpretive
errors, they are categorized as objective types.
List of Measurements. Objective measurements include the followini:
o Sine wave response (using 30'I0 modulation Kodak Sine Way@
Test Object shown in Figure C. 2 P-l}
o Square wave response (using Westinghouse Resolution Chart
ET-1332A shown in Figure C. _ P-2},
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o ,Gamma characteristic (using Fete-Video Grey Scale Chart
F-63C #66S shown in FiEure C. Z P-3).
(l_ote: These tests are performed at approximately 40 db video S/N
,Peak-to- ak video
I)E
rms noise I
q
Quasi-Objective Measurements.
Definition. As in the case of the objective measurements, similar calibrated
input data also are employed in this test series. This includes several call.
brated levels of input video S/N. However. output measurements, which
are performed on photographic reproductions of the TV display images, are
primarily of a qualitative nature.
used here as the measuring device;
present in the output measurements.
List of Measurements.
types:
0
0
This is true because the human eye is
hence, the element of subjectivity is
_uasi-objective measurements include the following
Overall image fidelity (using RETMA test chart input shown
Figure C. 2 P-4).
Limiting resolution (sine wave input using Kodak Sine Wave
Test Object).
Limiting resolution (square wave input using Westinghouse
Resolution Chart).
(Note:
0 Brightness contouring (hot-spot incandescent light source
used as the input).
These tests include three video S/N conditions; 20. 30 and 40 db. )
Subjective Measurements.
Definition. The basic input data used in this test series i8 derived from two
photographs. The first is a photograph of a telescopic image of the lunar sur-
face (one of a group of such photographs furnished by 3PL. see Figure C. Z P.5)
and the second is a photograph of an aerial camera image of Canadian Arctic
terrain {see Figure C. 2 P-6). These particular photographs were chosen
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because they represent wide extremes in terms of terrain types, scale
factors and photometric contrasts. Figures C. 2 P-7 and C. 2 P-8 include
grid overlays which permit easy and accurate coordinate location of terrain
areas of interest.
In comparison with the input data employed in the previously discussed test
areas, these photographic input data are only partially calibrated. To
achieve total calibration it would be n.-cessary to completely scan the complex
terrain image patterns with a microdensitometer to obtain precision spatial
and photometric image characteristics. For purposes of this measurement
program, it was deemed sufficient to take relative reflection density readings
of larger areas with a simple Kodak densitometer and then compute correspond-
ing relative reflectancee from which contrast ratios of selected areas could
be determined. Relative reflectance values are presented in Figures C. 2 P-9
and C. Z P-10. Knowledge of basic photo scale factors has permitted calcula-
tion of simulated (terrain-related) scale factors and TV camera terrain resolu-
tions used in the laboratory measurement program• Table C.2-2 presents a
summary of this data. Also, as in the above tests, several calibrated levels
of video S/N are included. In addition, in order to assess the effects of bit
errors in the digital video data, several calibrated bit error probability (Pe}
conditions are employed in this subjective test series.
TABLE C. 2-2
PHOTOGRAPHIC TEST PARAMETERS
Photo Type
Lttnar
Canadian Arctic
A- 15420-45
(I) Basic Photo
Scale Factor
1:10, 000, 000
(Max)
1:60. 000
(2) Simulated
Photo Scale
Factor
1:160, 0000 000
(Max)
1:960, 000
(3) Simulated
TV Ground
Re solution
? Km/TV
line (Max)
O. 043 IQ'V[/
TV line
(4) Max.
Photo
Contras •.
lltol
SOtol
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Notes: (1) Defined as the ratio of photograph unit dimension to
corresponding terrain dimension.
(z) 7" x 7" photo area focused on 0.44" x 0.44" vidicon
photocathode area provides a scale factor reduction of
16 to 1.
(_ Assumes 256 line TV resolution.
(4) Represents highest photographic contrast where the
average contrast of adjacent areas is lower.
Contrast = Highlight Reflectance
Lowligl_t Reflectance
The fidelity of the video output data may be subjectively assessed by viewing
photographic reproductions of the TV display image_ {I} and comparing this
image quality with photographic reproductions of reference PCM video output
data.
List of Measurements. Subjective measurements include the following:
o Overall image fidelity -- Canadian Arctic photo input
o Overall image fidelity -- lunar photo input.
{Note: These measurements were performed with combinations of video
S/N of 40 db, 30 db and 20 db, and bit error probabilities (Pe) of 10 "m.
10 "4, 10 .3 and I0 "2.)
C. 2.4 Schedule of Fidelity Measurements
Table C. 2-3 presents a schedule of measurements recommended for the pur-
pose of comparing the fidelities of the various video modulation techniques.
This table lists objective, quasi-objective, and subjective measurements to-
gether with the parametric combinations of video S/N and bit error probabilities
(Pe) applicable to each modulation technique under test. The actual fidelity
measurement program discussed in Appendix E is set up on the basis of this
schedule.
(1)Direct assessment of the display image quality is not feasible due to the short
decay time of the display phosphor relative to the EDITS frame scan time.
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EDITS Auloj 6 Bit
MeaouJrement TTpe |4) _ Dtliital Noiee PCM
Comlttioe(Z)
DbJectlve Menluremente
t. SLne Wave Reaponee 40 db (3) X (l|
|. 8quero Wave Reepoeee 40 db (3) X
L G_nn_ _" Caners 406(3) X
b. System "_
,, ,, ,, ,
_eeioObJectlve MeasuremeMo
I. Overall Imnje Fidelity 8IN • 40 db X
IRETMA Chert) S/N • Z0 db X
'_. LlmitLn o Aeoolutlon 8IN • 40 db(_ X
_S_e wave Chert_
3. L,tmitJa 8 Keeolutlo- SIN • 40 db (3) X
(S_.ar, wove Chert_
S/N • 40 db X
4. Bri|htneeo Contoorla| SIN • 30 db X
(Hot Sp4X X_lbt _rce) S/N • ZO db X
roteme Uaior Me8suromelt
4 Bit ) nit | Bit 384 Zl)
PCM PCM PCM JLoherto Robecto
i J, i ,, 1
i-
| Bit 4Bit
Delte PrGI
Huffmall
-dw
X
,X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X X X
X X X'
X X
X X
i X X
Subjective Meeouromonto I
l. Imalle Fidelity _anldlan Arctic SIN • 40 db X X X X X X ! X X
L_ar --, Pe • tO°m X X X X X X ; x x
;
+
CanadlJm Arctic., 81N • 30 db X X X X X X I X X
A
Z. Ima|e Fidelity
Lunar Po " t0-m X X X X X x _, , x A
!
CansdL&n Arctic BIN • Z0 _ X X X X X X J X X
3. Imnje Fidelity _ Pe.o l0 °m X X X X X X X X
i
4. lrna|e Fidelity Cs,,sdin Arctic SIN • 40 db X X X X X X X X
Po " 10"4 X X X X X X X X
!S. lee ego Fidelity Cmdi_n Arctic SIN • 40 did X 3( X X X X X
Po • t0"$ 'X X X X X X X
X
X
X
X
&. 1male Fidelity Cmdisn Arctic 8IN • 40 db
1". - looZ
X X X X x X X
X X X X X X X
Nrqee: (l)
(z)
(3)
14)
X denotes ochedJuled mone_._rouneM.
When Pe ¢m_dition is not specified, it may be aeoun_pd to be • nero bit error ¢oeidlticm (Po • 10°t).
40 db is the nomia&l v_lue for these tests, althou|h 42 db le menu•red ia certain caoeo.
All measurements are takes with team j_rJumetero adjusted lor ZS6 elements per boris4md_l and "
vertLcaLl II_.
.
TABI_ •C. Z-3
FIDELITY MEASUREMENT SCHEDULE
_ I":
APPENDIX D
RECOMMENDED SYSTEM
D. I GENERAL
This section describe• one possible method of implementing the linear approxima-
tion bandwidth compression technique as described in paragraph A. 9.
D. 2 SYSTEM DESIGN
D. 2. I Linear Approximation Encoder
A logic diagram of this system i• •hewn in Figure D. I-I. The incoming video
signal i• applied to a series of three sample-and-hold circuit•. Sample and
Hold I samples the video at each element and hold• it until the Reset 2 pulse
occur• as •hewn in the timing diagram, Figure D. I-2. During this time the
output of 1 i• •ampled by 2. The output of 2 i• the element prior in time to the
element which is currently being examined by the encoder. Sample and Hold3
in turn samples the output of 2, but only when enabled by the transmit gate.
This series results in the last good element being held in Sample and Hold 3.
The last good element, held in Sample and Hold 3, is applied to an operational
adder a/ong with the inverted video and a •lope from the slope generator. If
this slope plus the last good element is a close approximation to the video, the
output summation will be zero volts. This output is teated with a threshold
device to determine if it is within the preset error band. The threshold device
i• sampled during period "Sample I." If it is out of tolerance, a flip-flop is
set to the zero state. At the same time the output of this flip-flop, with built-in
delay, is sampled and used to set a second flip-flop to the zero •tats if the
threshold was out of tolerance at the previous sample time. These circuits
are repeated 31 time• in parallel, once for each •lope which must be teated.
The output of each of the 31 flip-_op A' • is OR_d so that if any one slope is stiU
in tolerance the output is an "in-tolerance" signal. However, if all slopes are
out of tolerance an appropriate signal is generated. This signal activates a
chain of event• which results in the transmission of the code word representing
the beat slope and its length.
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A five-stage binary counter counts the number of "in-tolerance '_ pulses. The
"out-of-tolerance" pulse transfers this count into a shift register and resets
the binary counter. The pulse also reads a code representing the proper
slope from the decoding matrix into the shift register. These two five-blt
code words comprise the ten-bit word which is transmitted.
Timing is controlled by the timing generator shown in Figure D. I-3. A crystal
oscillator is counted down by 16; AND gates are used to separate the 16
various element pulses. The timing generator also provides the horizontal
and vertical blanking waveforms.
D. Z. 2 Buffer Storage
The buffer store is not shown in detail as its design is completely dependent on
system boundary conditions which at this time are unspecified by operational
requirements. A possible system would use a tape recorder as the main store,
with a small register storing data in blocks which would then be recorded
asynchronously.
D. 2.3 Linear Approximation Decoder
The incoming serial pulse train is passed through a bit synchronizer and a s_rnc
separator, shown in Figure D. I-4, which extracts the synchronization. The
video data is directed into a shift register buffer storage. The PCM is then
loaded ten bits at a time into the decoding register. The five bits on the left
determine the slope to be generated. The first bit represents positive or nega-
tive slope. The next four are decoded in the digital to analog converter to
provide amplitude information to the current sources.
One of the two current sources is gated on by the first bit; the magnitt,de of the
current is determined by the decoded slope amplitude. This current is fed into
the holding capacitor resulting in a voltage ramp which reconstitutes the original
video.
The next five bits which represent the length of the slope are compared with the
number of elements which have been displayed. When the two are equal, an
End-of-Segment Pulse is generated. This pulse resets the counter and loads
another ten bit word into the decoding register.
D-Z
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Timing of the decoder is controlled by an oscillato£. The oscillator is in turn
controlled over a small range by signals from the buffer store to prevent the
storage from overflowing or _mderflowin E.
D. 3 CIRCUIT DESIGN
Currently, it is both possible and practical to implement a system design in a
number of ways using solid state active devices in conju_ctlon with either
diffused or more conventional passive devices. The limitations of the various
electronic devices are well understood in all areas with the possible exception
of particle radiation, particularly protons. For low-power circuits, a wide
variety of form factors for the various eiectronic devices are available. Also.
most circuits may be implemented inseveral different ways. Thus, the Ira*
plementation of any system design is quite readily made to favor any prime
requirement, i.e., size, weight, reliability, etc.
Initial logic design (digital system design) usually is made without consideration
of circuit implementation. Thus, a literal circuit implementation of any initial
logic design stands little chance of functioning properly. Initial logic designs
are intended to verify that a system concept is practical and to give some idea
of the relative magnitude of the system. This logic design is initial and is not
intended to be optimum insofar as a particular circuit implementation of the
logic design is concerned.
For minimurnosize, hybrid semiconductor integrated circuits were used in the
following estimates. It was necessary to use hybrid semiconductor integrated
circuits (SCIC) instead of total semiconductor integrated circuits, since some
of the circuits are not available in integrated form. However, if cost was of
minor importance, the complete encoder system could be constructed with
integrated circuits.
Table D. Z-I is a tabulation of the part s estimate for the hybrid-SClC configura-
tion of the encoder.
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The volumes of various parts shown in Table D. 2-2 were used for t_e estlmltos
of Table D. 2-1. The TO-5 transistor-case volume was used for all SClC clr-
cults. The volumes given allow for projecting leads and parts. Power esti-
mates used are given in Table D. 2.3. Resistor power i8 considered in the
transistor power allowed.
These estimated values for power and size relate only to actual component
parts and power. Experience has shown a need for correction factors to arrive
at the values for the finished component. The following correction factors were
applied to th_ calculated data:
(I) Power -- Prototype power equals two times parts power.
(2) Volume -- Prototype volume equals three times parts volume.
(3) Weight -- Prototype weight equals 0. S ounce per cubit, inch
for electronic parts plus one ounce per cubic inch for the
power supply.
Using these correction factors the prototype encoder would have the followinj
parameters:
Power -- 35. 56 watts
Nonstructural volume -- 53.5 cubic inches
Nonstructural weight -- I. 80 Ib8.
The above estimates were based on the use of Motoroin, "MECL" integr&tad
circuits. At the present time these are the highest speed integrated circuits_
however, they consume a large amount of power. If system speeds permitted.
it i8 Possible to trade speed for lower power consumption. Also, the TO-$
package was chosen over the flat-pac as being more compatible with the dis-
crete components. There are many trade-ells which could Possibly be made
and the combination chosen here is not necessarily the optimum for any one
particular set of system design parameters. However, it does give an idea of
the relative size and complexity of the recommended system.
The estimated system would be operati0n_l up to logic rates on the order of
I0 megabits/second which would allow element rates of approximately 625 kc.
-
Motorola specifies a speed/power trade-off of 20 times power for I0 times in
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speed. If special low power "MECL" components were usedp the total parts
power would drop to 9.78 watts. This gives • final power of 19. 56 watts and
would result in an element rate of approximately 62.5 kc. U each picture ele-
ment were compressed to two bits (average), then this low power irhplementa-
teen would provide average bit rates as high as 130. 000 bits/second. Accord-
ing to • recent (l) projected bit rate performance of• deep space telemetry
system, bit rates of 130 kc or higher will not be available from Venus until
• fter 1967o nor from M•rs until after 1969.
Although the MECL components offer a Z0:1 tr•de in power for a 10:1 trade in
speed, an over•ll system power saving greater than 2:1 could not be realized
in this an•lysis because the power consumption of the operational amplifiers
and schrnitt triggers was not lowered. If cost were of second•ry considerao
teen. special, lowpower, n•rrower bandwidth operational •mplifiers and schrnitt
triggers could be designed. The speed of these redesigned, lower power corn-
ponents would then be more compatible with expected spacecraft data rates,
I
m
(1)Thatcher. John W.. Mgr.. Deep Space Networks.
munication." Space/Aeronautics. July 1964.
JPL. "Deep Space Corn-
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Item
TO-S transistor case
Diode
Resistor
Capacitor
Crystal
l
Volume (cubic inches}
O. 04
O. OOS
o, oz4
0.03
O. Z
i
Item
TABLE D. 2-3
-..
POWER ALLOWED FOR PARTS ESTIMATZ
SCIC operational amplifier
SCIC threshold circuits
SCIC Z-input NAIqD
3-input NAND
SC IC flip-flop
SCIC diode array
SCIC binary counter
Amplifier transistors
Diodes
|
Power (milliwatts}
, m
70
50
Z5
3S
35
6
50 av s.
60
I
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•APPENDIX E
FIDELITY MEASUREMENT PROGRAM
E. 1 BACKGROUND INFORMATION
This section describes the procedures employed in carrying out the three-phase
fidelity measurement program defined in Appendix C. Z, Measured Fidelity. and
measurement results in the form of photographic recordings of EDITS outlet
data are discussed in this section. With reference to the several video modu-
lation techniques under evaluation, this discussion will serve to amplify the
fidelity appraisal comments included in the compression sections of Appendix A.
In order to provide a firm basis for interpreting and evaluating the results ob-
tained from the fidelity measurement program, the following background infor-
mation is presented. This includes a description of the salient features of the
Experimental Digital Television System (EDITS) developed by EMR, a review
of the video signal-to-noise calibration procedure employed therein, and a
discussion of basic EDITS television camera resolution considerations applicable
to the measurement progra_m.
E. 1.1 EDITS System _Summ&ry
Basic Function
The system is designed primarily as a laboratory tool to investigate statistical
and pictorial characteristics associated with various digital television processing
techniques. Its operating video data modulation systems include:
o I, Z, 3, 4. 5, and 6Bit PCM
o Roberts (any combination of 7 bits total, except the 0-7
combination)
o PEC/Huffman
o Z-Bit Delta
Phlrsical Characteristics
The electronic equipment comprising EDITS, with the exception of the TV camera
proper and the analog noise generator, are rack mounted. The equipment,
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including the auxiliary digital noise generator, rme voltmeter and standard low
and high voltage power supplies, is contained in five, 30-inch racks0 as shown
in Figure E. ; P-I. The baalc electronic system element is the plUgoln
module, a considerable number of which are standard DEC (Digital Equipment
Corp., Maynard, Mass.) logic unite. Figure E. I P-Z show| a view of the TV
camera unit, mounted in the light shield housing viewing the test fixture which
mounts and illuminates the input test photographic data.
Input/Output Equipment Characteristics
Sensor Westinghouse one-inch all-electrostatic
vidicon, Type WX-4384 (slow-scan type),
rated limiting resolution: 500 TV lines
in center, and 350 TV lines in corners.
TV Display Tektronix Type RMS03, 5" all electrostatic
CRT with P4 phosphor. Rated llrnitin|
resolution - approximately 350 to 400 TY
lines.
Display Recorder Polaroid camera - employ speed/type 47
film. Film speed - ASA 3000.
System Operating Characteristics
Scan elements/line
Frame periods
Frame rates
Element period
Scan type and format
• Digital encoding
128, 256, or 512 {horizontal and vertical),
selectable
0.16, 0.66 or Z. 6 seconds, respectively
6, I. 5 or 0.4/seconds, respectively
I0 microseconds
Horizontai and vertical stairetep scan with
square format
I to 6 bits. Element sampling rate - I00 kc
Signal Statistical Measurement Capability
O
O
First Order -- number of times a scan element of a given level
occurs within a selected period. This period is selectable by means
of gate switching, from a total frame or line period to a fractional
frame or line.
Second Order -- number of times a given element level follows another
given element within a selected period.
O Run Length (RL) -- number of times a given element level successively
repeats within a selected period.
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Previous Element (PE) -- number of times within • selected porlod
that adjacent elements along • horizontal line have equal levels.
Not Previous Element (I-PE) -- number of times within a selected
period that adjacent horizontal elements do not have equal levels.
Previous Line (PL) -- number of times within • selected period
that matching levels occur on vertically adS•cent elements (which &re
not PE elements).
Noise Simulation Capability
o Channel (digital) Noise -- Pe from 10 "c° to 5 x 10 "1. Noise
source is a General Radio Random Noise Generator Type 1390-BR
plus adjustable threshold and sampling circuitry.
o Sensor (analog) Noise -- S/N from more than 40 db (limited by
vidicon/preamplifier combination) to 15 db (lower if desired),
Test-Chart/Test-Photo Illumination
o Front -- incident illumination is approximately 150 foot candles.
o Back -- screen brightness is approximately 250 foot lamborts.
Typical Vidicon Exposure
Using normal 25 or 50 mm lens at an aperture of f/8 (effective). and operating
at 256-element scan condition, typical photocathode highlight exposure is ap-
proximately 0.3 foot-candle/sec.
Block Diagram
Figure E. I-I i8 a simplified block diagram of the EDITS system. This diagram
dcr.,.t." .. ................................
E. I. 2 Video SignL1-to-Noise Calibratloa
Introduction
If • nonvarying voltage is applied to an ideal an&log-to-digitll encoder, tho
resultant binary code will identify one particular level for each sample. Un-
fortunately, there is always some noise Jn the applied voltage •rid in the
threshold levels. This paragraph derives the probability that an encoded level
will be the same as the previous level. This is defined as the PE (previous
element) probability and results in • curve of the maximum possible PE for
a given system S/N ratio.
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Analysis
Figure E. 102 shows an input signal level which falls • distance X above level 19.
The curve is the Gaussian probability density function for the noise which i_
riding on the input signal level. The noise has an RIVLS value of | , and& is
the distance between quantizing levels.
The probability that the signal is correctly identified as level 19 is equal to
the area under the Gaussian curve labeled (2). The probability that the signal
is identified as level 20 is equal to the area labeled (I). Similarly, P(21) =
area {5), P{17) - area (4), and P(18) = area (3). This must be continued until
the probabilities become insignificant.
Theprevious element probability is equal to the probability that the sismal
•le encoded to the same level for the present sample as it was for the last
sample. For the figure as shown this becomes
PE =...+P(I7) 2 + P(18) z + P(19) z + P(?,0) z + P(ZI) Z 4,...
This statement assumes the two samples are statistically independent. For a
X
given ratio of 4 /_, PE will vary as _ varies from0to I. FigureE. 1-3is a
farn_ly of curves of PE versus the ratio X for var_,ous signal-to-noise ratios.
For a six-bit encoder with 64 levels, th_ signal (peak-to-peak) to noise (ring)
ratio is 64 /8 • For the curve of&=_ , Spp/Nrms = 64_j/A =64 • 36.1 db.
The curves in Figure E. 1-3 are separated by 6-db steps.
If a slowly ,tarying waveform is applied to the AiD encoder, the average PE
will be equal to the average value of the curve in Figure E. 1-3 for the actual
S/N ratio of the system. Therefore, it is assumed that a given S/N ratio will
result in the average PE as X/_ "varles from 0 to I,
Figure E. I-4 is a curve of PE averaged over X for each S/N ratio. The S/N
ratio scale is applicable to a six-bit encoder only. Lf the encoder is reduced
to five bite,the curve shifts downward by 6 db (i, e., 36. I db on the scale be-
comes 30. I db}.
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IExperimental Results
Experimental verification of this curve was attempted using the equipment setup
shown in Figure E. 1-5. Results •re plotted in Figure E.I-4 directly for the
six-bit curve. The five-bit curve is plotted, but it is shifted upward by six db
for comparison with the theoretical curve.
Conclusion
The results show reasonable agreement, although for the lower values of SIN,
PE is higher than predicted. This could be caused by the noise being non-
Gaussian or by the assumption of independent samples being invalid.
Whereas the absolute accuracy of the S/N measurement method may possibly be
subject to • maximum error of several db, the technique has proved to be very
useful in establishing repeatable S/N conditions for all relative fidelity measure-
ments employing the EDITS equipment.
E. 1.3 Basic TV Camera Resolution
The camera scanning method, format and size employed in EDITS depart from
the conventional analog vidicon TV camera system. In the standard analog
system, the camera beam sweeps along • given slanted line (the slant created
by the action of the vertical deflection w•veform)--ideall% •t • constant velocity.
It rapidly retraces and repeats the scan process for the next and successive
lines. In the EDITS equipment, the horizontal scanning action is • discon-
tinuous one in which the camera beam dwells on successive elements along •
line and moves from element to element in a relatively short period of time.
We classify this scan operation as digital indexing, since the horizontal de-
flection waveform is in the form of a staircase which is derived from a
resistance-ladder network, which in turn is fed by binary-counter/analog-gate
circuitry controlled by the synchronizer unit. This discontinuous sweep action
also occurs in the vertical direction on • line,to-line basis.
All of the fidelity measurements discussed in this report were taken at • scan
condition of 756 elements per horizontal line and-256 lines per frame. Allowing
for • small overscan beyond the vidicon photocathode mask, the number of
active elements along a horizontal or vertical scan line is approximately 240.
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The format used in these measurements is square, as opposed to the 3 by 4
aspect ratio employed in conventional systems. (EDITS readily possesses the
flexibility to operate with the 3 by 4 scan ratio; however, it was determined
that • square format was more desirable here based on the nature of the majority
of input test material employed. ) A square mask in front of the vidicon facepl•te
defines this active raster area in the EDITS camera. A 0.44-inch square •re•
is employed, which provides a 0.625 inch diagonal {equal in length to the diagonal
of the conventional scan of 0.3"75 inch x 0.50 inch). This relationship is shown
in Figure E. I-6{•}.
In the measurement of camera-system resolution, the spatial frequency of the
test pattern imaged on the photocathode surface may serve as • reference
against which camera response is judged. Based on 240 active elements per
.240
line, the number of element samples per inch equals approximately 550 10.44 |.
This provides 275 element pairs {line pairs} per inch, which is equivalent to
eleven line pairs per millimeter. Thus, based on the sampling theorem requir-
ing a minimum of two samples per cycle of reproduced frequency, the camera
system should be capable of reproducing image spatial frequencies up to eleven
cycles per millimeter on the photocathode. A comparison of measured versus
theoretical sine wave response of the EDITS camera is given in paragraph E. 2.
A second approach to resolution measurement is that of directly relating the
camera response to the standard "TV resolution lines" method employed in
conventional practice. In order to compare the EDITS camera performance
direc_iy with that of a standard vidicon camera, it is necessary to produce equiva-
lent test chart image spatial frequencies on the EDITS vidicon photocathodo.
Figure E. 1-6(b) depicts the condition described. In this example, it is
assumed that spacing of the black and white resolution bars is such that a total
of 200 bars occupies the full 0.3?5-inch conventional raster height. Since the
EDITS vertical scan is 0. 44 inches high, this would be equivalent to 235 black
and white bars in the vertical direction. Correspondingly, in the horizontal
direction, where the conventional system requires 267 {4/3 x 200} similarly
spaced bars, the EDITS camera requires 235. Therefore, when viewing the
standard resolution charts used in subsequently described measurements only
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0, 5 in-n'c'_ / of the normal test chart width is imaged on the active vidlcon
photocathode area, while the image height is correspondingly greater than the
chart height. In this manner, the resulting camera resolution measurements
in TV lines may be directly related to conventional vidicon resolution figures.
In the example given, the EDITS vidicon must generate 235 elements along
horizontal and vertical lines to provide one element sample per resolution bar.
At first thought, it might be assumed that this 200 TV lines represents tha
maximum resolution potential of EDITS operating in the 256 element scan con-
dition {240 active elements). In practice, it has been found that this does not
represent the limiting case as is evidenced by some of the limiting square wave
resolution measurement photos presented in paragraph E. 3. It appears that •
more reasonable maximum resolution figure is 250 conventional TV lines,
t
which is equivalent to almost 300 black and white bars across the 0.44 inch
photocathode. The natural question asked is how can there be more resolution
bars along a line than scan elements. Figure E. I-7 offers one possible explana-
tion for this. Since the EDITS TV camera and TV display (at lower brightness
levels) both are capable of producing considerably better resolution than is
presently set by the indexed scan, a condition similar to that depicted could
occur. On the Z00 line scan, beam positions (I) through (5) would produce full
video modulation. On the Z50 line scan with the scanning aperture size shown,
beam positions (7), (8} and {9) still produce full video modulation, while posi-
tions (6) and (I0) produce some intermediate video level. Thus, although the
spacing of elements is larger t._n *_e r=.'olution b_r spacing by approximately
25%. the higher resolution bars are still reproduced.
It is recognized that the above represents a somewhat special case, since other
positions of the scan beam relative to the resolution bars can produce a degra-
dation in response, even below the 200 TV line level. This of course is where
the well-known television KeU factor enters into the picture. However, it is
apparent that as the scanning aperture size is reduced, the resolution degradation
{normally accounted for in the Kell factor) becomes less; therefore, the EDITS
equivalent factor should be increased from the figure of approximately 0.7 used
in commercial TV practice up nearer to the unity value.
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E. 2 OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS
E. 2.1 Introduction
Paragraph C. 2 contains a summary of the measurement types and condlUons
employed in this test series. The three types of tests are (1) sine wave re-
sponse. (2) square wave response, and (3)gamzna characteristic. The prin-
cipal objective of tests (I) and (2) is that of providing absolute measures of
signal amplitude response versus input image spatial frequency for the two
fundamentally different video modulation methods under evaluation, These
are straight PCM (6 bitg in this case}, •nd Delta modulation (2-bit Delta is
used}. The output of test (3) is of considerable value in the subjective
measurement program in determining the dynamic operating range expected
of the system relative to the total contract range of the input photogr•phlc
• test data.
E. 2.2 Objective Test Procedures and Results
Sine Wave Response
Test Procedure. The vidicon camera is positioned to view a selected 1-114
inch wide section of the back-illuminated 30% modulation Kodak Sine Wave Test
Object transparency. This is accomplished by use of • 50 mm focal length
lens plus the additional required lens-to-photocathode extension to provide
the proper image and object distances. Figure E. 2-I illustrates the layout
of the basic chart sinusoidal spatial frequencies and denotes the area selected
for this particular test (the surrounding chart area is masked off).
Since the I-1/4 inch wide image just fills the photocathode width of 0.44 inches,
this represents a size reduction of Z. 84 times. Therefore, relative to the
photocathode, the six selected •groups of spatial frequencies are multiplied by
the factor of ,. 84, resulting in a sinusoidal pattern series of the followin8
approximate valuoss
E-8

Basic Frequency Image Reduction Ratio
3/8 cy/mm x 2.84 T
3/4 cylmm x 2.84 ¥
1-1/8 cy/mm x 2.84 _'
1-I/2 cy/mm x 2.84 ,It
2-I/4 cy/mm x 2.84
Spatial Frequency
on Photocathode
I cy/mm
2 ©yln.um
3 cylrrm_
4 cylmm
6 cylmm
Measurements are performed at a video S/N _ 40 db to minimize the maskin|
t.rrecte of noise on the basic system response characteristics. The most con0
venient point of measurement is the output of the display amplifier. EDITS
Eating circuits are adjusted to select a single scan line passing through the
sine wave patterns. The resultin 8 waveform is displayed on and recorded
from the CRT.
Test Results. Figure E. 2 P-I presents the results of the objective sine
wave response measurements for both six-bit PCM and two-bit Delta modulation
methods in the form of CRT amplitude traces. Also, for ease and directness
of comparison, the corresponding quasi-objective sine-wave outputs from the
EDITS TV display are included in this figure; however, the latter results will
be discussed in paragraph E. 3.
From the figure, six-bit PCM response is seen to hold up well out to 4 cycles/ram
{approximately 80% of the I cycle/ram response) and still shows about 40%
response at 6 cycles/ram. Delta performance is considerably poorer. First.
note the reduction in I cycle/ram response (to approximately 60% of the com-
parable PCM amplitude). The higher delta frequency components also are
degraded more rapidly than with PCM resulting in a very low percent response
at 6 cycles/man.
It is concluded that, evenwith six-bit P_M, the theoretical response capability of
I I cycles/ram is at best barely achievable, and is not achievable with Delta.
Limiting factors common to the _vo systems are as follows: first, the basic
highlight brightness of the input sinus0idal patterns is low {less
contrast, lowlight brightness "
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contrast and falling response, the noise in the video signal assumes slgnlflc-nce
in determining limiting detectable response. Also, since EDITS performs dis-
crete horizontal and vertical element sampling processes with the vidicon
scanning beam, it is possible to encounter an out-of-phase condition where the
_d
sampling element locations on the photocathode occur between positions of
maximum and minimum image brightness. In this respect, the discrete beam
scanning/sampling process is directly equivalent to the more standard F_M
television process of time-sampling the normal analog video signal from a
camera which employs normal sawtooth scanning. This effect is related to
the Kell factor which is applied to vertical resolution performance of con.
ventional TV cameras. However, for reasons discussed in paragraph E. I. _, the
conventional KeU factor of approximately 70% should not apply to this particular
EDITS digitally-indexed scan mode. In addition, Delta inherently suffers more
from a limitation of high frequency response than does PCM, which accounts for
its more rapid response fall-off with increasing image spatial frequency.
ScLuare Wave Response
Test Procedure. The vidicon camera with the extended 50 mm lens is adjusted
to scan an image corre ,pending to a total width of two inches on the Westing-
house resolution chart. The area selected includes one set of the square wave
black and white resolution bars. which covers the range from I00 to I000 TV
lines. Based on the previously discussed relationship between the EDITS
camera raster format and size and those of a conventional TV camera, and
based on the special optical magnification ratio established for this test, there
is a conversion factor of 1-to-4 which must be applied to the chart spatial fre-
quencies to relate them to the EDITS vidicon camera photocathode. Thus, the
camera is caused to scan a bar-pattern image group ranging from 25 TV lines
to 250 lines resolution. Measurements were performed at a video S/N _ 40 rib.
Test l_,esults. Figure E. Z P-Z shows the resulting CRT single line amplitude
traces for Six,bit PCM and two-bit Delta modulation systems, The two photographs
on the left are taken under the same test input conditions as the two traces on
the right. The left traces are presented on an expanded CRT time base to
E-IO
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permit easier interpretation of the response corresponding to the first foul"
input bar pattern groups, which extend over a range of 25, 50, 75,and 100 TY
lines, The time base on right photographs equal one full camera horizontal
scan line period. In each case, only a single line through the bar pattern group
is recorded.
As expected, the absolute and relative square wave responses from the two
modlllation systems are in substantial agreement with the previous sine wave
results. The data shows that PCM has approximately 75% response at 100 TV
lines (relative to 25 TV line amplitude), 50% at 150 TV lines, and 20% (in this
particular case) at ZOO TV lines. The results beyond 200 lines are not easily
interpreted on these traces.
Delta starts out at 25 TV lines with approximately 75_ of the amplitude level
of PCM due to the time constant of the integrator circuit. Its relative response
at I00 lines is down to about 25%, and at 700 lines it is down to only • few per-
cent.
It is concluded from these measurements that PClV[ rendition of points, lines
and edges will be superior to Delta Performance. However, the degree of
superiority can best be determined by studying the fidelity of the test photo-
graphs obtained in the subjec_ve test series, which is covered in paragraph E. 4
Gamma Characteristics
Test Procedure. The gamma measurement of primary concern here is th_
overall characteristic including the camera, TV display film, and recordin s
system. In addition, the gamma of the vidicon camera is of interest, and this
measurement also i8 included,
Common test input data is used in both these measurements. The basic input
data is in the form of a Fete-Video Grey Scale test object consisting of ten
steps of increasing transmission densities covering a relative density range
from 0 to I. 7 in average step increments of 0. Z density. Since the step-to-step
change is not uniform (varying from 0. 14 to 0. ZT) it is necessary to measure the
actual density values corresponding to each step. This is readily accomplished
E-II
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using • simple Kodak transmission/reflectance densitometer. Then the system
output response is related to the corresponding calibrated step densities (con-
verted to relative percent of transmission for graphical plotting purposes).
In the case of the camera gamma measurement, the camera amplitude response
is recorded on the CRT connected to the EDITS display amplifier output (it
was determined that the amplitude linearity of the display amplifier was suf.
ficiently good and did nc affect the measurement accuracy}. By means of
video gating circuits incorporated in EDITS, the total frame of video is gated
out, with the exception of a small line sector falling in the central are• of the
camera scan. Then the gray scale chart is positioned to cause the photocathods
image of the first gray scale step to correspond with the active portion of the
camera scan line. The signal output amplitude is then recorded on the CRT.
The gray scale image is then moved one step interval, the CRT horizontal
centering is moved one centimeter division, and a second film exposure is
made. This process is repeated until all ten steps {ten, multiple film exposures}
are completed. The resultant step waveform pattern represents the relative
amplitude response of the vidicon camera to the corresponding input step
brightness values. This particular procedure is followed to avoid any errors
resulting from uneven sensitivity across the vidicon photocathode surface or
uneven shading in the hack-illumination light fixture.
A reasonable approximation of the overall gamma of the complete system is ob-
tained by photographing the display output produced as the camera scans the
same gray scale chart. Typical values of display drive voltage and display
brightness are employed in this test. The output photographic reflectance
density values are then measured using the Kodak densitometer, and relatlvm
o
percent reflectance values are then calculated for purposes of graphical pre-
sentatlon.
Test Results. Figure E. 7.-Z contains plots of the relative camera and overall
system responses versus the corresponding relative gray scale step percent
brightness values. The camera gamma is seen to be uniform and is calculated
to have • value of 0.7, _ approximately.
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TV CAMERA AND SYSTEM GAMMA
The calculated midrange gamma for the completo system is approximately 2.0;
however, highlight and lowlight saturation effects, primarily in the Polaroid film,
limit the overall output contrast to about 35-to-I. This corresponds to an input
contrast range of 20-to-l. However, if system operation were limited to •
fairly straight portion of the-gamma characteristic corresponding to a contrast
e 25 to 1
range of about 14-to-l, _3.8 to [] ' the usable input contrast would b@
restricted to a ratio of 5-to-l. In the more normal case, the system is adjusted
to reproduce scene highlights at the maximum photographic exposure permissible
without significant loss of highlight detail. Under this condition, the maxim_n
usable input contrast equals app.-'oximately 11-I;o-I and this produces an output
photographic contrast of ZS-to-|.
The above figures represent various dynamic operating ranges obtainable with
EDITS under the photometric conditions specified.
E. 3 QUASI-OBJECTIVE MEASUREMENTS
E. 3. I Introduction
Paragraph C. 2 presents • summary of the types of tests and test conditions em-
ployed in th/s measurement series. In summary, the tests include: (I} overall
i.-r,--ge fidelity (RETMA test chart}, (2) limiting sine wave resolution. {3} limiting
square wave resolution, and (4) brightness contouring. All eight video data modu-
lation techniques listed in paragraph C. 2 are included in this test phase.
The principal purpose of the quasi-objectlve measurements is to provide • means
of bridging the gap which would otherwise exist between the purely objective (wave.
form} test results previously discussed and the primarily subjective test evalua-
tions covered in paragraph E. 4. By employing known or calibrated input test condi-
tions, various system parameters can be tested up to and beyond the limits of ac-
ceptability as determined by subjective assessment of the output photographic
data.
Because of the large number of photographic recordings contained in this section.
no attempt is made to comment specifically on every photograph. Rather, dis-
cussion in general will be limited to items on unusual interest and importance.
E-13
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E. 3.2 Discussion of Ouasl-ObJective Test Procedures and Results
Overall Imase Fidelity IRETMA Chart Inputl
Test Procedure. The EDITS camera system is set up using the 25 nun
lens to view the proper RETMA test chart dimensions in order to pro-
vide for direct reading o_ TV line resolution (as discussed in paragraph
E. I. 3). Electrical and optical focus are optimized, a standard video
gain setting is selected, and the camera lens aperture is adjusted to
achieve a full video amplitude level into the AID encoder. A standard
video gain setting is maintained for an entire series of measurements
in order that the external analog noise generator output can be calibrated
for the desired video S/N conditions requited in the tests.
TV display grid drive and display brightness settings are carefully ad.
justed and controlled to achieve, insofar as is possible, similar operat-
ing conditions for each measurement condition which follows. The film
camera aperture setting remains fixed for all measurements, as does
the exposure time, since in each case this equals one complete frame
time.
Test Results_ /_.eferring to Figures E. 3. P-I t.hrough E. 3. P-4o as would
be expected the reference 6-bit PCM technique produces the highest
fidelity test chart image at 40 db signal-to-nolse. A limiting resolution
of approximately 250 TV lines is discernible in the central chart area
(see paragraph E. I. 3 for a discussion of this resolution enhancement effect}.
Seven gray-scale steps are in evidence, and the overall photographic
image is clean and reasonabl Y sharp. The most pronounced departures
from this level of fidelity occur with 2 bit PCM (as would be expected
on this type of image}, on two-three Roberts which shows a definitely objec-
tionable residual pseudorandom noise effect, and on 2-bit Delta. The Delta
image possesses an overall "soft" appearance resulting from the limited
step function response of the system. Horizontal resolution of 200 TV
lines {maximum} is barely discernible in the center of the chart. Verti-
cal resolution, determined by scan-line spacing, appears comparable to
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PCM response. Added to the Delta picture softness is • background graini.
ness or coarseness caused by the fluctuations of the Delta signal above and
below the actual levels of low frequency input video sign•l components.
The 4-bit PEC/Huffman system also exhibits • raster graininess. This
effect has been studied and is known to result from crosstalk effects in
the present TV display scan system employed with the PEC system.
Similar effects were originally observed in the EDITS camera and were
removed by circuit design refinements. Therefore, the observed graini-
ness is not inherent in the technique, rather, it is • present circuit limita-
tion which can be overcome by redesie-'n.
The 20 db signal-to-noise condition is observed to be something of • per-
formance equalizer since • considerable amount of the fine-line and point
detail present in the higher fidelity, low noise PCM photos is now oblit-
erated by the high noise content of the signal. Still, however, the Delta
image exhibits a softness not present with the other techniques. Three-fotw
Roberts, 4-bit PCM and 6-bit PCM appear to have approximately equal image
fidelities.
Limitin[[ Sine Wave Resolution
Test Results. The test procedure is described in paragraph E. 2.2. Re-
ferring to Figure E. Z. P-l, 6-bit PCM and 7-bit Delta sine wave resolu-
tion patterns are presented adjacent t_ the corresponding CRT amplitude
traces previously discussed. The subjective evaluation of the resulting
sinusoidal images substantiates the objective measurement discussion.
The 6-cycle/ram pattern is reproduced with reasonable clarity by 6-bit
PCM; the Delta •reproduction is approaching the limiting resolution condi-
tion.
Limiting ScAuare Wave Res01utic_. '
Test Procedure. The procedure followed here is essentially the same
employed with the RETMA chart fidelity measurement discussed above.
Test Results. Referring to Figures E. 3. P-I through E. 3. P-4, the square
wave resolution on all modulation systems except Delta is clearly 200 TV
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lines, and actually appear s to extend nearly to 300 TV lines (limiting} on
6 bit and • bit PCM and three-four Roberts. Delta produces a Clear 100.
line response and an absolute limiting response at Z00 lines.
Br ightne s s Contourin|
Test Procedure. In order to bring out the effects of brightness contouring
resulting from signal quantizing, a roughly symmetrical input brightness
gradient is produced by a 75-watt incandescent lamp placed several inches
behind the glass diffusing plate in the EDITS back-illuminated test fix-
furs. This creates the hot-spot area seen on the 40-db 6-bit PCM photo
on Figure E. 3. P-5. The corresponding camera video signal level is ad-
justed to cover the full encoding range of the A/D converter.
Test Results. Figures E. 3. P-5 through E. 3. P-8 show the contourin I ef-
fects of the various modulation techniques at 40, 30, and in certain cases,
20 db signal-to-noise. It is significant that the three-four Roberts modu-
lation incorporating pseudorandom noise addition and subtraction does a vary
effective job of eliminating contouring, even a 40 db. All other techniques
exhibit varying degrees of countouring, with the exception of 6-bit I_M.
.,.e 40-db De I"° photo exhibits an unusual effect consisistln_ of two concentric
rings corresponding to dead hands in the modulation process. This is not
thought to be inherent in the system, but rather is a small operational defect in
the present Delta implementation.
The 30 db and Z0 db signal-to-noise conditions serve to illustrate the ef-
fectiveness of sensor noise in eliminating contouring on the more coarsely
quantized signals.
E. • SUBJECTIVE MEASUREMZNTS
E. 4. I Introduction
Paragraph C. 2 presents the summary of various test conditions employed for
this test phase in comparing the performance of the eight modulation techniques
under review. In all, 98 photographs are included in this section and are divided
equally between the two selected natural terrain input test photographs; specificaU_
the Canadian Arctic and Lunar scenes.
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The main objective of this last major measurement phase Ls to produce a serLee
of carefully controlled photographs suitable for detailed subjective study, which
represent typical image-fidelity characteristics expected of the eight modulation
methods operating on an interplanetary reconnaissance mission. "Typical" imago
fidelity is the difficult part of this objective to satisfy since it implies detailed
knowledge of the planetary terrain--information which of course is unavailable
at present--and many other specific mission operational characteristics. EIVLR
h,,s attempted to satisfy the objective by selecting input test photographs repre-
senting wide extremes in terms of terrain types, scale factors, and photometric
contrasts• We have endeavored to simulate other critical operational conditions
by specifying a wide range of test parameters; i.e., video signal-to-noise of 40,
30, and Z0 db and bit error probabilities of I0 "c°. I0 "4. 10 "3. and I0 -2.
Due to the very large number of photographs contained within this section, no
attempt will be made to discuss each one. Rather, comments will be limited
to items of special significance, and will serve to supplement discussions of
individual modulation techniques presented in Appendix P,.
E. 4. Z Discussion of Subjective Test Procedures and Results
Overall Image Fidelity - Canadian Arctic Photo
Test Procedure. The general equipment set-up procedure closely follows
that outlinedin paragraph E. 3. Z for the RETMA chart fidelity measurement.
The only slgnii"Icant cLifferences are in optical magnification ratios em-
ployed plus the additional care being taken to obtain the maximum possible
dynamic range from the system.
To produce the desired simulated photographic scale factors, the camera
is positioned to scan a seven inch square area of the photograph. Critical
adjustments of vidicon beam current and lens aperture are required to
reproduce detail appearing in the highlight and lowlight areas. Even at
best, this is a compromise since the maximum usable input contrast
range for the system is Z0-to-l. while maximum contrast ratios as high
as 50-to-I are present in the input photograph.
Test Results. Referring to FiguresE. 4. P-I through E. 4. P-4, the reference
L
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a 6 bit PCM photo (40 db, 10"°°),again represents the fidelity standard
for the group. It is important to note that the limite4 input dynamic
range of the system very nearly results in a total loss of lowlight detail
in coor_ mate locations Be9, B-10, and C-8 through C-10 (Figure C. Z P-?).
Highlight detail is much better preserved due to the came.re set-up pro-
cedure used, although some highlight saturation is present.
Still referring to the 6-bit PCM photograph, midrange tonal elements
are reproduced with reasonable fidelity; that is, lines, edges, tonal
shades, and textural features. Of course, due to _he rnidrange system
gamma of approximately Z. 0, there is a noticable increase in contrast
in these areas.
In terms of relative image fidelity, at 40 db major degradation appears
only with the 3-bit and Z-bit PCM and the two-three P, oberts methods.
Delta, although lacking the subjective sharpness of the PCM picture, produces
a surprising amount of image detail, which emphasizes the fact that
standard test pattern image fidelity cannot be used as the sole measure of
system usefulness.
Another interesting point here concerns the three-four Roberts system. F,x-
cept for a moderate increase in nne-graln noise, the three-fouz Roberts fide-
lity at 40 db is not far below 6-bit I_M, Comparison of the 6-bit PCM at 30
db versus the three-four l_oberts at 40 db shows nearly equal image fldelities.
All systems appear to hold up pretty weLT at the 30 db condition, and at Z0 db
the differences between 6-bit PCM, 4-bit PCM, and three-four Roberts
are slight, with Z-bit Delta quality not far below other three.
Figures E. 4. P-5 through E. 4. P-8 present the effects of simulated channel
noise on the output bit streams. The most significant results of this test
series are: (I) all PCM techniques hold up quit@ well at increasing Pe"
Even at Pe = I0"_' little picture information is lost as a result of the
"salt and pepper" error effects; (Z) Delta holds up surprisingly well
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Swith only minor image information lost at Pe (3) four-bit PEC/-
Huffman exhibits increasingly severe data word error_l)until at Pe• 10"Z*
v_a'y severe image degradation is evidenced.
Overall Imase Fidelity - Lunar Scene,
Test Procedure. Since t_ photometric contrast ratio of the Lunar scene
is only ll-to-l, camera s_t-up entails less of a compromise thr.n with
the Canadian Arctic set-up discussed in above. Other comments included
above also pertain to this test procedure.
Test Results. Figures E. 4. P-9 through E. 4. P-I2 depict the modulation
system fidelities resulting from a variation of analog signal-to-noise.
First, however, a brief comparison will be made between the reference
6-bit PCM (40 db, l0 "°°) photo and the input Lunar scene. The much
smaller contrast range of the Lunar scene has permitted a camera/display
system set-up in which the lowlight and midtone range area detail (for ex-
ample, see coordinate locations B-Z, B-3, C-2, C-3 of Figure C. 2P-8) is
reproduced with reasonable fidelity. This includes lines, edges, textural
features and, in particular, isolated points. Detail is lost in the highlight
areas (for example coordinate location G-6 on the same figure) however,
due to the saturation effect previously discussed.
From a relative fidelity comparison standpoint0 the 40 db condition shows
4-bit PCM, three-four l_oberts, and 2-blt Delta of almost equivalent quality
below 6'bit PCM0 with Delta suffering slightly more on reproduction of isolated
point images. Decreasing video Signal-to-noise to 30 db brings these four
techniques into closer equivalence, as does the Z0-db condition.
Figures E. 4. P-13 through E. 4. P-16 show,the effects Of increasing bit
errors. The comments made on the corresponding series of Canadian
Arctic photographs apply here also. The only exception is that some of
the PCM "salt and pepper" errors conceivably could be mistaken for
_i_olated m_int irnai[es.
(I) Wired line and Irame scan synchronization is employed in this and all
other performance tests reported herein,
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